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Setting the Context

N

THE VOCATIONAL EVALUATION PROJECT ,

"For almost half a century, a very large number:sof
gators and working professionalsOaue committed .wzreaedeal
of time and effort to the development of techniques designed
to evaluate and predict work behavior." WALTER S'1 NEFF

1. Since the tern "Pre-vocational Evaluation" first appearedyit'hss'beeh
implied that "Evaluation" is a specialized methodology. belonging to epertiC\:

.

ula roup of "professionals". "Vocational.tvaluation", heir to the mail ley

has con inued,in the same tradition. Research data has been c011ected,to'''
provide the background for curriculum development in the training of-'`pro-

fessionals". VOcationaltvaluation systems haye been designed whidhwbuld
enable the,"profeasional" evaluator to administer "evaluation" more effi.:.'

ciently to a larger group of "evaluees". One senses, however, that the tines

are exerting a great pressure upon. the field` of evaluation. The e!Th4sis'uPon
consumer involvement, the rights of the consumer.and the emphasis upon'the.
client's "signing off" his own remediation plan, illuminaet the indiCative,.

.
that research in evaluation must be done from the perspective of. the
needs, rather than the needs of the professional'or of the de3tiveiy system.'.,

2. The time has come for those of us who profess,to possess these talentS.
to seriously ask "Where have we come from?", "Where are we now ? "; and "Where

are we going?". Even the most elementary survey of the field reveals,that.
we share little in common among ourselves except vaguely defined terms,,and
a propensity to audaciously involve ourselves in the lives of other people

who are seeking help. Our literature is full of contradictions,the turnover
in the field appears to be high, and there is little concrete evidence that
"Vocational Evaluation" and all of its borrowed methodology is worth the
number of dollars being spent to purchase our services each year. Yet, the

literature abounds with comments on the effectiveness of the evaluation
process, and existentially you know, that for many, individuals, it has .

been a significant turning point in their life's journey. The time has come

for us to articulate the present evolutionary development of our field,
and to create a vision of its increased effectiveness in the future.'

I. SIGNIFICANT "EVALUATION" BENCHMARKS

3. Evaluation, systems were created when it became obvious that psychometric
and paper and pencil testing were not adequate'for a portion of the population.
Experimental sampling of jobs began on a somewhat organized basis following
World War I, as noted in Bregman (1967),but the benchmark of vocational
evaluation system was the TOWER, developed by the Institute for the Crippled
and Disabled in New York City in the late 1950's. It was the first systematic,

individualized approach to vocational-evaluation to be recognized-across the

country. As people came to see and learn about the system, there proliferated
around the country a multitude of quasi-TOWER systems most of which did not
have either the-sophisticated development or criteria of the TOWER. Because

these " 'do your own thing" systems have a lack of applicability from one center
to another, there has been an obvious need for new systems, more universal

in nature. The Philadelphia Jewish Employment and Vocational Serviced (JEVS)

System, developed under contract with the Department of Labor was a serious

attempt to create a comprehensive evaluation system which was applicable

in a wide number of communities. Industry has also joined the task. (The

Singer/Graflex'Compancreated its own "package" system.) 1

4. The availability of data is as important as its original creation. Distri-

bution and resource centers, are key factors: "Work Evaluation in Rehabilitatilly

'0
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:(an educational guide developed from An instkfte held,in July 1969 in Denver? Colo.)
*Aprobake the first significantly red'ognized:and.accetted book in the field, although
vertually hal f, oe'the writing regarding vOcational\eValuatlop to date was done before

,,its publication. ,Irimany respects, `this book7synthe0iies,m4kof the earlier. writing
'and gave the'fieltl,stichgifts'aa..reff966 al.d, 196ay Oategores of evaluation (which
today has `a. wide kepptanc.O. It is signiNdint that,fle%mas attribution and

_ ,

= reprinting OfAhis boOkby'the Materials Development Gcnter .09c) 4 the Unlyersity. , .

'qf Wisconsin--Oput, contributed, greatly to itSa.ccepiarice. The. publication of Work 0,

EvaluationAn. Andotated'Bibliography 1947 to I91Q, also issued MDC? was the vehicle,, ,
. ,

whipkallowed'the fieldto-opr'opriate the Preyioui, writing., Significant ii .the
deVeIdpirlept ind'diat?ibutiOn'of, material for the- field' has hadn'the VEWAA Bulletin. .

Many other publicationkhave'alad carried articies...on,e4luation",inciuding the Journal
of Rehabilitation,,' Archives of Physical.ifedicine and:RehabilitAtiOn,The American.
-Journal of Odcupational Therapy.: .'.'- '1. ..

.

- -.
-,

,, . ,,
5.., Research in the field of evaluapiioh .has been contimially neceSsarifor the .

creation of.tbe'manyprograMs offered today', but that research da4has.pot 4waya:
been formally recorded., Basically, ih.ereare two types of research which:have gone
on in, evalation; 1).that,,netessary'for',4he development of s ales and systems and
2)' that n' essary to, get anunderstanding,of the practiCe. -of vo. t 1 evaluation

., ,
-itself:. Egerman's (1969) report' on the Johnttown1T:Center's, tudy,made ffi,1966
`ProViddethafir4tgeneral pittUre of evaluators around. the count y, This was sub-
seqpently followed,Up by Sankowsky'.(1969) whole tiara studies in 19"68:and 1969 drew
their': information fom rehabilitationacilities (for.the first'sfudy) and frot.ther.,,.
MeMberShip of the Vocational' EV4uationand Work Adjustment Association (for.the-

. ,.

.

iseCond).`° The "Think Tank" at Stout State Xpiversity,in 1968 was alSo a significant
attempt to draw together national attitudeacrom individuals well recognized in the

0 ..'field. ..

'
: ,44

;6.. Training in. the VOcational Evaluatien, has 'bap, forNost people, a
Period of apprenticeship. The firat,nationally offered training irevaluation was,
a Serid Of clas"tes held at theTria-,itutt for the Crippled and Disabled (ICD) an:,
New,iork City to teach ihe.use.of the TOWEkSystem, and the'deveropment of work pam-...

In'tne late 1960's'SiOnf-State'UniVeraity, University of Arizona -0
- and Auburn

.Uniyeitity began 'to offer, maqeri.degree,fraining in the field of evaluation,;'ana
shortlithereafter a nuiher,of Universities began to offer short-terilraining Ses-
siOns,ofene to four, weeks or the 'subject. Today an evaluator may choose from a
nUmber,of university pregrams, as' well as specialized training programs, such as
.ICD (the TOWBR); °the Phjladelphia JEVS, or any number of nationally recognized°

. rehabilitation fadilftiea.
,

# . ' 4 PERSONAL ANALYSIS ..

. , . .
. . .

7. Thenecessiti4 1) of understanding your client's_and, helping them to, create
vocatiphal and personal,goals;,2);of being recognized as a'professional facility by

. other educational, rehabilitatioP, and.manpower programs; and 3Y of paying the bills
- 1

(evaluation is a service for'which funds are available, have influenced.many fac4-
ities.td provide evaluation* Frequently, it is an administrative decision tq offer,
the service, and therefore systems are frequently developed which meet the needs of
the oiganizati& rather than being designed" to meet the needs ofi,the client, Fre-
quently also is the decision to,go.withthe "least expensive syttem". How can we
tansene upon:Orminolog3es for this field, when eachprograth is uniquely defined
by the attitudes regarding its importance and its, relationship to other programs,
in a given facility,as held by the administrator, the supervisors,and the other
staff?

' , .

8. ,Research likewise,has been.done out of he needs of,the organization -- the
need for the development of acceptable grog , the need for a professional

G
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status or practitioners, etc.). It. has been largely university based and has

involved only a limited nutber,of_practitilers.
0

9. By and large most practising evaluators do not write. There/are sevethl
. reasons which might be giva for this: Their inexperience, the fact that they
have not read very widely in the field, the time pressures of their job, or per-
haps, the colstant .nsed to write evaluations and other reports. These factors leave
many evaluators less than enthusiastic for any other writing,. What ever the reason,'
most writing is done by administrators who give geheral background and history of
their own programs, by university professors whO are trying to get at,the fundamental
theory behind the delivery of evaluation services,,and by project directors who are
wrieing.uP the results of their research or deMonstration projects'. There is nothing
wrong with what is being,eing,written,,it4s necessary. However, there is a Vide gap left

. fof practitioners to fill with pradtical help to their colleagues in the field.,
Therihas also b4n little writing comparing vocational evaluation with other fieldt

. of endeavor -- medicine, social science, etc.

,

.; 10:. Much has been .done, however, more than most evaluators are willing to en-
', counter. A frequent comment from practicing evaluators is "there really hasn't

been much written about vocational evaluation" or "I want something practical, all
that theory stuff is over my head". The evaluator who believes there has been. little

- wribten has'net looked, and,the evaluator who refuses to deal with the theory has not
acknowledged his responsibility to himself, his clients, and the field. Frequently,

the evaluator relies on the excuse that he is already overworked, And, therefore, has
no time to read. In addition, most facilities pay little attention_to in-service

.

in
.

'traing for their evaluators.

.III. THEORY AND PRACTICE ,

11. Anyone who diagnosis and prescribes; rograms'of change for individuals should
be well trained, yet, in- practice, many evaluators are young, inexperienced, and learn
to,be evalpators by experimenting with clients. An evaluator should be knowledgeable

,.about learning.theory, available training,opportunities for clients, and should know
the job market in order to enable the client and his counselor to make realistic
dec1sions regarding future work. Conversely, many evaluators have neither worked at

..a-full-Liime job before becoming an evaluator, nor conscientiously researched, their
local job market, An,evaluator.should be able to be empathic with the client, to en-
'courage his best work, to be the client's advocate, and yet be objective. A °number of

'evaluators: however, are to objective that they are merely impersonal recorders o
information, and others become go pertonally involved with their clients that they

- loge their objectivity.

. 12. In order to be affdctive, an,evaluator must have good, applicable tools'which
are comprehensive and which allow the client to probe into his own needs and abilities.
Many systems, however, are designed to evaluate the urban male in a limited number
of occupational clusters which fall primarily to lower skill and lower economic.
categories. The evaluator has to depend primarily upon his own personally developed
skills and abilities to inspire his client to put forth his best efforts, and upon
his personal skills to be able to comprehend and.interpret data from man contrib-
uting sources including the client, other agencies, and professionals who have sought

to help the client.

13. It would seen; that to do,his best job, an evaluator would need to have a good
rapport with his clients, but frequently they become merely numbers or are asso-
ciated with classic cases in the evaluators own history ("HE's just like old. .

An evaluator-should be able to communicate well with other professionals, and have

. the confidence of, and in, other members of the staff within the facility in which he

works. -,Frequently, he gets little cooperation from other professionals and frightens
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other members ,of the facility" staff because of his constant questions-or their fear
that,""telling it like it is", will hurt the client.

.0

.14. Evaluation should be a part of every-client'S rehabilitation plan, that is
not to say that every client should participate in a-formal vocational evaluation
program, but that evaluation should take place. FreqUently, however, little evalu-

"'ation of the client's previous history is considered in the writing of.the vocational
an& remediAion plans and, very often, it is only after other systems have failed that
the client is sent to be "evaluated" as'a "court of,last resort".

IV. THE VOCATIONAL EVALUATION PROJECT

15. The Vocational Evaluation Project was an attempt to pull together the wisdom
of knowledgeable administrators, university personnel who have done theoretical
probing and writing in the field heretofore, and the practical "grassroots" exper,--
ience of over 1,000, people involved in the VocdtiOnal Evaluation process throughout
the United States. Participating forums span the continent from Boston to San
Francisco, from New Orleans to Duluth., Thdre were 6 lbcal,discussion forums spread
throughout 30 states.

16. Seventeen "Coordinators" created Obsition papers on 16 delimitated topics
regarding vocational evaluation.. Each forum read one of these papersand
reacted to it in light of its own .perSonal experiences. At the same time, each,
individual sent information to the project, via three short questionnnaires, which
related to his own'personal experience. At a second session, forums brainstormed
and organized into a tentative writing outline.

17: Each coordinator received the writing outline from the three orour forums
(which were assigned to' discuss his paper): He responded to their outlines and
'sent questions back to each forum for further work and clarification. The forums
then re-worked their outlines and corporately wrote a short,statement regarding
.their agreement and disagreement in relation to theft topic.

'4 0

18. All of the statements were collected and duplicated for the first national
seminar in Atlanta, Georgia. Research data including the Eitatements, the writing
outlines, the 17 original position papers, and results of the questionnaires were
the spring boardlf,p that conference. At, that time, participants made up of the
17 coordinators an forum leaders ftom participating forums corporately wrote
a prelimanary stateinent on the state of the art of vocational evaluation--1973.,

18. Balboa (1970) points to "Sbtlogical inquiry and communication themselves
as major social actions and intery ntions". The vocational evaluation project
inits first year has had an impact upon the field of evaluation. It has been the
catalyst for discussion and idea sharing between professionals in vocationalrehal.
bilitation, special education, and vocational education.

'M. The work of the first year, and the articles which follow in this book, repre-
sent signiticant opinions regarding vocational education in 1973. The auttrors_

i

tre chosen because of their first-hand knowledge.ofthe field. They were orig-
ally-published as individual papers for the use of the individual local forums,

but are reprinted here as a4group because of their value as a comprehensive state- ,

ment on vocational evaluation, in 1973. While they stand on their own, they also
represent the first step toward a common understanding of the ideology of voca-
tional evaluation.

.

Stanley H. Crow

ft



SELF STORY (CONCEPT)

1. A crucial element in the occupational identity of'the vocational evaluator, is
the self story (concept) which the evaluator has of himself and his craft. The

occupational ideology of vocational evaluation (as within any occupation) is signifi-
cant in determining its public acceptance, continued viability, and growth or decline

as a vocationally unique specialty. In addition to mediating the internal operations
and functioning of vocational evaluation, this occupational ideology influences the
conceptions that other occupations and professions, the clientele served, and the

general public have of evaluation. To some extent all occupational ideologies contain
elethents of fact, fallacy, and stereotyped thinking or mythology which contribute to

the total conceptualization of that field. A thorough examination of the ideology,

and kelf concept of the vocational evaluator, is an essential ingredient in understanding

the occupational and social, organization which characterizes the field as a whole.

2. The self concept of the evaluator,- as viewed from the analytical framework of

sociological study can be characterized with'in the following dimensions: 1) Paro-

chialism-ecumenist - a parochial ideology and self concept is seldom diffused to

other occupations, while,an ecumenic one is disseminated among multiple occupations
and to the occupational world in general; 2) Stratification - occupations character-
ized as being professional have more complete and well articulated ideologies and
self concepts, while those which are not professional and are semi-professional have

a less completely defined sense of occupational identity; 3) Boundary maintenance -

occupational ideology may contribute to a rigid definition of who, is an occupational
practitioner and what his 'Competencies are, or to a more diffuse relationship which

allows far Less exclusive practice: 4) Indeterminate-determinate - an indeterminate
self concept is characterized by few qualifications for occupational entry and minimum
directives for guiding the worker in the specific details of his job, while a deter -
minate, one is characterized by gore elaborate entry pro.scriptl.ont and minutely determined
rights, duties, and norms; 5) Stereotype -.the occupational stereotypes suggested'by
self concept will detefmine training, remuneration, mobility, and occupational prestige;
both the general public as well as the practitioner may be influenced by these occu-
pational stereotypes and role expectations; 6) Special ideologies - self concept may
be influenced by perceptions along the dichotomous distinctions of white- collar /blue-

collar; helping/service, science/art; etc. These dimensions should be kept in mind

when reviewing the historical development of the field. The, basic framework of this

paper on the vocational evaluator and vocational evaluation, is Oat of vocational

evaluation as an "emerging profession". Currently,' vocational, may be
considered is'a semi-profession, which denotes that it does not, rest upon a firm
body of theoretical knowledge, hasra\relatively short training period, and cannot

claim a monopoly of exclusive skills. The semi - professional self concept of the

vocational evaluator, who is striving for professional status, will be examined to
determine the unique, subculture (mores, roles, norms, folkways)' of the field.

,,

REVIEW OF THE:LITERATURE

3. The early organizational attempts and literature of a semi-profession
..for professional status,, ids largely concerned with the delineation of a unique occu-

pational role and a rationale for existence. Much of the early and even current
-literature within vocational evaluation is directed to this end. One of the earliest

written rationales' for vocational evaluation is that of Frederick A. Whitehouse
(Whitehouse, 1953); this article d,iscusses the limitations of standard tests, and

suggests the contribution of the Institute for the Crippled and Disabled Guidance

Test. Classes. The vocational evaluatdr, as described, is a job sample administrator
and pirovides a specialized and valid source of vocational information to the inter-,

-
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disciplinary rehabilitation team (training instructor, vocational counselor, psy-
chologist, physician). Thu, Whitehouse presents and defines the concept of a
"living period" evaluation, specifies how it is distinct from other sources and
client information, outlines the role of the evaluator and his contribution
t,,o information needed by other rehabilitation professionals. This rationale repre-
sents an early effort to create a parochial image for the vocational evaluator as a
distinct member of the rehabilitation team. It was parochial not only in being
limited to the field of vocational rehabilitation, but also becauie it arose from
a specific rehabilitation agency program and would conceivable only be translated
into the program of other. rehabilitation agencies.

4. Several years later, Redkey and White presented a detailed and comprehensive
program plan for the development, organization, and operation of a prototype vocational
,evaluation unit. This provided governmental sanction for vocational evaluation activi-
ties within public rehabilitation centers mandated by the Vocational Rehabilitation
Amendments Act and Medical Facilities Survey and Construction Act of 1954. As defined
by the monograph, pre-vocational activities are ore specific nature and "directed
toward an evaluation ofthe patients' vocational potentialities" by means of a
"realistic appraisal of [individual] capacities and abilities". This definition
desdribes a distinct unit or organizational structure within the medically oriented
rehabilitation center, which provides trl work experiences for clients. The speciali-
zation and differentiation of the pre-vodetional unit, and the role of the "pre-voca-
tional supervisor", were easily translatable to a much larger class of rehabilitation
facilities than that of Whitehouse's. Furthermore, an organizing structure is the
same organizational level as P.T., 0.T., psychology, social work, and similar dePart-
ments.in centers., The equipment, staffing, record keeping, floor plans, etc. of'the
pre-yocational unit are described with great detail and 'specificity. The pre-vocational

irl

unit supervisor, as described, is required t have diagnostic and evaluative abilities
which are not possessed by other rehabilit tion professionals. These abilities are
not described in detail, but are precursor of later and more detailed and precise
definitions of the competencies and responsibilities of the vocational evaluator. In

contrast to vocational evaluation as a distinct one time process performed by a distinct
unit within a center, the private sector rehabilitation program perceived vocational
evaluation quite differently. As described in a widely disseminated publication
'(Thompson, 1958) "'evaluation is a continuous, not a static service". This concept is
further reinforced as follows: "Although much specialized diagnosis and evaluation
may precede admission to the workshop, continued diagnosis and evaluation are necessi-
tated.... Compa1tmentalized diagnosis and evaluation completed under laboratory
conditions of a specialiged nature sometimes differ from those of a real work situ-

-\---

ation....Evaluation should continue under the work situation." Thus, .quite early
in the history of the vocational evaluation movement, differing conceptions of the
vocational evaluation process as'influenced by differing bureaucratic structures
(the publicly supported rehabilitation center and the private rehabilitation workshop).
presents itself. The influence of bureaucratic factors upon the conceptualization of
vocational evaluation, and the evaluator, are still with us today.

5. In 1960, some 6:years of experience in vocational evaluation was summarized,by
the IdUe.Conference on Pre-Vocational Activities (Muthard, 1960) which clearly stated
the nature of vocational evaluation At that time The pre-vocational unit in differ-
ing organizational structures was discussed in relation to staff and methodology.. In
addition, program descriptions for the rehabilitation facilities, which had pioneered
in pre-vocational activities, were provided,at this conference. This provided visibility

and legitimation for the general adoption of vocational evaluation as a distinct service
. category. A number of key questions were confronted in small group discusiions which

A
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produced a more refined definition and rationale for pre-vocational activities as a

counseling adjunct in guidance and selection. General comments were generated

regarding the client for evaluation, the characteristics of a good pre-vocational

evaluation system and appropriate research questions. Although the "pre-vocational
evaluator" is not discussed in detail, in his address to the conference, Marfin Moed
of I.C.D. discussed the varying backgrounds of evaluators and suggested the evaluator

as needing a composite interdisciplinary training or education. This is one of the

earliest attempts at stratification and -the establishment of boundary Maintenance

for vocational evaluation. During the next 5 years, a number of articles relating

to vopeional'evaluation appeared in various rehabilitation and related journals which.

further refined its appliCation to a variety of client disability groups and to dis-

parate organizational sett1ncs. Finally, in 1966, the Vocational Rehabilitation Adlin-

istration issued a publication, concerning goals, methods, techniques, and processes in

an effort to resolve the "considerable confusion and discrepancy currently existing

between [vocational evaluation] units." (Little, 1966); the document is designed as,

an "operating guideline" for vocational evaluation units, and provides well defined

operational goals and standards, which are proscriptive in nature. In the matter of

personnel, the responsibilities, training, and experiential background of the rehabili-

tation team ,are discussed in detail and, it is noted that, there is no recognized train-

ing requiftffients for vocational evaluators.

6. Eventually, a Vocational Evaluation Gradu9e Curriculum was developed at`Stout
State UniverSity (P. Hoffman, 1967) to fill' the increasingly expressed needs for

specialized training invocational evaluation: This effort has not only led to the

promulgation of several other university programs, but it has legitimated the need

for specialized training (an aspect of boundary maintenance) in vocational evaluation,

and to the collection and dissemination of a more succinct kpowledge base. At about

the same time, a national organization of vocational evaluators was developing which

is now known as the Vocational Evaluation-and Work,Adjustment Association (V.E.W.A.A.).

The formation of this professional organizatiOn, and the development of a professional

code of .ethics, and the values of a service orientation, (V.E.W.A.A. Bulletin,'1971)

indicates further steps in the professionalization prOCess. Recent efforts to more
finely define the identity, duties, role (and consequently the self concept of the
vocational evaluator) have been generated at a speedy pace (Pruitt and Pacinelli, 1969;

Hoffman, 1969;, Journal of Rehabilitation, 1970; Pacinelli, 1970; IRS Conference, 1972).

Furthermore, there have, recently been ecumenic suggestions that vocational evaluation
is widely applicable in educational, social welfare, and other service settings. The

efforts detailed above have culminated in the V.E.W.A.A. Special Project Forums in
1973-1974, which are clearly designed to refine the identity and ideology of vocational

evaluation and the vocational evaluator. .

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS

7. Much of the equ4vocation currently experienced in vocational evaluatimi, and the

attendant crisis of identity experienced by the vocational evaluator, is the result :

of the professionalization process itself. Early efforts in vocational evaluation

concentrated upon differentiatjng the vocational evaluator as a succinct and dis-

tinctive member of the,rehapilitation team. No problem was encountered in locating

a suitable clientele for vocational evaluation, since vocational evaluation adopted
the traditionalrehabilitation client already served by rehabilitation agencies:

The true challenge of the emerging field has been the definition'of a unqiue and

systematic body of knowledge which is differdntiated from other professions. Although

this process Contimues today, vocational evaluation is still experiencing tht pro-

fessional marginality of a semi-profession in transition. Vis is true,,since there

continues to be a lack of congruence between the occupational ideology expressed by 4

the literature,of the field and the actual role of the practitioner evaluator. A

V
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discrepancy exists between
o
the image and the reality in vocational evaluation for a,

number of reasons. This marginality is comparable to that of the immigrant who is
on the periphery of two cultures, and who has the norms and values of his old cultures
as well as that of his new culture,. For the vocational evaluator, the Contradictions
or inconsistencies of otly_attial professionalization produces; conflicting expec-
tations and 'occupational uncertainties.

'

8. In the'first place, these uncertain4es arise because. of the non-homogeneity of .,
practitioner evaluators,- Few evaluators have the specialized formal training or
experience base that would appear'to be prerequisite for the professional vocational
evaluator. Furthermore, vocational eValuatol's function in disparate employment itu -,
ations which do not easily fit the generalities andgeneralizations Suggested in the
literature:' The currently practicing vocational evaluator has had his academic train-
ing in a diversity of Other fields, and his ideological allegiances and identity often
defer to his background in industrial education, psychology, counseling, etc. The
non-homogeneity which is characteristic of the field makes the process of occupational,
socialization all the more difficult, and is one reason for the lack of identity and
a contradictory Self concept. Since a large percentage of practitioners-are not
V.E.W.A.A. members, the social mechanism of collegial evaluation and approval does
not effectively operate to control entry, rewards, and advancement in the field.

9. Another significant reason for anomie within vocational evaluation is the lack
of professional autonomy due to the superoidinate control of the employing rehabilita-
tion agency. Self control, With regard to the development and application of a body
of knowledge-,-is essential to.the development of a professidnal knciwledge base. ty.p-
itally, the evaluator is subordinated to the goals, procedures, and structures of the
agency that employs him. External bureaucratic control,produces the identity strains
evidenced when the evaluator is confronted by an inconsistent, internal framework. An
occupational ideology has been advanced by,°career activists" in an effort to bring
about occupational change, and this ideology often runs counter, to organizational
ideology. Vocational evaluation is heternomous t2 the extent that it is guided not
only by professional norms, expert knowlege, and fts own professional community, but
also by the administrative rules of-an organizational hierarchy. As has been suggested,
the organizational requirements of publicly-supported rehabilitation centers differ
from those of privately-dupported rehabilitation facilities, creating a dichotomous
conception of vocational evaluation. This situation reflects a further source of
ideological inconsistency and incongruence effecting the self concept of the voca- ,

tional evaluator.

10. A further contributor to the intopgruent ideology in vocational 'evaluation is
the often diffuse relationship between the-evaluator and evaluee. Vqcational evaluators
too often are not really, specialists, and are expected to deal with a large number-and'
diversity of client types and client problems. This lack,of, specialization contributes
to an incomplete occupational ideology and uncomfortableness on the pait Of the,
evaluator as unrealistic demands are made upon him.,The-evalUator often feels inadequate
in coping with the unrealistic and uniformed demand(of his employing agency and other
professionals, and the challenge of having them4gical answer for every unanswered
client characteristic or problem area. Unrealistic expectatiOn$ are likely to have
resulted from the exaggerated expertise advanced by "career activists" in ideological
propogation. The true capacities, !patience, and education of the practicing evaluator
often falls short of the adveStiped expertise of the field, and'thus may create impossible
perforTance expectations.-

,

t+rTs%
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THE QUESTION OF THEORY'

11. The complete development of any profession in transition relies upon ideological
texts, theories, doctrines, or concepts which are proposqd by the interest group
,(the proponent) twinfluence and direct thelehayior or actions of a target group or
groups., the target group may be the rank and file member, other professionals, govern-.

ment, the clientele, or'the general public; it is a this mechanistOthat the semi-
profession can completely professionalize and adva e its inf e upon others. This

mechanism, of course, is multi-purpose and multi-targeted, c nge its function"

over time, lose relevancef. be superseded, and finally be by a new ideology

havIng differing inter-groug ends. Most writers agree that he Core characteristics,

distinguishing a profession from other occupatiOns,.are these: a basic body of theo-

cal knowledge (the knOwledge base), a and of special skills and competencies
e.application of this knowledge, and g idance by a code of ethics which focuses

n service to the client. Vocati4nal eve titian has been classified as a semi-pro-

,

fession in this piper, since several of the e qualitites are not as yet fully developed.

12. There is no systematic knowledgehase".now; only a short period of special-
ized educatiOn and training (if any) is required to practice as a vocational evaluator.
The early trend in vocational evaluation has consisted of emphasis upon method, tech-
niques, organizational principles, and.occupational distinctiveness, while little effort
has been mane to develop the systematic knowledge base and theory required of a pro-

fession. There has been, .of course, some notable e*ceptions, including Neff, Nidolsky
Barad, and others, but nevertheless, this codification still alludes the field. Emphasis

upon method and techniquesshould continue, however, if not reinforced by a theoretical

framework, the viability and progress of,vocational evaluation will suffer. It should

be noted that the definition of vocational evaluation has gradually evolved from legal/

administrative and descriptive definitions to functional or operational definitions.
This reTinement is essential if the field is to develop testable and researchable
questions, which will contribute to theoretical analysis and theory building.

13. The Code of Ethics, advanced by V.E.W.A.A in 1970, reflects an' incompletely de-

veloped knowledge base through its Vague glig:14.2etions. Even 4f he is aware of them,

it'is-difficult for the individual practit to concretize the concepts contained

in this document. Although this Code of Ethics is an attempt to indicate a professional
communityof vocational"evaluators, it is difficult to interpret and enforce the code.

The practicality of any ,code of ethics relies upon the self control, social education,

and, public recognition of a strong and influential professional association. This can

be reinforced by widely dispersed and active majority membership of practitioners,
licensure or certification requirements, widely recognized and accepted educational
requirements-, and the resolution of conflicting elements. It is clear that the

development of the current Code of Ethics is premature, since this code does not in
.s

any way limit entry, internal composition, Ind unscrupulous or unprofessional behavior

.
and practices.. That is, the professional norms suggested by this Code are uninforce7

,able. 'furthermore, it ie interesting to note that although the code indicates that

4"primary responsibility is to the client"; bureaucraiic"respodsibility to the

philosophies, goals and. practices of the employing agency is also stressed.

14. The ideal of service to the client group,, and to professional authority in con-
trast to bureaucratic authority, 'is strongly felt by a large body of vocational .

,evaluators. However, there is no monopoly over special competencies which are
regulated by licensure orcertification, or even a legal basis for privileged
communication with clients. Since, by its nature, bureaucratic control consists of

a univerealistiF, set of rules and generalized' procedures, there is an inconsistency

with the professional rehabilitation goals of vocational evaluation which are

individualized and particularized. The only beans that the vocational evaluator

has to strengthen and reinforce his,tources of professional identification are

^;
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tilOugh professional organizations, which will provide the."rites of intensification"
to enable the nurturance and development of his.identity and of hikcraft.

CRITICAL DEFIN IONAL 9UnTIONS

15. The basic framework of this paper s rested upon the assumption that the self
concept of the evaluator has largely been termined-by the nature of theprocess of
professionalization. The most widely accepted conception of the vocational evaluator,
as he is viewed today, is that-of a technician - implementer. In contrast, several
"career activist" vocational evaludtors, acting at spokesmen for, pie field, have,sug-
gested the more professionalized concept of the expert vocational! evaluation practitioner.
The fact of professionalization has no valence (either as a positive or negative force),
since it is viewed here as a natural process, which each occupation must deal with some
time. It is a fact of life from which further assumptions must and should be made.

16. What theta are the issues which must be dealt with to further define and describe
the self story (concept) of vocational evaluation? First, there is the question of
the knowledge base and its continupd,refinement and development. Related to this is
the dichotomous and contradictory ideology arising from practices in centers, versus
those in facilities, and whether this dichotomy will hamper the development of the
field. Should.the foc on,practical knowledge be continued or should the emphasis
shift to 'academic th etical concerns.(or perhaps a division of labor where both
are accomplished)? erhdps the establishment of the private vocational evaluation
practitioner sultant will facilitate the development of this,knowledge base.
Are there any a ternatives to the establishment of this kndwledge base? With regards,
to the dissemination of the field, questions must be asked of the parochial-ecumenic
nature of the field, stratification, boundary differentiation and maintenance, the
determinateness-indeterminateness of the field, and alteration or acceptance of
internal and external stereotypes. -

17. With regards to the specialization of the field: questions must be asked with
;nerds to bu&aucratic versus rofessionalControl within the occupation, and ways in
which this issue can be dealt w th. Organizations which employ the semi-professional
are typically authoritarian in administrative style, and considerable compliance is
required. Unlike more securely established professions where the practitioner is
esteemed and rewarded, theevaluator must nprmally become a supervisor or administrator,
to be successful and influential in these organizatiots. The turnover of rehabilitation
personnel reinforces this lack of authority and prestige, since collegial solidarity -

is fragmented and hampered by rapid entry and egress from the field. gpcupatioils
which seek professional status must engage in transactions concerning prestige, power,
and money with the society at large and this involves public dissemination of the
occupational ideology. This issue must be addressed and dealt with prior to full
development.

18. 'Finally, the issue of our professional organization, V.E.W.A.A., must be dealt
with in a meaningful manner. That is, if an aggregate effort to contribute to the
process of'forming at occupational ideology andtrue profession is necessary, how is
this to be best accomplished! The acquisition of a theoretical and occupational
specialization for vocational evaluation will, in the end result, contribute to the
economic advantage of the profession itself; !At, by,raising requirements for-the
competence of entrattts, establishing control oier the ethics and qualitative perfor-,
mance of practitioners, and improving techniques in providing service, society as a
whole will benefit. Given an ideal of service derived from the mother field of
vocational rehabilitation, the resolution of these issues seems essential to the
delivery of promised services.

1 4.
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CHALLENGE TO THE FIELD

19. The key questions which should be c.onfrontedby the field in light of the analysis

presented above, are AS follows: 1) What is the best means by which a sufficient

knowledge bass can be established along with continuing prActical support for the

practitioner? 2) Need there be a resolution of ideological inconsistencies between

the literature and actual practice,in the field? How is thid best to be accomplished?

3) Are separate.models for vocations ). evaluation in the public sector necessary to

clearly differentiate them from the 'private sector? 4).V,Tat is the best means to deal

,
with the issue to bureaucratic versus professional or collegial control in the practice

of vocational evaluation? 5) If deemed appropriate, what steps are necessary to

increase the support and acceptance of V.E,W.A.A. by practicing evaluators, the general

public, the client groups, government, and other professionals? Should vocational

evaluation stress parochial or ecumenic acceptance of the \field? 6) Should V.E.W.A.A.

attempt to enforce more restrictive entry; stringent rules of practice, and educational

criteria for practice as a vocational evaluator? 7) Finally, will the process of

forming a "grassroots forum': contribute to the occupational identity of-,the forum

members and what will initiate or sustain this more complete self concept?'

20. Additionally,_ there should be a number of questions which arise from the discussion

of, this paper. Feel free to challenge any of the concepts, comments, or opinions ex-

pressed in the body of the document, and suggest alternate rationales or conceptuali-

zations which arise from this discussion. The issues confronted are of such a nature,

that controversy is to be expected if the topic areas are to be completely explored

and analyzed. Above all:this forum topic should be confronted from the A4optage point

of.....evaluator, evaluate thyself!

CHARLES H. RIC
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f THE VOCATIONAL EVALUATOR: A TASK ANALYSIS

1: According to Hoffman (1972), vocational evaluation is a comprehensive process
that systematically utilizes work, real or simulated', as the focal point for
vocational exploration and assessment, the purpose of which is to assist indi-
viduals In vocational development. Vocational evaluation incorporates medical
psychological, social, vocational, educational, curtural, and economic data in the
attainment ofthe goals of the evaluation prodess: It is an assessment process .

beginning with a referral for evaluation and ending with a recommendation for
further services needed by the individual. Evaluation is goal oriented, with the
goals being developed from comprehensive referral information,and awarene(s of
counselor-client-objectives.

2. Evaluation, no matter what it is called in the various settings which it
is provided, is the key to successful decision making and the identification of
life goals for' individuals seeking buc, 'rection. The role of "evaluator," to
matter what it is called, is the role of o e who guides individuals through tha
decision making process by facilitating among many options foil, living: The
function of vocational evaluation, and the role of vocational evaluator, must be
identified at least in part in terms of the jobs and tasks he performs. In this

regard the U.S. Employment Service defines job analysis as a systematic study of the
worker in terms of what he does in relation to date, people and things, the methodo-
logies and techniques emp105'Ted, the machines, tools, equipment and work aids used,
the materials, products, subject matter, or services which result, and the traits
required oLthe worker. A task is defined as one or moreelements and is one
of the distinct activities that constitute logical a4 necessary steps in the
Performance of work by the worker. A task is creattiff whenever human effort,
physical or mental, is exerted to accomplish a specific purpose.

BRIEF REVIEW OF LITERATURE

3. Pruitt (1972) has done perhaps the most comprehensive review of the literature
in regard to task analysis for vocational evaluators. He has identified three
major studies, one by the University of Pittsburgh, R & T Center, 1969, one by.
Egerman and Gilbert, 1969, and one by Sankovsky, 1971. The Pittsburgh study (1969)
considered such factors as, the emphasis of the facility, types of services provided,
whether the facility was non-profit or governmental, its geographic location, staff-
ing patterns, number of vocational evaluation staff, educational leVel of the evalu-
ators, educational major of.the evaluator, previous work experience, type of dis-
abilities Served by, the facility, length of evaluation period arid average number of
clients evaluated within specified time periods, client follow-up, objectives of
.the vocational evaluation program, and average amount of time spent on specified
vocational functions. Their most significant finding was that differences in vo-
cational evaluation services are a function of the emphasis, location, and staffing
patterns of the facilities studied.

4. Egerman and Gilbert (1969) conducted a somewhat similar study in reviewing the
variables of educational background, employment history, work activities, salary,
job knowledge and satisfaction, professiondt affiliation, and personal characteristics
of the respondents. Of.special relevance were findings pertaining to work activities
of evaluators. The following functions were listed by over 60 percent of the re-
spondents: Attending and participating in regularly scheduled staff meetings and
staffings, Observing clients at work, Helping clients adjust to work environment,
Writing periodic reports on client progress, Administering work sample testt, or
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performance measures; Developing recommendations for braining, placement, etc.,

based in part on test scores; and Teaching 'clients good work habilts. Evaluators

were most knowledgeable in the administration of work sample or work performance

tests, and in the interpretation of these results. ,The three ar s which they

knew least about were the selection; administration, and inter retation of psycho-

logical tests.

5. Sankovsky (1969) studied the patterns of services in vocational evaluation.
This study did not consider the percentage'of time that evaluators spend perform-0

ing the various work evaluationsfnactions. However, it did indicate the number.
of facilities offering these services, and the time that Was spent on several

functions. The following evaluation approaches that Were considered useful were

'ranked as follows:

Job sample
Situational Approach
Job Tryout
Psychological Testing

Job Analysis ,

26 percent
. ,

24 percent
20 percent
18 perce0.
1 perceft

6. Pruitt codes that there has ben a very limited number of research studies
dealing wi;h° the role and functions of vocational evaluators. .His study was con-

ducted to validate the task Analysia. foot,the job of vocational evaluator and to,

compare a group of evaluators having master's d e in vocational Tehabili-

tation with that speciality, with a second group tickingcking the formal training and

graduate degree in vocational evaluation. He concluded that seven major fUnctions

were being carried out, involving 67 major tasks. He also concluded that formally

trained master's degree level work evaluators view the relative importance .of evalu-

ator tasks differently'froth informally trained evaluators working in facilities in

Wisconsin. These groups were, however, not Opposed to each other, but differed in

degree only.

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS

7. My personal experience with vocational.evaluation has been limited to two

. settings: a comprehensive staterehabilitation center and a youthful offender

rehabilitation project located in a rural community. In the state center evalu-

ators had been trained in rehabilitation counseling, vocational instruction,

clinical psychology, and occupational therapy. Each evaluator learned his job

on the job. He accomplished his job as he saw fit and used techniques and pro -

cediIres he felt most comfo'table with. In one sense vocational evaluation Suffered

from the adibig0ity. ofhei rather non-standardized and non-bureaucratized. How-
l"-

ever, that- ay alsd have een a positive virtue.

8. The youthful offender rehabilitation project operated by Teledyne Economic
for Los Angeles County employs notational evaluators with vocational education

and instructional backgrounds. Ihis is because the focus of the projept
oriented toward notational orientation, world -.'of work exposure, and the selection

of a skill (cluster) for training. In'other words the nature of the clientele

(adjudged offenders aged 16-18 with'frequently associated school drop -out and
drug problems) and the focus of the project lead to, the selection of certain

types of people as vocational evaluators.

9. These findings are consistent with those of the researchers reported above.

It is entirely possible that may be more attributable to'certain

personal characteristics and genue feelings of contern,,(similarly to the

Carkhuff studies in regard to counselors) rather than academic training or tasks

I 7
e

1
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.

perfOtmed 4Per se.4,In neither of the instances cited above were philosophical
assumptions or sophisticated, statistical devices.considred or employed on the
part of pragmatically, oriented evaluators.

,

10, It is of interest to note that although these forums are concerned with job
ortask analysis3 only One per cent of evaluators in Sankovsky's study thought
that job analysfs was. usefUl in working with individual clients..

. THEORY AS RELATED TO,PRACTICE

." ,

11 In performing a task analyiisson the functions of the vocational evaluat9i,
. it is instructive to look ate context in which he works. Thisconeext includes

the objective of the service, facility,'or administrative entity,'as well as the.
objective of.the particular evaluator or evaluation team, working in conjunction

.

with a number ofClients. It also includes the assumptions underlying data 0

analysis And decisimmaking activities. Finally, it includes major prZfessional'
implications for the growth of the profession of vocational evaluator itself. In
terms of agency or, facility Objective, the:task of the vocational evaluator is `
rightfullyaccording to currect,legislation) concerned with a vocational Objective.
HqWever, it must tae .kept in mind tflati'Perhaps, over the,long term, we are evaluating
fop employability' rather than for a specific vocational outcome per se. The ,.

recently vetbed Rehabilitation Act. addressed itself to this issue as well as some'
of thF currect research on non-vocational outcomes being carried Out by Overs at
eht-hilwaukee Curative Workshop. E

.
...,

$ .,. .,.

. t
.

. .

. 12, The.objective Of the individual evaluator might seem to fall into different
categories of effort. lg he evafuatjjtg from a "pertonnel",perspective, or froM a
"human development" perspective? If, indeed,,he is evaluating as.a personnel mat,
he is concerned. lath the d_ evelopment of selectioetaios and the'sCreenirig-g
out of only Certain types of'people. I£ he is concerned with 'human development,
he'can take the same'data and use it fo5 diagnostic and prescriptive purposes: *

. . '0 ,- .
. . .

. .,
,

1.1.. It may be ihportanthere also to note. the difference between selection and.
cfgigifioation outcomes: Selection policy calls for the.specific selection, i.e. $
the'zinpointing of the.best man for g specific situation, even if others are by--
pased, LI; selection ofoPeace Corps volunteersfor specific assignments. Class-
ification, qn the other band, calls for'optimal performance.: Therefore,rif 1,oip
lawyers enlist in the Army and 999 infantrymen are called for plus one lawyer; then(
999 lawyers wilrbe classified asInfantryMen. In _pther-wOrds, -04atsifitation
calls fottopiimal group gerfottlnue rather than'maximiziOg individual performance.

. .
. .

14. Finally,the isAue:of profetsienal implications must be'addressed. Is there,
or should there bt.OepatAte digpfpline o0vocationai evalbatOr? Ate there

.

advantageg(which.butweigh the diiadvantdges) in carrying out this function using
a variety of people with different.professiOnal backgrounds? thethe fledgling pro-,
fession strong, enough to tolerate its own ambiguity of function-, pr w111, it suffer

from a "premature craure"'and loCking-in. :Should' vocationdl evafilaiion be "'owned"
4

by any one xitscipline?
0 . i '.

. 0

,,, SEVERAL UNDEgYINO.CIUUTIONS". ,

6
. .

,15. The question .of data collection andanalySis is important in terms of a.re-.
ductionistic versus a holistiq view'of:the uorld. This issue is both,practical_
and philosophic and concerns the idea of whether the whole is greater'than e '

sum of its parts or whether, by reducing all components to jot.activitj:es, motion
'studies, etc., any kind of accurate picbure can be ascertained.. A subsidiary Issue
involves the notion of statistical versus clinical prediction discussed ife4,1
(1954). .Meehl ultimately concluded that neither one was sufficient Unto'itatif.'"

. .
.

.
-,, ,

"..

0 .

.
.

. . . #

0

0
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but that statistical data were very effective in narrow ng the field of choice
while ultimately, no matter how good this data, was, indi decisions had to

4-
be made clinically" (subjectively). He also diScussed- the alidating versus the
structural implications in using statistical data. He concluded that his statistiC-s

served an important validating function, but did little to explain underlying causes,
e structural elements.

16. At least four major questions come to mind. Each of them derive froth the

overlay questions'as to whether .a task analysis should be performed at all at this

. time.' Task analysis is an,empirical technique which reports what is, rather than
what should be, or what might be. As such, immediate conclusions can too con-

veniently beoconverted.tp,curricula's, operating policies, etc. Question #1: Can

we withstand this temptation? Furthermore, my hope is that the results of this
forum will be seen in context as being only 1/16 of the entire project. Question

#2: Can we understand the results of a task analysis--simularities and differences--
.withOut makfng.premature Value judgements or without seeing things-in context?

17. A study of this kind sets, up a model for task analysis of vocational evaluators
which, in effect, ,ervea as a model for their dai-to-day activities. In effect, the
profession blesses this approach. Important data may be gained using this approach,
as long as the 'data, conclusions, and interpretations are seen within an overall
context.- Question 1/31 Is the profession secuxe enough to consider more humanistic
alternatives or'the possible application of Carkhuff'slirdings in vocational
evalijation?

18. Finally, inldea),4yng with the real world one is struck with the realization that
"-there are no absOlutes - no 100.'2 correct observations, decisions, actions, or circum-

of taking th best tion aong"available options i.e. considering available alter-
stances. A best, we must keep in mind_that decisions are most often made .in terms

M alter-

native strategies. Question #4: Can we consider the result of this'task analysis
`as tentative and indeed the process itself as tentative in terms of real world'

options?

19. MiabHALLENCEJTO- E FORUM at this time is two fold. First, we must individu-

ally conduct a task analysis of ourselves i.e. our duties, functions, and tasks. With

this in mind, a copy'oT the official U.S. Department of Labor Job Analysis Schedule
(OMB 44-R(722) is attached.. The title, vocational evaluator, does not suggest a
commonality of tasks, but rather a commonality of purpose. Therefore, similarities
and differences be'tween,yocationai evaluators must be, articulated. additioq
theylleed *to articulate the tasks, which they perform, which are related to voEational

evaluation, and which are.nOt.

20. The gecond part of this challenge is tc, upon completion of the analysis, An-
,

sider together the questions-of theory as related to practice, as well as other
questions outlined above in defining this topic, so that results might be interpreted
in some .coptext end, ds a forum, write a statement regarding the results of your
deliberations.'
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U.S. Department of Labpi
Manpower Administration

Erstab. Job Title

2. Ind. Assign.

OMB 44-R0722

Estab. & Sched. Igo. VE

JOB ANALYSIS SCHEDULE .

VO CA-T.4;VA L Eiyt170;S.* Wait lila&
'1L / /.4 m...: V /

3. SIC Code (s) and Title(s),

0
U

4. JOB SUMMARY:,

5. WORK PERFORMEDRATINGS:

I D

Worker Functions

P T

Data-. . People Things

Work Field 4#40,0&/143022-
g

M.P.S.M.S. 954_ zseztn.am achtta

6. WORKER TRAITS RATINGS':

GED

SVP

1 2 3 4. 5 6 ,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Aptitudes G V N S P Q. K F M E C

Temperaments D F I J M P R S "r

Interests la lb .2a 2b 3a 3b 4a 4.b 5a 5b

Phys. Demands SL M H V 2 3 4 56
Environ. Cond. I 0 B 2 3 4 5 6 7

7. General Education

a. Elementary High School Courses

b. College Courses

z

MA 7-36
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a

8. Vocational Preparation

a. College
.

Courses

4

,

17.

,b. Vocational Education Courses'

c. Apprenticeship
.

. 4

,t1. Inplant Training _

..;:'
.

e. On-the-Job Training ..

f. Performance on Other Jobs

9. EXperience

10: Orientation

11. Licenses, etc.

12. Relation to Othif_Jobs and NX

Promotion: From

Transfers: From,

II

To

Supervision Received

Supervision Given
e

..'

13. Machines, Tools;.Equipment, and Work Aids .

14. Materials and Products

4
e

.
m

15. Description of Tasks: ,

r

f

71

c

Ar
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16. Definition of Terms

S

, 17. General Comments

40.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR JOB ANALYSIS SCHEDULE :

While Neff (1966) listed Job Analysis as an Evaluation Technique; many
evaluators are willing to admit they do not have the techniques or know the,

methods required.

The Handbook for Analyiing.Jobs, U.S. Department of Labor, 1972, available
from the U.S.G.P.O., Washington, D.C. 20402 (Price $2.50, Stock #2900-0313)
gives full information on Job Analysis techniques when used with the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, Volume II.

The following infOrmation, while very incomplete is edited from Chapter V.
While to be completely accurate you should use the handbook, you will'have a much
clearer pictureof your,job in relation to the "Vocational Evaluation Project" if
you concentrate upon items 4, 5, and 7 thru 17. Directions for the other items
have been eliminated anC'very tentative data have been entered in some of the
omitted areas.

Foi area identification, enter your Forum number,in the upper right hand
corner after the hyphenin,Estab. & Sched. No. 'VE 73-100-

ITEM 4. JOB SUMMARY
Enter a brief, yet romprehensiye, statement to prolide the reader with the

purpose and nature of thejob, and to reflect the significant involvement(s) of
tile worker with data, people, and/or things, and the level of such involvemene(s).

Examples of job, summaries follow:

a. Solve problems in high mathematics in such fields as engineering, physics,

and astronomy (data relationship) (synthesizing level). .
b. Sells furniture and bedding (data and people relationships) (compiling and

persuading,leve10:
c. Polices premises of private business establishment (people relationship)

Speaking-signaling level).
,d. Designs artistic interiors and sells decorating services (data, people,

and things relationships) synthesizing, persuading, and precision working

level).

e. Supervises and coordinates activities of carpenters on housebuilding

pioject (data, people, and things relationships).

ITEM 5. WORK PERFORMED.RATINGS
PROCEIJURE FOR RECORDING WORK PERFORMED RATINGS.

Worker Functions. Express the significant relationship(s) a the worker to

data, people, and/or things by encircling the appropriate.letter(s): Next,

in the boxes under data, people, and things, enter the number that expiesses
the highest level of the worker's involvement in each of these three hierarchies.

DATA
- -

PEOPLE 71INGS

0 Synthesizing 0 Mentoring

I Coordinhting 1 Negotiating

-2 Analyzing 2 Instructing

3 Compiling 3 Supervising

4 Computing 4 Diverting

5 Copying 5 Persuading

6 Comparing 6 Speaking-Signaling .

c Serving'

8 Taking Instructions-

Helping

) Setting Up

I Precision Working

2 Operating-Controlling

3 Driving-Opariting

4 Manipulating

5 Tending

6 Feeding-Offbearing

7 Handling
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ITEM 7. GENERAL EDUCATION

This is education of an academic nature obtained in elementary school, high
school, and/or college, which does not have a specific occupational goal and is not
vocationally oriented.

a. Elementary and high school. Enter in the blanks the number of years
required.

b. College. Enter the number of years of general. college education, courses,
and degrees, if any, required for, the performance of the job duties or for
providing the bases for specialized vocational, education.

ITEM 8, VOCATIONAL PREPARATION

This is t.e amount and kind of instruction and preparation required to learn
the techniques, acquire the knowledge, and develop facility for average job,
performaince. It is education such as that obtained through high school shop
courses, in technical schools, asmell as college training which is organized
around a specific vocational.objective. Vocational preparation also may be
acquired by apprenticeship, in-plant training, etc. Each item is to be completed
as described:

a. College: Enter the number of years, the degrees, the subjects and the
courses oriented towards a specific vocational goal. List mechanical
engineering, dentistry, law education, etc. Include both undergraduate
and advanced deeee work.

b. Vocational Education: Enter nutuber of years and/or.courses that develop
skills for the specific occupational objective.

c. Apprenticeship: Enter the length, name: and/or type of'apprenticeship
course, if this is one way in which to qualify for the job.

00,

d. In-plant Training: Enter here the length of the training time, and the
nature and Content of such courses. This training is airy given by the
employer in the form of an organized classroom type of study, whether .

actually in the plant or not.
e. On-the-Job Training: Enter the length of this type of training, as a

learner or trainee, under the instruction of a qualified worker that is
furnished by the employer, for an inexperienced .orker to reach normal
production. (Do not enter the time requited fororienting a qualified
worker to a job.)

f. Performance on Other Jobs: Identify the job(s) in this establishment
or elsewhere in which the worker can acquire knowledge and training
partially or to fully qualify for the job, and specify the length of

*time required for qualifying.
NOTE: If there are several kinds.of training, any one of which will qualify the
worker for the job, in the left margin of the first of such kinds of training,
indicate the. letter designation(s) of the other alternative(s). Example: If
the j.ob can be entered by means Of either b. Vocational Educational or e. On-
the-Job Training,,enter in the left margin beside i..em b "or e". If a combination
of kinds

41

of training is required, insert the word, "and"..

ITEM 9. EXPERIENCE

Record in this space the title(s) of any job(s) and length of experience in
such job(s), which Lhe employer requires the worker to have had either in the
establishment under study or elsewhere. Enter the letters "SE".(Same Establish-
ment) in parentheses after the job title(s) if the required experience must have
been obtained in the establishment under study. If the employer does not require
the worker to ve had previous work experienee,.enter "None".

ti

9.a
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ITEM 10.' ORIENTATION
'Record the "b'reak -in" time allowed by the employer for a worker to become

familiar with the various phases of the working environment, such as personnel
policy and practiCes, job location, lines of supervision, and location of tools

and parts. Do not include in this item information pertainingto instructions
in job duties.

ITEM 11. LICENSES, ETC.
List licenSes, certification, or registry which indicate attainment of a

recognized levet, of competence and/or which meet Federal, State, or local require-

' menls.
?

4

L
ITEM 12. RELATION TO OTHER, JOBS AND WORKERS

'PROMOTION FROM. Indicate jobs from which persons are promoted to this job.
PROMOTION 4 Indicate jobs to which persons in this job are promoted.

TRANSFERS. -Indicate job(s) from or to which persons in this job may transfei,

which do not-involve a promotion or demo.tion.

SUPERVISION RECEIVED. Enter. the title of the worker from whom supervision is

received.
SUPERVISIOIVEN. Enter the title(s) of the woiker(s) to whom supervision

is given.and the number of persons with each title.

ITEM 13. MACHINE, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

List each 4i the items used by the worket with the size, approximate weight,

and othef, identifying information. Describe in detiil any that are unusual or'

special, and'with which the reader will not be familiar. In particular, those

underlined in Ittr-15 must be described.
r-

44

ITEM 14. MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS
List the raw maferial(s) and/or finished.product(s) with which the worker

is involved. If any one of these is not common or has a unique application as

used in the job'and is underlined in Item 15, it should be defined or described

in this space. ,

L

ITEM 15. DESCRIPTION OF TASKS
Describe in concise form the task performed. Each description muse designate

the worker's actions and t4 results accomplished; the machines, tools, equipment,

and/or work aids. used; mater s, products, subject matter, or services involved;

and the'requjrements made of the worker;
If additional space is needed; use supplementary sheet(s).
In order to provide the clearest presentation, divide the job into its major

tasks. Number each' task consecutively and introduce it with a flag statement.
(The flagstatemeni is a short summary of the task and should be followed by a

description of ffie elements if encompasses. For many kinds of jobs,, the taski'

should be described in the chronological order in which they are performed. How-

ever, in other t5;pes52S,Jpbs, the tasks shouldbe lis.ted in order of importance.)

Indicate in Parenthesis at the end of each task description an estimate of

the percentage of time required for its performance. The percentage should be on,

the basis of 100 percent for all of "the tasks' performed.
The style to be followed in recording the description of tasks should conform

to the following basic rules:

a. A terse, direct style sflould be used.

b. The ptsent tense should be used throughoUt.
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.c. Each sentence should begin-with an action verb. -

d. ''Each sentence must reflect an objective, either specifically stated or
implied, in such manner as to be obvious to the reader. A single verb may
sometimes reflect both objective and worker action.
e. All words shoUld impart necessary information; others should be omitted. -

Every precaution should be taken to use vrds that have only one possible con-
notation, and that specifically describe the manner in which the work is
accomplished.
f. The description of tasks should reflect the assigned work performed and
worker traits ratings.
Keep in mind the necessity'foi stating a task completely, but do not allow the

explanation to develop into a motion study. Fo''elample, regarding an-inspector
of small parts, it may be said, "Slides -fingertips over machine edges to detect
raggeeedm and burrs.",

P

On the other hand; wonld be absurd. to state, "Raises right hand-one foot
to table height,.,superimposes hand over mechanical part and, by,depressing the
first and second fingers to the machined part . . ." etc.

In recording tasks in Item 15, the names of any-special or unusual machines,
tools, equipment; and work aids, or materials and products should begin with initial
capital letters, and be underlined the first time they appear. They should also be
described in Item 13 and 14 respecitvely.

Similarly, all technical or little-known terms, or term with uncommon meanings,
should begin with initial capital letters, underlined, the first time.they
appear. The words,with initial capitals, underlined, will theh be defined in '-
Item 16, definition of terms.

,ITEM 16. DEFINITION OF TERMS'
List in alphabetical order and define each term'which has been underlined in

Item 15, for example:

GROWER'S NUMBER: A one or two-digit number by-which'each of the grower's
customers is identified.

ITEM 176 GENERAL COMMENTS
Enter under this it4kany comments'or explanations necessary .concerning any Of

the previous items. The analyst should keep in mind the following:
a. All comments should bear a proper dross reference to the-section to which
they relate.
b. Statements of opinion as opposed to st4tements of fact should be stated as
sucnd, where possible, the reasoning on,which such opinion is formulated
should be explained.

c. 'formation which can appear under other items should appear there, and
this item should be reserved for pertinent information for which there is no
'specific space alloted.

9;
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ma
THE VOCATIONAL EVALUATOR: KNOWLEDGE ANDSKILLS

-4
1. Professionals might be characterized as these individuals who "profess" or
_declare themselves to be performing a work function which is based upon a unique,

identifiable body of knowledge: A,Aofession may be further identified by dngoing

research, established criteria for training, an association of membeishipc,with

a code of ethics which is recognized by sbciety, and with:criteria by which one can

measure the competence of one's work performance. Vocational Evaluation at this

time is moving toward professional stature by instituting and increasing its
proficiency in these areas at a rapid pace. It isIundamental for any new field of
work_groping toward professional stature, such as Vocational Evaluation, to recognize
and declare its unique sphere of knowledge and skills, and understand the sources

from which it derived. Vocational Evaluation, as we nowknow it, has had an interesting
development in that evaluators have moved into the arena of examining vocational
potential from a variety of. related fLelds e.g., occupational therapy, psychology,
counseling, education, etc., which were somewhat, involved in vocational appraisal,

but were not in many instances making.a comprehensive effort. Each of these pro-

fessionals brought different experiences and theoretical orientations, which have
contributed to.the present State of the art of evaluation. It is'only now that wets

areattimpting to define our territory of unique knowledges'and skills.

2. In relation to all the pfoceSses of Vocational Evaluation, the area of

knowledge and skills stands as the base or cornerstone of the entire field. With-

-out the, skills to do tite job or sufficient background knowledge of why it is done,-

there would be no field of evaluation! This being the case, we are led to ask,

what collective knowledge and skills do vocational evaluators possess and how:

have they acquired them? I

3. Speiser (iii Pruitt,, 1970) identifies the evaluators' roles with the client as

assessor, vocational counselor, instructor, foreman or bass snrrogate, co- worker,

psychometrist, caseworker, and case coordinator. Each of these single roles phis

a variety of additional roles requires the valuator to Ossess separate and well

developed skills. How does the evaluator come by these skills and what knowledges

and skills are considered commonly needed? Egerman and Gilbert (1969), surveyed

293 members of The National Rehabilitation Association'identified 0 work evalu-

ators. They found that the activities evaluators feel they know'most about are:

1) administering work samples or performance-tests; 2) interpreting work samples

or performance tests; 3) helping individuals adjust to work environments, 4) job

skills necessary to succeed in specific jobs; and,5) selecting work samples or

performance tests. Sankovsky (1971), in surveying 159,VEWAA members, found exacay

the same results in asking evaluators to rate what they knew. Further, his study

concurred with Egerman'and Gilbdrt in discovering that evaluators felt they knew

least about selecting, administering, and interpreting psychological tests.

`4. Hoffman (in Pruitt and Pacinelli, EDS 1969) reports a study designed to

determine what training needed to be provided to evaluators. The 189 respondents.

indicated a, desire (or more knowledge on work methods and job sampling, the vo-

cational rehabilitation process, medical and psychological aspects of disability,

report, writing, Counseling theory, communication skills, occupational information

and analysis, contract procurement procedures, psychological testing, communiW

resources, and information about the world of work. He further reports tbat in

1.%workshops held at the University of Wisconsin-Stout, evaluators accuracy,'manual

2.7
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OP
dexterity, knowledge of common machines, ,tools and shop ec(uipment, counseling
and interviewing skills, supervisory skills, teaching and trainingtkills,

organizational ability, interpersgnal relations skills, communications skills,
research principles, methodology and statistics, job analysis, and manpower
needs.

5. Although, a number of knowledges and skills can and have been identified in
Vocational Evaluation, there is'some evidence (Nadolsky, 1971) that evaluators
with dilfere t education-work backgrounds attaph different degrees if signifi-
cance to too s and techniques within the field'. What kinds of experiences have
led evaluato s toward common methodology, and what differences exist, and why?
-What trainin or background is the most beneficial in order to become an evalu-
ator, and w t have the different disciplines from which evaluators have evolved
contributed o the knowledge and skills we possess? Sankovsp (1971) found
that 87% of he polled evaluators in his study had a bachelor's degree, and 40%
had done som graduate work. Educational backgrounds most often reported were
in.industria arts, psychology, sociology and social science, and occupational
therapy.

6. As mentioned, evaluators have brought an, normous variety of work and
eduCational backgrounds to the field. It is interesting to observe, however, that
vocational evaluators in every area have found like difficultie to vercome, and
have moved in similar directions in developing the kinds of exp tise to over
Come the obstacles. It is likely that some of the excellent informat on dis-
tributing processes available in the field have increased the rate of consol -
dation of definable knowledges and skills. ThiS is not to imply there are not
divergent viewpoints or methodologies, however, it is striking to not the
similarity of processes occurring,in a career trea,in the infancy of its
existence. It would Seem appropriate in discussing vocational evaluators
knoWlidges and skills' to examine the performance competencies of the best
among us, for their demonstrated abilities will reflect the knowledges
possessed and the skill areas necessary to do the job. Due to the multivaried
settings of vocational evaluation services, it is necessary to include equally
the gamut of performance competencies which might be utilized to a greater or
lesser degree dependent on the Purposes of different programs. This accounting
of performances of the competent evaluator is-for organizational purposes,
structured under, the areas of tools, and techniques, vocational information,
communications and interpersonal relationships, mental and physical processes,
and a miscellaneous category.

7. In rea of Tools and 'Techniques, evaluators commonly demonstrate knowledge
about the types of evaluation methods avilable to them, and understand the strengths
and-weaknesses of those wig' which ;they Fork. Within the framework of the assess-
ment procedures they have available to them, they can select, administer, and
Jnterpret the ones necessary for an individual evaluation program. they have some
comprehension of the selection and administration of psychological tests, and are
adept'in the interpretation of these instruments. They have the skills to gather
data from industrial sources, and the imagination to create a work sample which
challenges the evaluee to perform at his- best, in relation to the industrial re-
quirement. They are familiar with the tools, commonly used in industry, and can give
instruction relative to their use. They have the ability to develop orientation
procedures, basic skills tests, and follow -up procedures. They can do a job
analysis. They can objectively measure physical capacities, and they can appropri-
ately outline adjustment objectives.

olo
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8., Within the area of Vocational Information, vocationalrevaluators understand
{paw to provide and use occupational information such as the Dictionary of Occu-
pational Titles, Occupational Briefs, and the Occupational Outline Handbook.
Evaluators comprehend the meaning of work in the American society, and they have

some knowledge of vocational development theories. These effective evaluAtors'
have methods they use in' understanding the job market, and they know where to, get
current information on the prevailing conditions. They know the jobs available
within their community, and they understand the job skills required in these jobs.

9. In thearea of Communications and Interpersonal Relationships, a good
evaluator demonstrates an understanding of his own personality dynamics and
can accurately perceive the behavior of his clients. He has the ability to
demonstrate interest and concern for the client and relate to him on his own
level. He can conduct meaningful initial and exit interviews and carry on a
counseling relationship when needed. The vocational evaluator is skilled at
supervising others and in teaching techniques. Ile understands the jargon of his
field and can effectively, completely, factually, and concisely communicate
the results of evaluation both orally and in written form. He is able to

handle public relation duties in selling his program, and he has an understanding
of the roles of other rehabilitation workers. Re is able to relate professionally
with these workers'in situations such as the staff conference.

10. Within the Mental and Physical Process caltegory, the vocational evaluator
can demonstrate knowledge of the disabling aspects of medical conditions. He

understands normal bodily functions as well. He has learned personality
development theories, and has developed an identification with at least one

A such theory:

1-
11. Falling within the miscellaneous category, an evaluator has a knowledge of
the history, development, and future trends in rehabilitation and vocational
evaluation. He is familiar with the philosophies of vocational evaluation, and
he has an understanding of the total rehabilitation process. He understands
the VEWAA code of ethics and abides by it. He hasorganizational skills,
knowledge of available community resources, and the ability,to maintain acceptable
case records. '

12. 'These performance competency areas represent where we are now in vocational'
evaluation. Reflected are the. rather limited areas we have invaded or created and
made our field of knowledge and skills. There are likely minor exclusions in the

. listing, but few will argue the necessity of vocational evaluators demonstrating
proficiency in the areas listed.

4

13. We are witnessing the movement of vocational'evaluation from its
beginnings to a definable entity as a profession in human services. It is

exciting to be a part of this movement and observe the practitioners pushing
not only for more knowledge to assist them in their efforts, but also exploring
new frontiers where they are.discoveridg their new found expertise in demand.
Although born in the rehabilitation movement in America, the course is set
for expansion into areas such as vocational education, manpower, public
schools, welfare, guidance, and life skills assessment and adjustment. This

field is not only the happening place to be, but will gleo heavily contribute
to where we are headed in the human race. As we expand and explore the limits

of our professional abilities, it will be up to you the clinician, researcher,
educator, administrator, or supporter of this becoming profession to create
and discoverthe necessary theoretical framework, trainineopportunities, new '

technology, and performance skills, to make vocational evaluation all that it

can be. It is a challenging task. How can you contribute?
ovt:

RANDALL S. McDANIEL
9q
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TRAINING

1. Vocational evaluation has been in existence for many years. However, only

recently attempts have been made to establish a formal profession:. vocational

evaluation- In the early stages vocational evaluation was not considered a
significant Vert of the rehabilitation process except for a select few of the

severely physically disabled. With the increased awareness of vocational evalu-
ation and the emphSsis placed on rehabilitation facilities in the 1565 Amendments
of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, a-sudden demand for vocational evaluators

developed. Formal training programs had not previously existed. Training was

mainly confined to the visitation of one or more existing facilities. During

the visitation, work samples or evaluation materials were gathered, carted home,
and an evaluation unit was established. It is safe to say that this procedure

was inadequate at best.

2. The demands for technical expertise have resulted in the establishment of
training workshops and graduate and undergraduate training programs. These

programs are, still limited in number and there is still a deficit of professionally

trained personnel in the field. It is also plagued by the growing pains of a new
profession and the uncertainty as to what the qualifications and demands of the

field should be. Even though training, programs have been established,"it has

been difficult to get evaluators to these training programs or the training pro-

grams to the evaluators. Administrators are reluctant to release evaluators for
formal training; since there is a short supply, and administrators are'concerned

with delivery of daily' evaluation services to the client. This reluctance has

further deterred the acquisition of the training for development of techniques

and procedures deeMed necessary in the profession.. .

BACKGROUND

3. The technical knowledge needed by the vocational evaluatorwas.exemplified
by the participants of a "think tank" workshop on work evaluatio conducted at

Stout State University (1969). Participants listed the following ampetencies

and skills as being a necessary part of the knowledge of the vocatio 1 evaluator.

Ability to: Knowledge of:

Develop work samples
Administer work samples".....--,4
Conduct on-the-job assessment
Administer psychological tests
Conduct job analysis,
Write brochures

,
, .

,

.

-

Theory of work evel4tio
The DOT A -

Work characteristics
Occupational information
Medical aspects of disability
Psychological aspects of disability

The total process of rehabilitation
The principles of.philasophy of reha-

bilitation
A ,,

Adjustive aspects of disabilities
Community resources
Personnel management
Evalu-tion of secial disabilit. :rou.s

ArticlescpertEiining to evaluator training are quite limited, but most educators

agree that there id a need for training in th petencies as' outlined above.

"xi
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4. Despite this identified need for technical knowledge, a study by Sankovsky

*(1971) revealed that only 60% of 300 VEWAA members surveyed had received any

formal training. This study went pn to point out that 87% had received at lesfat

a Bachelor's Degree, and 43% had some gradliate work. Of the evaluator group with

degrees, 27% reported backgrounds not traditionally associated with rehabilitation,

27% had backgrounds in Industrial Arts, 5% reported a psychology background, and

25% reported a sociology or a social science.,backgound. Thastudy also revealed
that 75% of the evaluator group read the VEWAA Bulletin, and that 80% had attended
professional conferences within the past two,years, primarily at the State level.
Only 60% of the evaluator group reported receiving at least 3 weeks of in-service

training.

5. Attempts have been made to provide training which practicing evaluators identify

as needed. Ralph Church (1971) alluded to the regional short-term institutes
designed to allow an exchange of ideas and information as they apply to problems

within,a region. In 1965 and 1966, the Institute on Rehabilitation Services (IRS)
gave an'intensive effort to evaluation and work adjustment. The purpose was to

define problems that develop solutions,
.

so that better services might be provided

to the disabled.

f. IRS in 1972 conducted a study entitled, Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment

Service in Vocational Rehabilitation. The purpose of the Prime Study Group wps to

develop materials to be used in training counselors and other rehabilitation

personnel in the effective selection and utilization of yocational evaluation, and

work adjustment service in rehabilitation facilities. Since material defines the

essential elements of vocational evaluation and work adjustment, the manual might-

be used in planning facility staff training programs.

7. Other training has been developed in th form of.in-service training. One

such prOgram was initiated at Auburn University In this program, the Rehabilitation

Education and Services staff of Auburn University conducted a 'onock" accreditation

survey of all ths.rehabilitation facilities in Alabama. The purpose of this survey

was to determine.how close the facilities were to meeting CARF's standards, and to

determine areas of deficiencies and ways to.correct these deficiencies. Facility

.administrators and state agency staff were brought together in small groups to
plan program objectives they would like to see implemented into their facilities.

Following the identification of objectives, the service staff members of each
facility were brought together, and plans were made for the implementatidn of the

objectives. The Aubu staff then visited each facility to give assistance in

deficient areas, a to insure that the objectives were implemented. This approadh

seems valid in t it provides assistance and training in areas of individual need.

8. .Some practiti

evaluators and a j

and interpret vario
tests. One can le

s question the totality of classroom work in training vocational

ter ',aul Lustig (1961) stated, "One can learn to administer
different kinds of aptitude, ability, interest, and-personality
to become more aware of an increasing number of factors in

the person. .Ther may, however, be some aspects of evaluation that cannot be taught

directly, but rather may require the experience of working, both as an evaluator

and in other occupations." He further states, "The person who has been a student or

who has held one or two jobs is probably less able to evaluate than the one who

has had several jobs." He feels that the evaluator should have "adequate competen-

cies" in teveral job skills. "Since the predictive ability of most instruments is

rather ;ow, the evaluator with little or non - varied work experience must depend in

a large part on the objective measuring instruments or his biases, which result from

lack of work experience."

4r-%.1. 4
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9. Zn 'Carrying the work idea further, Minnesota. etiepolitan State College: las
established a degree program without a central or formalcampus. The major portion
of this*.sta0,consists o ,people who are not responsible to the college. The pro-

` gram utilzed.rehabilitation facilities as learning laboratories and rehabilitation
'workers aSaculty. The training:takes place wherA the action is.

" .,

IP,'
,

.

10. The need for both theory and pfictical experience is exemplified by the three
Universities offering degrees in vocational evaluation. Auburn, Arizona, and the
University of Wisconsin-Stout, prolade for the learning of theory as well as the
application of this theory in a practical work setting within University-operated
evaluation and:adjustment facilities.

.

.ISSUES

.

11. In regard 6 education, I feel that thereas a need for both practical
(vocational) and formal ,(academic) training. Although formal training may be
ideal, I do not see an evaluator completing an evaluation of a persan's skills
in a technical trade without having some working knowledge of that trade. .01n

the other hand, the person without the academic training may have difficulty in
expressing himself, or in undkstanding the variety of disciplines and knowledges
encountered in providing rehabilitation ,services. The key to this problem seems
to be the blending of appropriate, practical, and formal training through formal
'education, short-term institutes,.practical work experience, on -tide -job train-
ing, and/or in-service training.

12. This then brings up the problem of%the availability of adequate practical
and formal training.' Theformal.treining programs are few and can accommodate
only limited numbers of trainees. These programs try to acconanodate short-term

training programs and institutes, but, again, they are limited by the number of
evaluators that can participate. Few facilities have enough adequately trained

staff to conduct in-house, in-service training. This could be offset by the
Universities providing technical consultation and materials to.assist facilities
in conducting in-house, in-service training. For those states who have a VEWAA
Chapter, much training can be accomplished through this Organization. As the
VEWAA programs are presentedon a regional or national basis, the content of the At

program tends to become more general and does not necessarily meet the specific
needs of individuals. Even with the establishment of these-training programs,.
.the problem, of the evaluators being freed to attend

13. Those individuals completing formal training programs.in evaluation should
obtain a great amount of theoretical knowledge. Unfortunately, too many of these
people, because of the shortage of advanced degree personnel, are placed in
positions of administration and supervision and never get involved in'evaluation.
This hinders their ability to act as trainers for other staff. It also reduces
their effectiveness by not allowing the practical experience necessary in com-
bination with formartraining..,

14* Practice and training should be based on theory.

question as to whether there 19 a.uni*rsally-accepted
in vocational evaluation. Without this, can effective

There is, hoWever, some
theory or body of knowledge
training programs be developed?

125. AsAuming that there is an accepted theory and that training programs are
developed around these theories, there is still a problem of implementing thig
knOWledge to the everyday problems encountered in vocational evaluation,

16. Today, three Universities are-offering degree programs in vocational evalu-'

ation. Their curricula include the teaching of theory and the opportunity to
s-*
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implement this theory in rehabilitation facilities located on the campuses. This

approach seems to have at least two advantaged: It allows the student (1) an
oppottuaity to test the theories ahe has learned in the classroom and (2) to have
immediate consultation from the University staff whey. problems arise in the "real
world" ofsvocationalevaluation.

17. ugh formal training is ideal, the actual implementation of the theories
and ideas is something else. Too often we forget that we are working with Clients
with individual problems and under individual circumstances. Because of this, I
feel that a good training program, whether it be formal or in-service, should
consist of both text book theory and an,on-the-job practicum.

18. There have been studies and survey" in the past that have disclosed the train-
ing level of evaluators -- what resources they turn to for professional upgrading and
what they see as training needs. Because of the rapid expansion of evaluation and
the recent emphasis on research, a constant re-evaluation of the training needs,
training practicum, and'required level of training needs to be done. With this
in mind, the folloying are some questions that neoph to be considered:

1) What is the current training level of the evaluators? What tpe
of training have they had? Is there a need for formatl training?

If not, why not? If so, support your convictions. Is it necessary
to be trained in the field in which you are doing evaluations or
is general theory sufficient? How many evaluators have a college
degree? How many have an advanced degree or advanced training? In

what Eie/d?

2) What theories is the evaluator utilizing in tn actice of his
Lartul- -What should be iDitluded in the training of\an evaluator to

meet today's needs and tomorrow's challenges? Who should be respon-

sible for the training of evaluators? The Departments of HEW, Labor, or State;

State; the individual, or the University? Should training lead to the

certification of'an evaluator? How many evaluators attended short-term

seminars?

3) What use has been made of training materials and self-help? How many'

have had an opportunity to take a summer or a month off to participate
in a training program and, how many of these have received tuition .

or part salary during the training program?

4) Does the average Evaluator read the VEWAA Bulletin and other periodicals

published on evaluation? Does he participate in local forums and/or._
professional rehabilitation or inter-agency, inter-disciplinary sessions?
Does his facility offer in-service training sessions? How is the content
of the training sessions determined?

5) What are the best training experiences? How does this training relate

to the job Vocational.Evaluators are doing? What are the areas in which
Evaluators feel the most inadequate or most in need of training?

19. This paper was originally intended to be a Stimulant to discussion by the

local forums involved'in the VEWAA Project. It was their challenge to create a

statement regarding the reality of their traiaing, both formal and experimental.
Identification of the type and extent of training needed by the evaluator remains a
Oallenge to practitioners, if the profession of vocational evaluation is to continue

to develop and improve.

ROBERT E. MAYES



30. WORK SAMPLES

1. Vqsational or work evaluation is the process that attempts to 4ssess and
prediCe vocational potential and behavior through the use of various techniques
and methods; The objective is to accurately place the client in an appropriate
vocational setting by correctly assessing his interests, performance, and
behavior. The methods (tools) commonly associated with work evaluation are:
(1) on-the-job tryout or evaluation; (2) production or "situational" evaluation
(although the "situational" approach has been used to define subcontract evalu-
ation, I feel this is an inappropriate term to use in this context); (3)
psychological testing,; and (4) work sampling. These methods are used to provide
settings where evaluation of the multiple factors associated with the assessment
of-a client's potential for the world of work can be made. The work evaluator,/
weighing the advantages and disadvantages of each method, would probably use any
combination which best suits his purposes?

2. Of the four methods used in evaluating work potential, the mos .realistic
would be evaluating clients in an.actual work situation since the loser the
testing method is to the real situation we are measuring, the bett r. The best
testing method or evaluation for a job then would be the j itse . In such
a setting, all the working c nditions and environment'would e actual, and we
could readily assess how th client functions in a real jab. However, using the
"on-the-job" metbRd without some form of prevocational evaluation would be,
a hit and miss effort, time consuming and frustrating for the client, employer,
and the evaluator. Since the efficiency of this method is optimized when it
follows some other method of screening, today more thought is being given to
using this method after initial prevocational evaluation is made. Despite the
fact that the literature states- that job sites afe difficult to find, and that
this method is expensive, programs using the "on-the-jobU evaluation method
have reported excellent results. Since the appraisal of a client doing an actual
job in industry also bffep us an evaluation of the effectiveness of our other
assessment techniques and judgements, it can be a valuable criteria for judging
these other techniques.

3. The production or situational approach to evaluation is the method of
evaluating clients through the use of subcontracts in a sheltered workshop.
The client is evaluated on actual industrial work brought into the workshop
on a subcontract basis. By observing the client in this setting, the evaluator
could gain insight into the client's potential for work. In this setting,
wages are paid to the client for wohk on actual commodities. The main difference
bPtween the "on-the-job" and production approaches is the ability to vary all
the customary conditions of the rear job in the rehabilitation setting it an
effort to discover difficulties thit prevent the client from working effectively.
Problems with this method have resulted from the.ineffectual way it has been
applied, and not with the method itself (I think this can be safely stated ith
all four of the evaluation methods). Sheltered workshops can be criticized for
being too permissive, for not setting up an industrial environment, and foxl not
setting up the contracts in an industrial fashion. All too often t* wor,W
atmosphere in a sheltered workshop bears faint relationship to the atmosphere
in an actual industrial setting. These criticiga could, be corrected by using
better methodology in order to organize the work/shop as much like an industrial
setting as possible. One legitimate drawback to the production method is that
the typei of work available for client evaluation are restricted to the con-
tracts that can be obtained from industry.

1'
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4. The method that has, drawn the most criticism, as an evaluation approach,

is psychological testing. Of the four evaluation methods, psychological testing
is the most removed from assessing ability for those jobs that we consider
feasible for the type of client normally seen in rehabilitation facilities.
This is due to the fact that psychological tests often measure cognitive
abilities, rather than the psychomotor abilities which are related more closely

to most industrial settings. Also the psychological testing method is ineffective

in evaluating a liarge minority of the-aisabled population echo have low literacy
levels and have had unsatisfactory experiences with such tests in school.
Psychological tests in themselves are not an ineffective method of evaluation.
It is the improper use of the tests, not the tests themselves, which may cause
the problem. If the traits measured by the test are clearly understood, and
the lifaitations and skills necessary for taking the test are adequately con-
sidered,, then the evaluator should be capable of judging the appropriateness
of the instrument in question.

Since the work sample is a sample of work based upon a job analysis of

' the industrial operation, the fourth method the work sample should approxi-
mate real life jobs more closely than pschological testing.' The work sample-
should simulate ttl't complete range of work activities, (motions, mental funv-
tioning, performance demands, operations, materials and equipment used) that
comprise a particular job or occupational area. The objectives in using a

work sample are to assess and determine job skill potentials and, to a degree,

work relevant behaviors. These can be accomplished to the extent that-the work
sample does not differ in its essentials from the kinds of activities a potential,
worker would be required to perform in an actual industrial job. The work sample

cau be the actual job itself, (job sample) or a close simulation or mock-up of

the actual industrial operation. There have been efforts to develop trait
samples, (finger and manual dexterity, eyehand coordination, color discrimina-
tion, etc.) but so far the trait samples have shown little face validity for

actual jobs.

6. The suitability of a given lob area for work sample developm t sho be

a function of: (a) whether a job market exists for the job which t e sample
tends to assess and (b) Whether the requisite skills required for the job
area are possessed by the intended client group. In principle, all work
samples should represent the complete range of activities and components

that have been abstracted from an actual,job. The' developer of a work

sample should start with a detailed job analysis of all the in'dustrial
operations, conditions, and activities of the job that he wishes to predict.

In developing the.work sample, all the work activities, materials, tools,

layout, and phypical conditions should be maintained as close to the actual

job as possible. It is important that the work sample involve reading and
other, cognitive skills, only to the extent that such skills are called for;

during on=the-job performance. Instead of work samples being designed and used
to assess abilities fora single job, we should atteipt to make them as broad

as, po ible in application, by extending validation efforts, to a multitude of

jab, tuations sharing a common basis of aimilar activities
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7. Many requests have been made for information on work samples designed
for specific disability groups, such as mentally retarded, blind, disadvantaged,
welfare.recipients, etc. I do not feel that any work sample should, or evn .

could, be designed for a given disability group for the following reasons:.
(0. the purpose of work evaluation in relation io vocational rehabilitation is
tq evaluate people for "real", "actual" jobs, regardless of tht disabilities
involved. If a realistic job exists where accommodations can be made for given
disabilities, then those accommodations should automatically be-included in a
valid sample of that job; (b) we must concentrate on what the client can and
cannot do and not on the "disability label" he May be wearing; and (c) the admo-
nitioln that we should not specifically-design work samples for given disability.

groups would not preclude identifying job areas and/or job samples which have
prbven, or may prove in the future, useful with different disability groups.
The,work sample is a sample of actual work. It is designed and developed so that

tnabIe an individual, regardless of his disability, to be assessed
for a job or a group of jobs.

8. The major advantages for'the work sample method,include: (a) the work
sample (developed by jobanalysis)-is as close to the reality of work as we
can get within the rehabilitation facility (except for actually putting. clients
to.work in the facility)'; (b) it provides exposure and experience on a wide
range of jobs; (c) performance identical to work is required.on the assumptiqn
that the closer theswork sample is to the criterion, the more liJ1y it is to
be (d) it not only assesses skillsYbut reveals aspeets of the client's
personality, interest, motivation, and attitudes towards the jbb; (e).clients
respond more naturally to, meaningful rather than abstract tasks; (f) it can
eliminate cultural, educational, and language barriers in the assessment of
vocational potential; and (g) many prospective employers are more, receptive
to u- tilization of work sample performance than predications-from other sources.

. .

. . .

9.` Some of the disadvantages for the work sample method include: (a) work
samples tend to emphasize quality and quantity of production, rather than person-
al4Y factors; (b) developing work sampihs for the many different types of jobs
in the labor market is unfeasible; (c) workers are part of a working, social
faMily and the social experience, reactions from co-workers, heat, noise,
motivation, and wages vary so considerably in our shops that there is little
comparison between the environment in industry and the work sample method;
(d)'we're really not measuring the actual job; (e) because work technological
change is so repid,, we run the risk of developing a'good appraisal instrument
for jobs which no longer 'exist; and (f) work samples have not often used statis-
tical methods to develop reliability and validityiinformation.

10. ./f a worX sample is to represent an actual sample of work in industry,
ceriain considerations would have to be made in developing the sample. First,
one would need to decide on the job that the sample is supposed to represent.
In observing the job, ajob analysid would have to'be performed to make sure
that all *the elements, component's, and traits of the work are understood and .

replicated. 'It is only by this process that we will know what samples of work
are inherent in.sthe job, and 'to understand what we are measuring. So often,
fiord my experience, when you ask an evaluator what the work sample he is
administering actually measures, he cannot tell you this. I feel that is ex-
trvely important in a.work sample to be able to identify and know what it is

.
'
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you are Measuring. Second, how does what you are measuring actually relate to

jobs.in industry. The 'pripary way of accomplishing this with a work sample
would be to.actually-do a job analysis and develop a work sample as 'close to , if

not identically to; the job that,..'anVlyzing. It is understood that the
total envitimmental conditions that the job is performed under cannot be

siiulatedbut the actual work performed can be. This should be the first

consideration in developing the job sample ovOrk sample. The work sample

should,be able to show some empirical data demondtrating that the sample, used
correctly; measures some'skill, aptitude, knowledge, or characteristics which
are relevgnt to the job in question.' This will only occur when (a) the job

analysis presents a truly accurate relection of the actual job, and (b) the

work'sample ,has content.:validie with reference to the, job analysis. There -

-
fore, the work sample itself will be predictive of, or significantly correla-
ted with, important elements of work behavior which are related to thd
Evaluators have failed to realize that their work sample tasks may be rather
narrow, and have no resemblance to how the work is performed in industry by

the employed worker.

11. Foi effective use of any work sample, a manual is required. First, it

serves as an informational training aid for evaluators previously unfamiliar

with the sample. Second, standardized administration procedures become diffi-
cult, if not, mpossible, without,a manual offering unifotM procedures for
administration; utilization, and interpretation. In order to maximize its

benefits, the work sample. manual should contain complete administrative

instruction" for the,ekaluator. These would include: (a) complete list of

all materials, tools and parts needed for the sample; (b) information pertain-

ing to whereto purchase any items needed if the items are not available
locally; (c) detailed instructions and diagraMs as to how to build and set

up the sample; and (d) any additionar special instructions to the evaluator

that would assist in--the setting.up of'this work sample (or even possibly

the environment) as it was designed to be performed in industry. The above

information is absolutely necessary since, if, industrial norms (or any 'norms)

,are provided with the sample, any change.in layout, materials, or any compo-
,

nent of the sample's original design, will invalidate these norms. Norms

should be based on administration of the sample in the exact manner designated

by the. instructions.

12. Instructions given to a client, prior to his beginning a work sample,

serve three major purposes. The first purpose of client instruction is to
orient the client to the relevance of the work sample for jobs in the community.

,Too often, a client is given a work sample with no explanation of what is being

assessed, or how such assessment can be meaningful to the client in his vocation-

. al exploration. This orientation should enable the client to perceive the
relationship, between the task he is to perform and the occupational area

it epresents. An audiovisual presentation with the use of videotapes,
slides, or filmstrips can be very effective in accomplishing this first

purpose. The presentation should include a statement of the purpose of
administering the sample and,,if possible, pictures shoaling the job being
performed in industry and other similar work settings in industry and other

.similar work settings in industry, for which the results of the work sample

is relevant. It would be helpful to have, in this presentation, information

as to salaries, working conditions, and the future employment market for

the job that the work sample relates to.. If visual presentation is not feasi-

ble, the introduction to the sample can be, either audio taped or printed, and

used in conjunction with. photographs of 'the jobs being performed in actual

industrial settings.
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13. A second purpose of client instruction is to instruct'him (the client)
as to what he is to do and how he is to do it, exactly as these instructions
would be given to him in industry. This first involves an analysis of how
industrial employees are instructed to perform the operation on which the
work sample is based. The purpose there is to find out if.the client can
perform the task, based upon the instructions as they would actually be given
by industry. These instructions could be standardized and could easily lend
themselves to an audiovisual presentation. It might even be a more effective
and,realidtic method to have the foreman in the industry, where the work sample
was developed, put the instructions on tape and use this as the standardized
instructions for the-client.'

14. A third purpose of client instruction is to aid in the assessment of
how well the client can learn .to do the task if he does not perform adequately
following the standardized industrial instruction. If the client cannot
perform the task from the standardized indugtrial instruction, we must then
determine what type(s) of instruction will facilitate the client's under-
standing of the task to be performed in the work sample. Some clients may
need repeated instruction, with a great deal of demonstration, while others
learn by imitation, where the evaluator does each step, of the process, and
the client then imitates each step following the evaluator's example. This
phase of the client instruction can both convey to the client what,he is
to do and, how and while doing this, assess the learning abilities of the
client. The client's ability to learn, his retention and most efficient
means of attaining learning, must always remain separate from the assessment
of performance. In this tontext, learning ability and performance ability
can both be measured by the work sample. The criterion for deciding that the
client understands the instructions, on any work sample, is the performance of
the sample correctly a given number of times.

15. Once the client has demonstrated his ability to perform the work sample,
we can then measure his performance. A basic problem in the utilization of work
samples has been how to relate the client's performance to some known objective,
or standard of performance. RealistiCally, we should compare the client's per-
formance on the work sample to the actual industrial production level, to deter-
mine if the client's abilities are competitve. If the work sample is constructed
from existing work in industry, it should be relatively easy to get both quality
and 'quantity standards from the job itself: These standards can then be utilized
to compare the client's productivity with those of workers in industry. When
comparing a client with industrial standards, it should be noted that the person
in industry has had experience in doing the task. To compensate for this fact,
the client should be allowed to practice the work sample (as many times as neces-
sary) until it can be determined whether or not the client can achieve an
industrial competitive level.

,

16. It has been my perception that client norms are limited in their useful-
ness. ,With the use of client norms, all you can compare a client with is
another client. We should remember that our major goal in rehabilitation is
to plate the client in a "real" job. If we are interested in assessing a
client for jobs in. the community, we must then have industrial norms. One
meaningful use of client"noims would be to assess the client for jobs within
a sheltered workshop, which would require that some comparison be made be-
tween clients. An alternate way of constructing industrial norms, in addition
to measuring the productivity of people actually on the job, (which I feel is
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probably the mostreffective way of getting norms) would, be to use the Services
of industrial engineers who can develop industrial norms, using predetermined

times. Industrial engineers ,analyze any job,, and can determine by the measure-
ment of all motions,in this job, how long it shbuld take an experienced
,person in industry tb complete the task. Once the industrial norm is de-
veloped, the literature indicates that a client, who can reach approximately_

70 to 75% of this industrial norm, should have the minimum qualificatiori
for obtaining a JO in that industry.

17. For evaluation to be effective, we need to evaluate the whole person.
Our evaluations of, the client's abilities, skills, and interest alone are

not enough. Many attributes ofthe client, presently not measured
in any quantitati4 way, are more determinant of employability than the
above measurable attributes. These include motivation, vocational self-
concept, relations with supervisors and co- workers, initiative, 'abilitito
accept criticism, attention span, physical stamina, emotional maturity,
and the ability to\improve in a of these attribute . Scoring and obser-

vation of performance on wor t sks can provide lead to many personal
qualities of possible relevance to particular jobs. f ese work attitudes
and behaviors are often more cr ial to an individual's acquiring and holding
a job in industry than such fact rs as ability to follow directions, tool

usage and work method. At this int, we are trying to assess what behaviors
become evident that we feel will stop a person from performing satisfacto-
rily in the world of work, while working in a simulated work situation. We

should realize that since the environment of ay/evaluation center does differ
from an actual work setting, the behaviors of-the client during the evalu-
ation process may not accurately reflect eventual job-related behaviors.
Due to close supervision during evaluation, a client may demonstrate test
anxiety behaviors that would not appear during later performance on the job.
Many evaluators, in the field, feel that this affective, subjective, behavior-
al evaluation is probably the most significant part of the total evaluation.
There are numerous studies which indicate that it is not the client's
inability to perform on the task which gets him fired from a job, but his
inability to adjust to the work environment.

18. By and large personal qualities or behavior characteristics revealed
by the use of work, tasks are generally subjectively determined by evaluators.
The quality of therappraisal, in regard to-behavior characteristics, de-
pends upon the depth of the evaluator's psychological insight and his
ability to communicate his, observations to others either orally or in

writing. As stated previously, the area of vocational evaluation' that
many evaluators consider to be the most crucial is dealing with behaviors

and attitudes in Felation to the world of work. Many evaluation units are
primarily interested in the client's work habits and social relationships,
rather than job skills or_potentials. There is, however, eventually a

need to determin the client's specific skillsand potentials for ulti-
mate employment.' It is highly questionalbe whether the success of vocation-

al evaluation isidue to: (a) the methods used for evaluation; (b) the
competency of the evaluator; or (c) 'the evaluator's ability to relate to

the client and handle daily adjustment problems.1. Training programs should

prepare educators to obtain' ore accurate observations and perceptions of

the client's social- psychological framework with reference to the world 1

of work.
e'

nq
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.19. The major purpose of work evaluation is to serve the client, and
to provide him with the insights, self-understanding, and Information,so
that.'he can make his own yorational and life decisionsmore realistically.
This is why the evaluation setting and methods used should be as realis-
tically set up aspossibleto emulate a work etting. -This reality
orientation will then enable the client to perc he relationship of
the task they are performing to the occupational areas of the World of,
work. This aspect of making the evaluative process "face-valid" is ix-
,tremely important in maintaining the client's. morale and cooperation.

In this regard, it would be helpful even if thexlient could be paid *(on
an industrial scale) for the work he is doing. It js possible that some
clielltslare affected by financial incentives more than others. The
absen of incentive in work sample'testing Vould elicit,performanaes
from these individuals which are inferibr to their performances under'
incentive conditions. The'above mentioned problems could be 'solved by an

- orientation which describes how the sample relates to actual jobs in
industry, the use of,performance charts, and, possibly, incentive pay to'
show the client how,he compares on an actual skill level.to,people in that
industry. The main theme of work-sample-based vocational evaluation was
and remains the enhancement of individual exploration and self- discovery.

20. The above paragraphs dealing with work setPles have tried, to come
to grips with making work 'samples more meaningfpl for evaluation, and for
the client to be able to better evaluate and understand himself. The
charge to the forums involved with this paper is:

1. Your comments, either agreeing or disagreeing, on the views
expressed and other views you feel should be stated to help
in improving the work sample method.,

2. The degree to which you feel. he viewpoints exprGsed in this
paper reflect the substance and utilization of work samples,
as they are being used in work evaluation.'

3. Your cooperation in submitting work samples that you have
developed to the Materials Development Center-, University of

Wisconsin - Stout, Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751, so that these-
can be shared with other evaluators throughout the country.

.

ARNOLDSAil
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1. Traditionally, work samples have been utilized with populations for which valid

measurement with paper and pencil tests is unobtainable. These groups may be low in

verbal and reading skills, test shy, or unable to telate to standard testing situations

for any number of reasons. Fork Samples are not usually administe'red to individuals

who obviously lack vocational problems. 'These individuals can be assessed bia
variety of readily available paper and pencil tests.

2. Performance, behavior, and interest are generally considered to be significant

factors in vocational assessment. It is possible to arrive at conclusions about

them through either intuitive or measurable techniques. The Philadelphia JOTS
has established empirical norms for their twenty -eight work samples Which have been

used in a variety of settings. Because of the standardization of administration,

and objectivity in scoring, performance can be quantified. However, it is con-

siderably more difficult to obtain an objective assessment of behavior and interest.
The prevailing tendency it to have behavior and interest assessed, in a subjective

manner, by an evaluator who is usually trained to make reliable observationi and

conclusions, in-these areas. Validity, neve7ptheless, remains an unknown quality.

What has been done to produce objective measures of interest and behavlor? A

review of research, in this area, yields no si ificant studies which attest to the

. predictive validity of interest and behavior m sures collgeiod during work sample

evaluation. Yet, virtually every system pf vrk sample evaluation provides infor-

mation'regarding behavior and interest. Attempts have been made to ,quantify be-

haviorand interest with check ltsts.and standardized observation, but successful,

resultip have t to be reported. This is a problem in all Contemporary work sample

evaluation ,t hniques. o
3. Use of work samples iir public manpower'programs s a more recent innovation.

The main body of rk-sample research has dealt th erformance norms. Review of

the literature d ates not only continuing cern regarding performance norms,

but also points out an increasing, need for truly objective reports of behavior and

interest. -
When questioned about their need for this information, counselors in

work ple facilities throughout th ntry stressed its importance in placing

clie on the proper job.
1

4. Work samples are an evaluative technique, and not designeCto-producg a signifi-

cant

.

change in the indIVidUal being assessed'. Their objective is"the measurement

"of performance, interest, and behavior in order to accomplith.the goal of accurately

placing the client in an appropriate vocational area, whether it be employment,
training, or the next step in a process of vocational deVelopment.

5. Deviations from standardized administration and scoring of work samples have

the effect of reducing their value at an assessment device. These deviations-may

affect performance, interest, and behavior, either separatelyuggen some Combine-

tion. If,,for Instance, a client's performance is discussed him after complet-

ing ,a At Mai .have an effect upon, subsequent work samples..

6. Another deviation is the labeling of the work samples,. during till instructions

given to the enrollee, as "boring" pr "repetitious". This labeling could negatively'

influence the client in the development of his own feelings about the work sample.

Different people view-the same work sample in different ways. What is frustrating

or boring to one individual may not be frustrating or boring to another.

7. A third deviation, and one that is frequently requested by counselors every- -

where, is administration of the work sample battery in parts rather than in its
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entirety. This is hazardous, unless.validated for partial (cluster) use, since
work samples were standardized as a complete battery, not az individual units
with no effect upon one, another. What iy be appropriate norms for a work sample
in a battery may not be appropriate for the same work sample when given alone. .

B. It is also important, however, that work sample practitioners be flexible. The

Philadelphia JEVS has investigated changes in the work sample battery as used in
manpower. systems. For instance, in order to better evaluate marginal skills, it
might be advisable to establish a procedure for re- adtinistering failed work
samples. Such a procedhre which could lead to better knowledge of the individual's
true skills would be analogous to the situation in industry, where an individual
is not expected to learn the job requirements in one try. Of course, any change in
work-sampie procedures would come about as a result of empirical validation and
comparison, with ekisting procedures.

9. The most accirate assessment technique is of no value'unless utilized effec- .

tively. The factors mentioned earlier -- performance, interest, and behavior -- are
useful to the counselor only prior to an important vocational decision. Conse-
quently, the chronological integration of work samples into the total assessment

process is crucial. For example, in some Manpower programs, the employability
development plan was drawn up before the client was fully assessed. This resulted
in failure to change the plan when necessary, and the client was not properly served.

10. Work SampleSinformation must be provided to the counselor in job,relsted terms,
rather than in pOchological constructs, which may not be sufficiently understood.
Job related information is more familiar to the counselor, and will better enable him
to analyze the client's vocational potential. In order to best utilize vocational
information,provided.by work samples, the counselor should be well trained in the

basic prdcesses of wotk sample evaluation. Because work samples do not exist in a

vacuum, they must be related to some system, which the counselor must also For

example, the Philadelphia JEVS Work Sample System is directly related to the Worker
Trait Group Arrangements of the Dictionary of,OccUpational Titles. If the counselor

is not familiar with this classification scheme, the evaluation is worth significantly

less to him. Also, work-Isample information should be presented in a manner which
is relevant to.the vocational opportunities in the local labor market area. It

would serve nq purpose for work-sample evaluators to recommend areas of training or
placement which are non-existent in the ,local economy.

. .

11. Although many centers have attempted to develop work samples that elicit speci-
fic behavioral acts, none have been entirely successful. The major factor in this

lack of success seems to be-that people react differently to different stimuli,'and'
even to the same stimuli at different times. What is frustrating to one, individual

may not be frustrating to another. Another significant problem is that an individual

work sample may be non-predicitive of future behavior. It might take many wotk

samples `to determine if the client hap a behavioral characteristic, which is a sig-
nificant phrt of his vocational profile.

.

12. Performance on work samples is easier to measure than interest and behavior.
,The:Philadelphia JEVS has developed standardized techniques for scoring the

performance of work samples. It is easily demonstrated that a string in the
"Washer Threading" sample it one inch long plus or minus 1/8", or that the "Lock

Assemble" sample e ther works or doesn't. Thus, ,client A performs at the 30th,,50th

or99th percentile, and receives a scaled score diopropriate to his performance. This

scaled score reflects his relative standing within the Ovulation.
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13. What is sorely needed is the ability to predict industrial.performance from

work sample information. This ability remains elusive because of the lack of

industrial criteria. A rigorous predictive study relating work sample performance

to industrial criteria must be done in order to achieve 100 end.

14. At least two types of measurement may be used to vslidate behavioral .data.

The first is the check list upon which the evaluator can indicate. the occurrence'

of behavior. This system has:obvious drawbacks. .Foremost among which is the

possibility that the event may go unnoticed.. The checklist_also has the weakness of

misinterpretation. For example, that which appears to have been caused by "frustra-

tion", andmay, in reality, be ,imputed to hunger or even such problems as poor coor-

dination. The second method of validating behavioral measuremedts will be to seek

the products of the behaviorin the form of completed work samples. Little has been

done in this area, but it is conceivable that a man may produce a product which will

be influehced by his "inner states". ,In our experience, we have all seen products of

frustrated workers. Every work sample evaluator has struggled to take apart an

assembled product after an angry client has taken out'his aggression on it.

15. The problems in assessing interest neatly parallel those of behavior. For

example, if a man has a particular interest today, what does that predict about his

future? The questions are: How reliably can you measure what we call vocational

interest? How stable isNinterest? In work samples, interest is usually measured

in a subjective manner. There are few among us who would want to abandon the

-skilled subjective evaluation which invariably occurs during work sample assessment. :

'Many claim that such data are most important because of their salience in determining

vocational placement. But can interest be measured reliably, and if so, how can

this be accomplished? ,

x)-

HAROLD V. RULHAIN

6.3
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'SITUATIONAL ASSESSMENT*

1. Situational assesiMent'is one of the most widely used vocational evaluation
techniques. However, there is no standard, uniformly accepted definition for the
term "situational assessment." Neff (1966, 1968, 1970, 1971), for example, defines
the situational approach as being "...aimed at work behavior in general..." rather .

than assessment of "..,specific work skills...". Roberts (1969) and Sankovsky (1969)
hold a similar view of situational assessment as focused upon tte work personality
and work behavior of the indivj.dual.

2. ,Pruitt (1971), on tfieNther hand, has defined situational assessment as a.
".:.systematic procedure for observing, recording, and interpreting. ork
Miller (1968) and the Study Group on 'Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment
services (1972) similarly emphasize situational assessment as a syStematic observa-
tion technique.

3. Neither of these conceptualizations, however, really seem to provide an
answer to the question "What is situational assessment?" The best answer to this
question has been provided by Button and Miller (1972), who base their statement
on actual observed situational assessment practices in several rAabilitatiot
facilities.'

The essence of situational assessment is that the client is placed
in a real (though controlled) work situation where, under close
supervision of. trained evaluators, he works with other employees

.

on contract jobs for real wages. In this setting evaluators can
observe the client in a variety of situations and analyze and
interptet his response. For example, tasks assigned to subjects,
their physical location relative to other workers, the amount
and style of supervision, level of financial remuneration, and a
wide variety of other critically significant social and techno-
logical aspects can be varied.... The purpose of such an environ-
ment is to'enable those concdrned with evaluation to vary sys-
tematically the elements of the work situation and thus provide
concrete behavioral evidence of the problems clients have in
adjusting to work settings.... It is possible'for sensitized
observers to systematically gather data about client's perfprmance
and yet, these data are not always used.... Considerably moxe
attention is given to the fact that work involves a social as
well as a technical environment (Button & Miller, 1972, pp. 108-109).

There may be some minor variations in the actual practice of situational assessment
inindividual facilities [for example, Miller (1968) suggesEs the use of any job
station.within a facility, not just contract jobs], but the basic elements.of
situational assessment are included in this statement..

4.. It is very easy for some persona to foe s upon just the job station and ob.-
servational aspects of situational assessme t. This makes situational assessment
appear to be,a very cheap and easy approach o vocational evaluation: Simply

-

*The material in this paper was abridged from Situational Assessment: Models for
the Future, published by the Research and Training Center. Preparation of this pa
was supported, in part, by Grant Number 16-P-56821/5, from the Social and Rehab-
ilitation Service, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.
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place the client on any job station .and watch wilat happens. In fact, this seems

to be what passes for situational assessment in a number of rehabilitation facilities.

Unfortunately, this ignores the critical element'of situational assessment: the

systematic variation.of the elements of the work situation. As Button and Miller

(1972) state, it is this systematic variation of elements that produces the "...con-

crete behavioral evidence of the Problems clients haVe in adjusting,to work

settings...."

5. The elements of the work situation have to be identified before they can be

syst tically varied. This is probably the weakest aspect of the current practice

known o y to,an individual vocational evaluator; if he leaves his job, this knowl-

edge goes with him. In other instances, only a portion of the important elements

in a work situation have been.identified, making it difficult for the evaluator to

correctly analyze and interpret the client's_response to the situation. .Methods

need to be developed and used that will insure both that all of the important ele-

ments in the work situation have been identified, and that this information is

recorded in a permanent a systeMatic manner. Additionally, this identification

of elements should provi e a set of observational cues to the evaluator, basically

informing him of what h is to observe, while the client is in the particular work

,situation.

6. Any work situation can be analyzed in terms of two major components: the

technology of the job and the social aspects of the work setting. Objective methods

for identifying both the technical and social eThments of work exist and await only

application to workshop job.stations by vocational evaluators interested in improv-*

ing situational assessment. JOB ANALYSIS is concerned with the technology of the

job station. This technique enables the evaluator to identify those worker

functions and worker traits required for successful performance of the work tasks

included in the job. BEHAVIOR SETTING ANALYSIS is concerned with the social aspects

of the job station. This technique enables the evaluator o identify the typical

patterns of behavior and social interaction which occur.i the work setting. These

two approaches are discussed in the following sections.

7. Rec nt modifications in job analysis techniques

des ng the "job-worker situation" in functional to

Labor, 1970; 1972). To a gr6at extent, these modificatio

deficiency of job analysis: a Iocus on the job rather th

The first step in the Department of Labor job analysis pro

detailed description of all the tasks a worker must perform

These task.descriptions are written in a standardized format

worker does, what he does it to, what he does it with, and

it Once this -step has been completed, these t
standardized descriptions of worker function
the basis for the analysis of the job in wor

ve led to an emphasis on
(U.S. Department of

s have overcome a major
n the worker (Neff, 1966).

edure is to prepare a
o complete the jbb.
that states what

e purpose for doing

= ,...1.-u..tions are related to

and worker traits. This provides

er related terms.

8. Worker functions refer to the significant relationships that a worker has to

data, people, and during successful performance of the job. Any job requires

aworker to function in relationship to data, people, qr things and the hier-

archies defined for each of th-,- three re ztionships provide a .convenient way of

describing how the worker function Worker,on a .b. Worketraits referto basic functional

capacities of the worker. The trai.- us-i in the Department Of Labor job analysis

approach include general educational delopment, aptitudes, interests, temperaments,

and physical capabilities. A "qualifications profile", indicating those traits a

worker must possess to successfully perform the job, can be developed by comparing the
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the task descriptions of the job to the standardized
the specific worfCer traits.

ns for each level of

9. The use of job analysis techniques improves the evalu 's understanding of
the technology of t e job station being used in situational assessment. This directly
relates to being able to say more about the performance of the client undergoing
evaluation rather than simply indicating whether the client was successful or unsuc-
cessful. The use of standardized terminology for worker functions and worker traits
facilitates communication, as well as enabling the evaluator to link performance on
the specific job.or jobs used in situational assessment to probable client performance
on other jobs, iif the world of work requiring the same worker functions and worker
traits. The improved knowledge of the technological requirements of .rhe jobs, used
for situational assessment, enables the evaluator to bettei identify specific func-
tional problem areas the client may have. Additionally, th' evaluator can improve
his utilization of time by scheduling clients on work statiqns-and his observational
time in such a way as to avoid extensive duplication of ObsOvations and redundancy
of performances.

, a

10. The behavior setting analysis tec ique produces a deScription o the behaviors
typical of a satisfactory worker in a s cif ic work setting. It enables the evq.uatdr
to establish relationships between observed client behaviors and controlling factors
that exist in the physical and social environment of the job station. The concept of
a "behavior setting" is an extremely useful one in situational assessment. As
defined by Shontz (1967), "behavior settings are naturally occurring units of the
...environparthat include not only behavior but the social and physical contexts
in which behavior occurs." More specifically, a behavior setting is a combination of
behavior and a setting that has the following characteristics (Barker, 1968; LeCoMpte,
n.d.):

1. a recurrent pattern of behavior.

2. a particular combination of physical and environmental
characteristics.

4

3. a specific time and place..

_e

4. a relationship between the behavior pattern and the
characteristics of the setting.

A job station within a workshop generally meets the characteristics of a behavior
setting. However, there are a number of other behavior settings within a workshop
(e.g., cafeteria, lounge area, counseling office; etc.). A complete analysis of
the behavior settings in a workshop would include these areas.

11. The behavior setting analysis details each of the characteristics of a behavior
setting as they ap ly to a specific job station. The recurrent pattern of behavior is

determined by/obse ing th behaviors engaged in by a satisfactory worker on the job,
and determining the er tage of time the worker engages in each behavior. Several
methods can be used to obtain these time estimates (e.g., Button, et al, 1968;

Peter, 1972). However, one simple method is to use one or more stop watches to
record total elapsed time spent in each behavior during a series of` observations
randomly. interspersed over the-course of a working day.

12. Lustig (1970) has indicated that the physical and environmental characteristics
of a work setting can be divided into five components: (1) the rules and customs
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for the job; .(2) the Wor task; (3) the social and interpersonal situation; (4) the

physical environment; and (5) the worker himself. The analysis of the work task has

.
been discussed in relation to job analysis. Additionally, since the purpose of

vocational evaluation is t describe the client (or worker) in relation to other

components of ,the work si uation, the analysis of the physical, and environmental
characteristics A the wo k station focuses upbn the rules and customs, social
interactions, and physical environmeAt of the job station,

13.' The rules and customs of work are primarily established on a facility -wide

basis. Specific Work stations,, however, may have some unique rules And customs.
Hair nets may be required on Job stations involving moving machinery, but not on
assembly or packaging job stations. It maybe customary'to allow workers in sales
job stations to take rest breaks when customer flow permits, but to confine the
rest,breaks of wbrkers on a production line to a specific time period when the

entire line stops. Both the formal work rules and theaccepted customs of the job
station are observed and recorded in the analysis of the behavior setting.

14. The most complex area Of analysis has to do with the social and interpersonal

situation. There are so many possibilities that it is difficult to develop,a com-

plete taxonomy of possible interactions. Attention has to be given to those that

occur with some frequency and regularity, with particular attention paid to the man-

ner in which interactions are initiated, and the purpose for the interaction.
Similarly, some attempt has to be made to identify some of the significant char-
acteristics of persons the worker must interact with. This includes characteris-

tics of co-workers as well as those of supervisors.

15. The physical environment surrounding the job "includes space, area, temperature,

light, sound, equipment, machines, and tools (Lustig, 1970)." These factors are
readily described, and some are included in.the job analysis schedule for the work

task. Particular attention is given to the position of the worker relative to

other workers (Lustig, 1970). This includes workers ordinarily in proximity

to the job station, as.well as ther.locationof the job station, in relation to

traffic aisles.

16. When the behavior setting analysis is focused upon a job station, time and place

are readily described by the working hours and departmental location of the job.

Some jobs, however, may occur infrequently, while other behaviors of interest to

the evaluator may occur only. on a once per day basis in a particular location,
(for example, coming to work on time). These need to be specified.

17. An essential quality of a behavior setting is that the behavior pattern is

linked to the characteristics of the setting. For the most part, these links are

apparent once both the behavior pattern and the characteristics of the environment

are identified. There are occasions, however, where these links are subtle and

involve interactions among several characteristics of the work setting. This re-

quires very careful analysis, and a thorough understanding of the total work situation.

18. The application of job analysis and behavior setting analysis techniques to

workshop job stations, used for situational assessment, is a basic step in making

the :job station into a "standardized situation As Brandt (1972) uses the term,

standardized situations "...occur,and recur regularly enough to be ideal for

measuring...behavior or performance under...relatively standardized conditions."

The advantag f the standardized situation is that "...comparisons can bp made

among people ely by tallying and tabulating responses made in the same basic

situation (Brand , 1972)."
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19. The standardized situation approach to situational assessment enables the
vocational evaluator to make maximum use of available job stations. ,In particular,
it enables the evaluator to introduce the systematic variations of job elements

0 that are the crucial component of situational assessment in two ways. First, the
evaluator can select specific job stations for use in evaluating A client on0the .

basis that the job station contains an element of interest. This approach does not
require the evaluator to manipulate the job station, rather he schedules himself to
make observations of client performance or behavior when the crucial element occurs.
Second, the evalUator can manipulate a particular job element in a work .station to
observe the effects on client performance or behavior. Since work station elements
and their effects on behavior are identified, the evaluator is usually in a position
to prediCt the probable effects of variation rof an element.

20. Once the facility or workshop has developed a substantial nupper of its work
stations into standardized situations for use in situational assessment, the
performance and behavior of the client in evaluation can be more precisely identi-
fied across time and situations, using "recurrent pattern analysis (Brandt, 1972)."
A series of observations of client performance and behavior, made in situations with
known characteristics, are analyzed by examining the rate and frequency of occurrence
of specific performances and behaviors in similar situations. The recurring 1
pattern analysis technique is useful for separating behaviors into those that are
characteristic of the individual, in any work situation, from those that are controlled
by spedific environmental factors, and those that 'represent unique responses of the
individual to particular settings.

21. As, the era of accountability and program evaluation progress, both vocational
evaluators and facility administrators will have to provide adequate documentation
of their efforts, and the results of their efforts. Situational assessment has been
one of the. grey areas of vocational evaluation. To establish. and operate-a situational
assessment program, using available technology, requires considerable expenditures
of time, effort, and money. The payoff of these expenditures is that the situational
assessment approach to evaluation leads to more Adequate accountability in terms
of the accuracy and utility of information gained and conveyed to both the client
and referring counselor. The basic question confronting administrators and eval-
uators at this time is whether they went to make the necessary investments in
situational assessment.

DENNIS J. DUNN



THE EVALUATOR AS THE SYNTHESIZOR
45.

1. The role of the evaluatoiYhas been described as that of the synthesizor of in-
formation from a variety of sources into an integrated concept -- this concept being --

"the client As worker". In relating this view of the evaluator to vocational evalua-

tion as a whole within the framework of this VEWAA project, it quickly becomes obvious

that the evaluator himself, in terms of his knowledge and skills, training and indi-

vidual capacities and responsibilities, is central. How he functions as a person;

how he relates to the sources of information, be they peer, professionals, tests,'

employers, reports or whatever; and how he deals with thid information is important,.

Is the evaluator a generalist dealing with all informatioh, or a specialist contrib-

uting specific information? Hence, although this topic falls under "The Evaluator's

Tools", since in a sense the evaluator himselfi6 a tool, it also relates directly to

"The Evaluator".

2. Beyond this, sources of information about a client's vocational functioning, and

the,information to be synthesized by the evaluator, can be considered "tools" and are

points of emphasis. Most of the sources of information are human interpreters of the

client's functioning or his physical state,'and the evaluator's effectiveness depends
not only on his understanding of'FBeir work, but also on his relationship with these

people. Hence "human dynamics" in-47ocational evaluation is an integral part of this

topic. Since the client himself is the ultimate source of all information, and it -

is assumed that the evaluator will continually check this information wifh 'the needs

of the client, this topic is also closely related to "Client, Participation in Evalua-

tion." Hopefully, the client functions as a partner or co-synthesizor in the syn-

thesizing process;

3. Literature Review. In reviewing the literature concerning the role of evaluator

as synthesizor,one is,quickly struck by its similarity to the literature of a decade

or so ago, and continuing to the present, regarding the definition of the role at the

rehabilitation counselor. The question common to both is: Is the counselor /,evaluator

a generalist with working knowledge of all professions relating-to man as worker, or

is he a specialist with specific skills and. responsibilities functionihg on a team

of specialists? For example "he learns to recognize the basic principles involved

in medicine and psychiatrY, psychology, sociology, social work,.law, educatiOn, and

other fields...(and) he is able to draw from these fields whatever information is

available and interpret this information in terms of vocational objectives" (Johnston,

1960). This was one view of the Rehabilitation Counselor, circa l960; it Would seem

to apply directly to the view of the evaluator as generalist/synthestzor. Thus;'the

outcome of the long-term coordinator versus counselor controversy 'within the field .of

rehabilitation counseling, may have some parallels in the generalistic versus special-

ists question with the field of evaluation. At present, there Appear to be both

specialist counselors and generalistic coordinators of services.

4. Hoffman (1969) observes "with vocational evluation involving the evaluation for

medical, psychological, vocational, educational, culturd, social factors, and en-

vironmental factors a variety of professional persons are involved". He discusses

the value of a staff who come fr4m a variety of sources, e.g., occupational therapist,

foremert\in industry, psychologists, rehabilitation counselors, and industrial arts,

and suggests that vocational evaluation be conducted in one comprehensive facility

under the team approach, or through referral to separate professionals or facilities.

He also suggeststhat one individual, "snit as a rehabilitation counselor" be a "co-

ordinator" .0 the whole process. Dautermann (1964) is representative of the view

of the evaluator as "one more specialist" whose functions are to assist the client

to evaluate himself, and to provide rehabilitation workers with information about

V
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the client's performance. Lustig is quoted (Hoffman, 1969) as distinguishing between
the "work' evaluator ", who functions as a work evaluation specialist, and the "voca-
ttonaLcvaluator", who is a sort of vocational Renaissance man Competent in all
vocationally related areas and, therefore, non-existent.

,

voca-
tional

Many'sources of information pertinent to the evaluation of a client's oca-
functioning and potential, and hence pertinent to "the evaluator as syn-

thesizor", are found in,the literature. N6t unexpectedly, many of the articles
painting out the, importance of a,specific source of information, e.g., medical, ,

-are written by workers in that area, e.g., physician, occupational therapist.
For example, a,study indicating that the speCific vocational objectives of 47% of
aleample 110 clients, were directly influenced by a medical opinion, was written.
by medical professionals (Gorthy, et al, 1959). The holistic viewpoint,in evalub-
tion is pervasive through the literature. For example "...we cannot isolate vocation
avwork from the rest of living... One Forks,only during certain portifins of one's
living time. The rest of the time one is doing all sorts.of things whidb have pro-
found bearing on how effectively one works" (Cobb, 1967). Among the vocationally
relevant sources of information mentioned in the literature, McAlees' (1967) summary .

isirepresentative: 1) work history, 2) educational and social data, 3) client and
family interviews, 4) medical and psychiatric consultation, 5) psychological testing,
"6) work samples, 7) workshop evaluation, 8).part-time or temporary work, 9) behavior
observational methods, e.g., role playing job inter10.ews, 10) on- the -job training

,

experience, and,11) case conference. If indeed the information from these varied
sources are, the raw material upon which the worker/synthesizor operates, the worker who
synthesizes this data must be both knowledgeable and capable of a high level of abstract
thought and concept formation. .
i :

. ,

6.4 Sources of information relevant to the evaluator can be divided into those that
are directly under his control and immediate experience, and those which are not. Thus
far, we have discussed synthesizing infOrmation from a variety of disciplines, and thus,
the synthesizor ad'a generalist. However, the literatUre also deals with the synthesis
of information gathered by the evaluatbr with the tools at his disposal,,and henCe with
the role of the evaluator as a specialist. The evaluator as synthesiior determines
whAt types of behavior are relevant with what types of clients, and how to weight these
data in terms of their,relativa importance in describing "the client as worker", and
predicting his,vocational'potential. He selects pertinent data from behavioral obser-
vations of work habits and supervisory relationships; work sample and testing scores
and behaviors; work readiness factors such as attendance and punctuality; hygiene, etc.
Cobb (1967) in writing about the mentally retarded suggests.five major areas to be
synthesized: 1) personal ,factors, self-concept, etc.; 2) self-management -- Of the
everyday affairs of life; 3) interpersonal relationships -- close human relationships;
4) interpersonal-soCial transactions -7 social role to role, as employee to boss; and
5) 'productive behavior'-- job skills of all kinds. The weighing of information as
its relative importance is individual with each specific client. Attempts have been
made to gather information and develop predictive scores from several disciplines, and
to combine these scores into a composite score, which would be used for predicting vo-
cational success, e.g., /ue and Moed (1960). But for,many reasons, including'the
large number of,unknowas and situational variables, and unrefined technicues, eval-
uations based specifically on statistical results have had little Iphasis. As eval-
ua t on tools and sources of information' become .ore refined, the vast literature of
Aka istical versus clinical prediction will.beche more relevant. Unless, as Dunn
969) suggests,,evaluatiOn is essentially a p..cess of "understanding" rather than

"predicting. ".

. 1 -

7. Personal Observations. From thib writer's point of view, a'team apprdach to evalr
uation is most effective, so long as there Is close communication between team members,
and as long'as one team member is responsible for the coordination of activities and



synthesizing specific recommendations. The variety of input regarding a client, from

rehabilitation workers of 4igarent bu work-relevant backgrounds and training, is

valuable. Basic to the whole process, owever, is the client's role and responsi-

bility in his own evaluation; his exper ence, learning and internalization -- his

synthesis of the results, is the most meaningful aspect of evaluation for his

overall rehabilitation and life adjustment. The role of synthesizor of information

thus falls uponthe worker, who is most conversant with the variety of information

sources, but most importantly, who best understands the client; This depends on the

agency, and can be,the counselor, the work evaluator, the psychologist, or whomever.

No one field 'thus far has been given synthesizing, responsibilities, and, perhaps

this point ins the dellelopment of rehabilitation worker roles and responsibilities,

this is fortunate.

47.

B. The.training, knowledge, and skills of.the evaluator undoubtedly i luence his

assigned responsibilities in the evaluation process in a specific sett Usually

the generalist as the synthesizor of information is academically trained, often=
graduate experience. His training may have:included a familiarization with other
professions, assessment methods, human behavior, etc., and he is thus pro ably

familiar with most'information,sources. He has been judged on thought an concept

formation, and has been,required to write papers and integrate informati from broad

sources. But in some settings,this-training and background may not be e most

appropriate for the role of wprk evaluator, or to fill out the needs a d gaps in

a specific evaluation team. The mature work evaluator, for example, ith broad work

experience in a variety of job settings but with little or no acad c preparation

beyond high school; level, has a great deal of realistic job information and may be

most appropriate for the team. In this writer's experience, a number aluators

falling into this category function well as evaluators, especially in a specialist

role, with the assigned responsibility of contributing information on "the client

as worker': to fhe,team. Another team member, such as the evaluation counselor, may

then function as generalist'and.overall synthesizor,of technical inforrAtion from

other professions and.sources. On a team, a balance of academic with broad vocational

backgrounds can be useful, since both backgrounds provide experiences and insight,,

which can be highly valuable to a client's underitanding of himself as potential worker.

9. The concept of "synthesizing" entails the gathering together of pertinent infor-

mation into an integrated concept -7 a whole -- in this case "the client as worker".

The evaluator must,be careful that it does not also imply a static concept, a'con-

crete description; evaluation is a process which requires constant or a least

periodic feedback, and the evaluatbr must be ready to resynthesize, to update his

,concept of the clienty to be ready and flexible enough to take in and accept new

infordition as it is found, or as the client changes. The danger of stereotyping

clients, or categorizing them based.on similarities, to other previous clients, is, also

a problem of the synthesizor, whether he is functioning as a generalist or specialist.

The dangers of static concepts and stereotyping can be met by giving the client respon-

sibility in the evaluation for synthesizing and internalizing information about himself.

Another area of concern involves the,human dynamics in the evaluator's relationships

with other rehabilitation workers. If his background and training are significantly

different from the other workers, he may experience problems in communicating his view

of the client. This may be especially so if the work 'evaluator isLinterpreting ob-

served.behavior in terms of the reality of the work supervisor,.while his co-workers

consider themselves working with underlying motivation to that behavior. In any case,

the evaluator's skills at working with people are critical,lboth in gathering aid in-

terpreting data, from and to clients, and peer professionals.

10, Information from a variety of sources must be considered in the evaluation of a

client. While the evaluator may, in many cases, function as a specialist, he must be cog-

nizant of how to use information from other disciplines in understanding his client. He
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must also have a clear'understanding of the role of a worker in a variety of job
settings, so that he can determine not only what information is pertinent; but also for
what jobs certain types of information are more important than others. For example,
for the jobs of assembly-line workers, salesmen, or draftsman different types of in-
formation, e.g., social skills-end dexterity, are pertinent, and are weighted differ-
ently as to their impottance in the performance of the job. Thus, the evalbator as
synthesizor, especially if he is funetioning as a generalist, must be conversant
with information fom the variety of sources (noted in McAlees summary in paragraph
5 above). It,may be that it is more important to the team that the work evaluator
be famfliar with the characteristics and demands of jobs than.that he be highly knowledge,
able of the specific information and data developed by other professions and sources.

-
11. Information from other professions, conveyed in reports, tends tq be treated
more concretely, and is less susceptible to updating, than information presented by
another team member. Medical reports describing disability; social histories defining,
peer and family relationships; psychological testing reports; and educational transcripts
are "givens". which set the. limits for planning. Information from team members, includ-
ing the above professions, which is conveyed via discus ion and interpretation, rather
than in reports, can become more viable as it is update with the client's progress.
Information concerning the client's behavior and motive ions receives much attention
because of its changing, non - static nature. With many clien , specific "vocational"
data are not emphasized until sometime after they have entere the evaluation program,
because of the emotional and behavioral problems concomitant with adjusting to the new
setting. The program this writer is associated with is a residential facility, and be-
havior in the residence during .non -work hours,receives major emphasis. in staffing and
vocational planning. Hence, while the information from other profesdions and disciplines
provides the background for a client, and both sets the limits and engenders hypoth4ses
about the client's potential, the client's behavioral functioning at the evaluation
facility provides the information whiCh may be most salient to his vocational planning.
Indeed, some evaluation workers initially do not read reports describing the client as
he was before he entered the evaluation program, .because they believe that it gives
them preconception about theclient, and interferes with their getting to know him "as
he actually is". .,

12. Theory as it Relates to Practice. The theoretical underpinnings of the evaluator
as synthesizor are scarce in the literature. Areas relevant to theoretical treatment
would include the responsibilities and role of the evaluator in relation to other
members of the rehabilitation teem; the evaluator as generalist versus specialist;
background and training of evaluators; clinical versus statistical (or subjective
versus objective) synthesis, and prediction; fnd-participation of client as co-syn-
thesizor. Perhaps the most crucial need is to define the role of evaluation and the
evaluator in terms of their place within a theoretical model of rehabilitation. In
theory, rehabilitation and evaluation are "coterminous processes" with evaluation con-
tinuing even after job placement and until the clieht is funCtioning at his highest level
on an appropriate job (Gellman, 1968). Thus, while the process of evaluation is continu-
ous by the client, different rehabilitation workers may be responsible for the updating
and resynthesizing during different Oases of the rehabilitation program. If one
rehabilitation worker works with the client throughout the process, this worker then
might best play the role of generalist synthesizor. The work evaluator's tole'is
usually more circumscribed and functions during the initial phases of the rehabilita-
tion process. He helps formulate the initial deCisions and predictions, but both
practice and research indicate that predictions in rehabilitation are most valid for
the next step in the rehabilitation plan, and become decreasingly valid as the client
progresses through his rehabilitation program.
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13. The theor410etical view of man as a holistfl.c being, who cannot be partitioned
without losing his essence, demands he be viewed from all directions and dimensions

to be understood. No one worker has all_the knowledge and skills to provide all

rehabilitation services, Theoletically, a team of specialists, whose training
and background supplement each other, which includes the client, and with one worker
being responsible to coordinate and synthesize the process, would be both necessary

and ideal. In ptactice, the human dynamics involved in team functi6ning can become

extremely compleX and communication lines can tangle hopelessly. Diversity of back-

ground and training can lead to confrontations of philosophy and, approach rather

than an enriched:'awareness of the client. The synthesizor may thus be working with

inadequate or incomplete information. Hence, a team must deal openly'with any prob-
lems in communications and work together, in order for it and' synthesizor to

work effectively, The synthesizor must be closely attuned to and Aare of the Flient,

as well as information about him, in 'order to adequately synthesize a.concept off the'

"client as worker'!.

!

4,

14. Within a theoretical model of rehabilitation, training for the evaluation lector

should supplement but not duplitate training for.other sectors, although enough over-
lap should exist to promote communication between workers. Training programs are

probably not broad enough at this time to train the generalist adequately (Hoffman,

1969). As the profession and the tools for evaluation develop and refine, and as the
evaluator becomes responsible for assessment in greater depth and finer precision and

validity, is role may well become more and more hat of specialist. The use of compu-

ter data a statistical anlysis, which at this e are mainly of research and theore-

tical inter t inIthe field, may become considerab y More relevant as methods of measure-

ment and qu i ication are found for many of the variables thus far not accessible to

measurement. ,ile it is theorized that evaluation is an ,ongoing process with con-
tinual feedback And change, in practice workers are not always open to revising their

conceptions f clients. Clients are sometimes quickly categorized and considerable

S'e
change on th r part is required befoie a worker resynthesizes his concept of that
client. In ge sal, theory may posit the goal or the ideal toward'which the field

is striving, butjlas not yet reached. The theoretical aspects of this topic are still

being formulated; '
15. Questions tc1;$ be Answered. The questions that need to be dealt with to define

the topic of the evaluator as synthesizor focus on the evaluator himself, his back-

ground and training, information he deals with, and the goals and effectiveness of

the synthesized eoncepts of the "client as worker`.'. A major question is, Who is

the synthesizor?,_ Who has the responsibility for synthesizing information in evalua-

tionand rehabilitation? Whould this revonsibility be defined and limited to one
discipline?, Forrexample, should the syntbesizqr be the worker w)o subjectvely best

understands the lient, or an objectiveNbserver of his behavior?

16. A recurring,theme in this paper revolves around the roles of generalist or special-

ist in the synthesiZing process. The qu'estions to be asked are: Is thePsvnthesizor's

role that of the; generalist? Is the evaluatorts role that,..of the generalist or the

specialist? The generalist synthesizes information from .a variety of sources and

disciplines, while the specialist synthesizes information gathered primarily from

his own tools arokobservAaons. Where is the evaluator on the continuum between

specialist and generalist? At either extreme? Near the middle? How welldoes the
evaluator understnad'medical, psychological and social data? A question related to

this is: How does the evaluator's background and training influence his potential

role as synthesizor of information? The questions regarding what type of background

is most appropriate for the evaluator, and what knowledge and skills does the synthe-

sizor need, are zermane.
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17. Central to this topic and in need of more attention ig the question: That

sources and types of information are most relevant and useful for vocational eval-
uation? Does the evaluator dr ev luatiot team concern, itself primarily h.

specific job idformation? Does ft brbaden its focus to include kindred p ofessions?
Does it expand further to include auuily and community living data for synthesis? ,:
Can't a generalization be made.a ich data sources are moat relevant, or
is this individual to each clien imilai and related question,linVolvas the
theoretical view of rehabilitation holigtic process involving the whole
person. Does 'vocational evaluation so need to be a holistic process or can
ark- related variables be isolated th little need to.synthesize npn-job

-Variables? . 4 ./-

. :'''
.

i8. Directly relevant to the above_problems are these final questions. First,
What are the goals and rposes for which evalua ion-data are summarized? More
specifically, Is the gpal the synthesisbf in ormation in evaluation essentiall
a process of understanding o predicting? Synt sizing information for the purpo
of understanding a client -- a d helping him un erstand himself -:- ana deyelopin ,
treatment plans to facilitate h growth, well be somewhat different fro evalua-
tinge clientprimarily for the purpose qi. redicting his potential for various train-
ing programs or jobs. Finally, including' he client in his evaluation is generally
considered a'positive practice. In.this carter4.8-65114.on, the bajor'lasting gains
and insights derived from the evaluation ekperience are those made by the client.
He should be given as much responsibility in the evaluation process as he can
handle. Realizing that this mac vary with each client, thequestions are: To

.

what degree should the client participate as co-synthesizor in his evaluation? How
may client participation-and responsibility be facilitated?

, .

'19. Challenge. By this time the challenge to the forum should be clear,. even if
the topic is not. The evaluator's role and: is tools are still in the process of
evolving, and need definition, so that fu u efforts at evaluator training and develop -.

....

merit may be planned and guided rather than sporadic and haphazard. Wasteful dupli- ''
cation of efforts with other disciplines can be avoided, while the gaps in.evaluation
services can be identified and dealt with. When evaluators have a clearer under-
standing of their responsibilities in the synthesizing of information, and of the
value. of various types of information, more effective functioning can be expected.
And, if .evaluators do not clarify this area, someone eIgeI.11 undoubtedly structure
their responsibility for .them. .

20. 'What in essence has been discussed in this paper is theextremely delicate re-
sponsibilitf involved when one man attempts to understand and Make decisionS1Pith/for
another, and especially since this undeOtknding may critically influence life adjust-
ment. It has been suggested that the.client has not only the right' but the _r,esponsibility
to participate in is own evaluation., The imperative for the worker is that'he develop

1
his skills and his sensitivities to his client's interest, so that both the man and his
society benefit. ntrinsic to the topic is man's relationship to mgrs, without a humanistic
framework. The challenge thus, ecomes to define this topic creatively, and with sensi-
tivity, to the needs f the people served.

JACK GENSROW



.BUILDING NEW SELF-CONCEPTS IN THE CLIENT

4° r
1. If there is a commonality among clients seen in vocational evaluation, regardless

of the evaluation setting, the disability of the clients or the geographical region

in which they live, it is that of repeated personal failureb. It is my contention

that any given series of personal or environmental failures can affect a client's

self-con capt to a point where he questions whether he is persdnally equipped to meet,

the compRicitiesDf the society in which he finds himself existing. Johd Holt, in

his book, How Children Fail, suggests thj most children in school fail.. For a

great ilany, this failure is avowed and a olute. He states that close to 40% of,

those children that begin high school drop out before tilty finish;college dropouts

average one'out of three. Many others fail,in fact, if not, in name. They complete

their schooling because we have agreed to push them up through the grades and out

of the schools, whether they knoy anything or not: There are many more of these

children than we dare to think. He also goes on to say that except for a handful

of children who may-or may not be good students, each failed to develop more.than a
tiny part of their tremendous capacity for learning, understanding, and creating.
If we consider Holt's thoughts, we can well-understand why the todmon trend of

failure runs consistently through those clients 'seen in a vocational evaluation

program. The pattern of failure is engraved early in the lives of many Of the clients

seen in vocational evaluation, one failing experience built upon another, until it

is difficult for them to summon the mental and physical energies necessary to bring

about a success. .Vocational counselors often refer to clients as ,being non-motivated,

because they have failed to meet some responsibility set for them by the counselor

in the rehabilitation process. I'submit that'many of these clients are, in actuality,

motivated, but do not have the personal self-concept needed to meet these externally

set responsibilities.

2. The vocational evaluation process, in my .opinion% can often provide the client with

insights into his personal consideratlons and abilities, thus allowlia him an opportunity

tocall upon the internal energies neceSsary,to meet. external respoalbilities. For

the evaluation experience to be a meaningful, relevant, and profitable experience for

a client, it must be looked at in a more comprehensive framework than. that of just

putting a client,through an'"evaluatitid syitem" that will provide the vocational

counselor with information about the client's ability to be emploks4or trained in a

particular area. Too often, vocational evaluation programs are estaBliShed inreha-

,bilitation.centers by naive administrators,yho feel that clients can be evaluated by
existing evaluation systems, regardless of the ability of the vocational evaluators.;

and that this inforMation will equip the vocatio441 counselor with all the necessary

data he needs to place his client in an,appropriate job or training slott There is

a basic error of judgment in this propositidn. f the vocational evaluation unit

is not manned by vocational evaluators, who'a*txcelleni clinicians with an ability

andah established philosophy for working with people, then no existing evaluation

system is capable of providing the necessary data for the vocational counsel5r.

tae accept the proposition that the vocational evaluation process forms the-foundational

information for a vocatiodol counselor to move his client through the rehabilitation
.

process, then we must also accept the proposition that a client must experience success

in the evaluation process. The equipping of a client with insight into his own strengths

and weaknesses, through the use of a moiety of experiential tools, including work

samples, psychological tests, situatidial assessments, on-sigh ssessments, etc., then

becomes the essence of the evaluators unique contribution to the rehabilitation process.

The evaluator must stand steadfast -- one foot planted firmly in the reilities of an ever 44$

changing competitive labor market, with the other placed in the therapies that will

ultimakely bring his client to a point where he can, with a relative degree of assured-

ness, re-enter that labor xarkqtand'expect to be sutcessful. As simply stated as

possible, the vocational evaluion process should have as its main goal the reduction.

of client failure. The establdahment of a vocational evaluation setting that embodies

51,
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-a philosophy, and the manpower capability of meeting this goal is an extremely difficult
task.

r3. There have beert many articles written both in the area of rehabilitation.and in allied
fiads on the clientself-concept. Few of them have established, however, any direct-

.

course of action of how to set up a program that would facilitate building or rebuilding .

of a client self-concept. Rehabilitation has traditionally relied upon the'remedial
programs, including sheltered workshops, to meet this need. However, it is clear, from
the writings at this point in time, that we have not begun to ynerstand the-complexity
of reLestablishing or redirecting clients' self-concept or infernal motivation. ; sub-
tit that a well-planned evaluation unit in many cases can start the client along ehe
toad to meeting4this objective.

4. It Is critical to the development of such a unit that the evaluative process have
an underlying, philosophical foundation thatcwill facilitate insight to his own strengths
and weaknesses. There are,many in the field at this time who would argue that the
evaluator should be en objective, non-involved observer in the evaluation process; how-,

ever, I submit that a well defined program, with a properly educated evaluator, who has
clear insight into the philosophy of the evaluation unit, has ;Attie difficulty in meet-
ing several roles other than a merely passive observer of the client behavior, or a tech-
nician who records percentiles from a particular test. The evaluator, in most instances,
must move in,and put of a priety of roles during the evaluation process so that his
client can meet his personal objectives and gain insight into his unique strengths and
weaknesses. The evalua,tion process is not an end in itself; it is the first step
back to self awareness and personal insight for the client. Without this first step,
the establishment of a solid foundation for all the other endeavors in the rehabilitation
process, his frustrations will surely be increased, and the chances for ultimate success,
will be greatly diminished. I submit to the readers of,this paper that underlying the
principles of vocational evaluation, and the establishment of a vocational evaluation
unit, regardless of the physical setting, should be many of the concepts embraced in
the area of Gestalt psychology. Let us, for a moment, look at the two concepts for the
purpose of identifying those similarities that would be useful in developing an operational
philosophy that would facilitate the rebuilding of an individual's self-concept.

GESTALTIST CONCEPTS

5. Although Gestalt psychology is largely a theory of perception, some attempt has
been made to apply the principles to psychotherapy. The objectives of treatment or
working with people according to Pearls, Hefferline, and Goodman is to overcome the
fragmentations of feelings, thinking, and acting which are go chatacteristic of our
culture, and replace it with a holistic unitary outlook on life. This can be done, they
claim, by encouraging a more flexible relationship between the individual and his en-
vironment, or in Gestalt ternit between figure and for4round. It is also clear that
Gestalt therapy is a basically humanistic, existential therapy. The general approach
requires that the therapist direct the client's awareness, so that the client experiences
himself as he is, not as he would like to be, or who he thinks he should be, but how he
is. Through'this awareness, he experiences how he expresses hisifeelings, how he blocks
those feelings and, often, hoW he defeats himself. Once he has awareness of this behavior,
theindtvidual dan begin experimenting with himself.ana. changes begin to occur. The
goal of the Gestaltist is integration of self. This goal is accomplishe0.by supporting
the individual's genuine interests, needs and desires.

VOCATIONAL EVALUATION

6. Vocational evaluation is the process of assessing and predicting work behavior and
work potential through the application of reality.based assessment techniques and pro- 41.

cedures. Although potential employment is of rn to the vocational evaluator enrol

PV 4
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his"client, the goal of evaluation is more than that of a job. Also of importancl,

is the awareness of an individual's strengths and weaknesses, the manner in which

they are manifested, and their effect on the individual's life. Although the terminology

differs, I believe, that there are many overlapping viewpoints, in philosophy of the

_Gestaltist and the Vocational Evaluator. Both approaches ate existential in nature.

Nadolsky (1971) states that Vocational Evaluation is concerned with-the individual in

relationship to his environment. Simkins emphasizes that the Gestalt therapy is concerned

with interaction in the present ongoing situations. Both approaches have a goal--an

individual who is self-supporting (doing things for himself which he is capable of doing)

and self - fulfilling. In order to more fully understand the similarities of the two

approadhes, I have outlined the approaches of each for your examination.

THERAPEUTIC PROCESS OF
GESTALT THERAPY

a. The therapist is an observer
. of the here and now behavior
of the individual (posture,
voice, gestures,- etc.)

b.' The therapist assists the
individual in maintaining his
awarenessof himself.

c. The therapist is the director
of awareness experiments (in
trying on new behavior, mak-
ing feelings explicit).

d. The therapist provides frus-
tration and support in

, balanced amounts whenever
appropriate.

e. The therapist is concerned
that the individual become
.active and responsible for

his behavior. Responsibility
(response-ability, ability to

respond) for oneself cannot

be forced. Responsibility is
not a choice,, but a fact of
life which a person may or
may not accept.

f. The goal of.therapy is to
help a Mature person move
from environmental support to

self-support. He may be

descrfbed in Maslow's terms
as a self-actualizing in-

dividual.

PROCESS OF VOCATIONAL
th EVALUATION

a. The-evaluator is an observer of the client's
capabilities, aptitudes,-attitudes,'and
interests. may use pefsonal obser-
vations, psy h metric tests, work samples,
situational assessments,as well as other.
tools,, to gain,this infoeMation.

b. The evaluator shares his knowledge with the
client,as it'pertains lo the client's
strengths-and weaknesses, the way in which
they are Manifested, anc1their possible
vocational implications.

c. Th0 evaluator may present t'he client with
unfamiliar tasks or human interactional
situations in order to observe the client's
manner of reacting and coping, as well as
giving the cli*Pt an opportunity to try out
newlsituatio6s or activities.

d. The evaluator may provide frustration-and
support in a balanced manner whenever
appropriate.

e. Once a client is aware of his alternatives, -

he alone makes a choice as to what he wishes
to pursue vocationally or in any other area.
The client exercises choice and has the
ultimate responsibility for the consequences
of his a)tion.

f. The goal of vocational evaluation (the
rehabilitation process) is a self-support-
ing individual, who is aware of his strengths
and weaknesses, and, who seeks to enhance-his
life, through productive work or meaningful

activities.
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7. Thus, the process of vocational evaluation and Gestalt therapy are similar. Both
the evaluator and the therapist are directive and active, as opposed to non-directive
and passive, in working with their clients. BothdisCiplines rely heavily on setting up
experimental situations that will allow the client to explore his strengths' and weak-
nesses, so that he may gain greater insight into how he can best function in'our society.
Both concepts also involve a model choice, and each has as its goal a responsible, self -
supporting, self-fulfilling individual. In addition to these viewpoints, there are
several other concepts in Gestalt therapy and psychology that may be helpful to the
vocational evaluator, in helping his client to rebuild a new self-concept. These concepts
will1be presented briefly for your examination.

SELF-AWARENESS

8. The degree to which one is willing to be in touch with his own inner experiences
. (feelings) is the. degree to which one is open to experiencing the other 2exsonl--;m-
interaction with other individuals, the best clue to understanding him, and how he is
feeling, is to be.aware of how I am,reacting to him. The importance of this concept .

to the vocational evaluator is obvious. An evaldator has many tools of evaluation
at his disposal "work samples, psychological tests, performance tests, interest
tests, aptitudes, on-site evaluation, and situational assessment. However, his most potent
evaluation tool is himself; his reactions, observations, and feelings abut the client
are of prime importance. This subjective data ir/tvaluable in assessing a client's
overall work and life potential. Thq....acquisitiof this subjective data requires,first
that the evaluator be an excellent clinician who works with his client, and second that
the evaluator realize that he is a unique individual interacting with another unique
individual, the client. It is difficult for an evaluator to be aware of his reactions,
observations, and feelings, if he responds to a client from the role of a technician who
merely administers tests. In order for an evaluator to fulfill his responsibility to
the client, to the referring agency, and to himself, he must go beyond objective data
and experience the client as a person. At our present stage of testing development of
most of the tools used by the vocational evaluator in evaluation settings, it is, or
should be, very clear that they lack the sophistication necessary to make decisions
solely upon percentile rankings. A well-trained clinician, using the present tools
available, can do an admirable job of providing valuable information to the referring'
counselor; however, given a poorly trained technician, the counselor receives nothing
more than inadequately normed, psychological, and work sample testing data that does'not

take into consideration the uniqueness of his client.

9. Another concept that has applicability to the evaluator is that of THREE A's.
a. AWARENESS of what I do and how I do it. Awareness is the direct experience or

contact with reality.
b. ACCEPTANCE of what and hqw I am.
c: ALLOWIYG'myself to be the way I am.

WithoUt all three -- AWARENESS, ACCEPTANCE, AND ALLOWING -- either in the evaluator or.
the client.-- growing is greatly hindered. The ramifications of the THREE A's are numer-
ous. So,often a disabled individual is painfully aware of his disability, but often he
is.not aware of how he uses his disability to meet his needs. In addition, a disabled
individual often has difficulty accepting himself as he is and allowing himself to be
that way without recriminations, feelingd of inferiority, or self-pity. An evaluator
can often pKovide experiences or the client which will help engender feelings of
self-acceptance in the client. Frequently, ddl-ing the evaluation process, the client
becomes aware of many skills and unique talents which he possesses, despite his handiT
cap. He may also learn of areas of potential wiitch he may explore further and possibly
develop. The client's self-acceptnace may also be developed through the evaluator's
acceptance of the client--his right to a good job and a meaningful life.
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10. After self-acceptancelcomes ALLOWING. Allowing does not mean complacency or

stagnation. It means a recognition of strengths and weaknesses, a knowledge of personal

limits, and a realistic appraisal of what the client is capable of doing. Allowing means

no fruitless baying at the moon ("for how I used to be" or "how I could, or should, have

been"). It means striving to use my strengths and weaknesses, in the most powerful
combination, in order to enhance my life. Generally, the degree to which I am willing

to be aware, accepting and allowing of myself, is the degree to which I am wining to

be aware, accepting and allowing of others. Thus, in order to understand, empathize

.with, and evaluate others, I must have respect'for myself and the goals of my profession.

This is also extraordinarily true for the client: If he is to have a meaningful, fulfill-.

ing life, he must have respect for himself and understand how he fits, with his unique

qualities, in a very complex and sometimes overwhelming society. The evaluation process

can contribute to the development of this insight, and cfit offer the client an opportunity

to take that first step back to rebuilding his self-concept--successful rehabilitation- -

ability to take his rightful place in society.

11. A final illustration that I will use far.this paper iv that of learning. Perls

defines learning--"p discover that something is possible.10Ibis definition for me

is the essence of the entire evaluation process. The task of the evaluator is to use

his clinical skills, creativity, imagination, and the tools of his profession to aid

the client in discovering what is possible for him. Given the foundati9n of a good

vocational evaluation, and the assistance of all other components within the reha-

bilitation process, especially thdt of the relationship between the counselor and

the client, I feel that the basic underlying viewpoints of both the Cestaltist and

the vocational evaluator can bring the client from point of societal dependency to

his ultimate and self-directed independence. The problem is simple. If the client's

self-concept is that of dependency, then he must first embrace and develop the internal'

self-confidence to see himself as an independent individual who has something to offer

himself, as well as the society in which he lives. If the client is thrust through

the rehabilitation process into either competitive placement, vocational training, or

additional educat.on without rebuilding that all-important self-concept, then we in

rehabilitation have done nothing except contribute to another experiential failure.

12. It. has been my personal experience as a floor evaluator that,those clients who,

through the process of vocational evaluation, gain genuine insight into their strengths

and weaknesses are better equipped, due to the evaluation process, to succeed in the

rehabilitation process. Ope of the operational goals of those evaluators who worked

under my supervision was that if the referring counselor or the referring agency from

which the client came were to drop out of existence the day following the client's

completion of evaluation, then the clffnt should have gained some additional Insights

into his own strengths and weaknesses that would give him a better chance to compete

in ,a complex society. Knowing this to be an unrealistic goal for all clients, I still

ntain that if it becomes the true goal of t e vocational evaluation unit many clients

can take that initial step back to personal i ependence.

13.. It has been my concern for a number of years as a practicing vocational evaluator

that evaluators often rely on their evaluat on tools ullthout taking into. consideration

the inadequacies of those tools. Even as the ield develops today, both in the private

and the non-p vate sectors, this basic problem not being resolved. Therefore, the

ability of the c inician, the vocational evaluator with clinical skills, becomes even
more important to the success of the rehabilitation process. The vocational counselor

and the evaluat2r, working as colleagues for the purpose of bringing a Client from a

point of soctell and personardependency to that of independence, becomes a team that
is unequalled' in any other human service delivery system.

rn
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CHALLENGE TO FORUMS,

14. I grant that our knowledge in Vocational Evaluation is limited and that our concept
of st be rounded out with borrowed or improvised propositions. But surely we

ually incorporate such knowledge as we have with that of other fields. Let
mistake about it: our job is to throw light on the nature of man. As
and realistic men, we must commit ourselves completely to those views about

that we think are most worth the gamble. As Vocational Evaluators, we owe it to
selves, and to others, to say what particular assumptions we are prepared toact'

upon, in order to clarify our own thinking, to give more consistent direction to our
profession and, with respect to clients, to let them know what they are going to get
.for the time and energy they spend.

QUESTIONS

15. It is my opinion, that the field of Vocational Evaluation has made significant
stridps, es. ecially.in tpe last few xears, tpwarApdAyeloping methodologies that
demonstrate its usefulness in the rehabilitation process. Based on this statement,
I question whether the practitioners in the field (forum members) are willing to
address themselves to the future of our field, or whether they will be content to
rest upon those techniques currently being used without adventuring into the unknown.

16. The question frequently put forth asking that evaluators define their role in
the rehabilitation process is an antiquated one at this point in the field's develop-
ment. I am asking the forum to address itself to the question of the evaluator/
counselor relationship, as it relates to the clients they serve. (Are they colleagues
offering their particular skills in the rehabilitation of a client or are they in
competition, each trying to secure professional territorial boundaries ?)

THOMAS L. BRANDON
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THE CLIENT AND THE EVALUATOR
57..

1. The quality of the interpersonal dynamics between the evaluator and the client will

be a critical parameter in our efforts to further professionalize the role of the
vocational_evaluator. If the evaluator is to achieve self-acceptance as a professional
rather than a technician, he must develop competencies in the applied science of
clinical observation, and longitudinal evaluation of the work-related behavior of his

fli

client.. }e must begin to function as a key facilitator who not only identifies

specifi vocational potential but also opens up options which will further develop

his cli t's functional abili0.. He must become a specialist it evaluating man in

his work environment, with major concern for the constellation of responses needed to

develop a healthy work personality.

2. The evaluator must have concern and a continuing role in the entire rehabilita-

tion process. Job placement and retention feedback must be. used to determine the

effectiveness of his interaction withthe client. He should have the ability to

control the institutional decisions ancT structures, so that they are responsive to

his ,clinicaliobservatips as to when and how the evaluation process begins and is

responsfveli moditied. Our discussion of 'these istued'shbdld regilleint Aahgeds 4.6

perception of the entire field of vocational evaluation, and a concern for a different
kind of technology--a technology concerned with involving the client in a growth

promoting way, with the realities of specific environments. We must accept the

responsibility of working with the client to achieve a mutuality of goal and seek
ongoing, reciprocal interaction that is both verbal and nonverbal, based on human
dynamics, and not on institutional or technological imperatives.

3. The evaluator himself has written very little on 1,4, interpersonal relations

with.his client. Most of the literature in the field relates to counselor -cli ent
interaction and ignores the impact of the evaluatoes personality as a means of

enhancing client motivation and self-regard. Lustig has developed, and'his students

have applied, a method of differentially structuring critical stimulus determinants in

the total work environment for each client. Although concerned primarily with work

adjustment training, this clinical treatment is equally valuable in initial vocational

evaluation. Dunn has'also described.a developmental model which assumes that the.

faulty behaviors and performances identified by the vocational evaluator can be

modified or eliminated by the application of specific treatments. He emphasizes

that work evaluators must assume a developmental posture and show an awareness of the

work implications of a wider range of human behavior and behavioral change models

than is the case when the prediction of a vocational area is the sole objective.

4, The Chicago JVS Research Utilization Laboratory has developed &guide and manual

on client observation and client evaluation in workshops which have been demonstrated

to be very valuable in increasing the sensitivity of the evaluator as a client-interactor.

Pruitt, in hiS survey comparing graduates of Master's level training in evaluation

with other evaluators, has recommended greater emphasis on competency skills aapop-

posed to course content. Overs has studied the effect of higher anxiety on the

ability of the client to participate fully in the evaluation process. He suggests

that evaluators be more skillful in hel g their clients cope with the stress 47.4
raised by the evaluation situation.

5. Many other writers have stressed the importance of accepting the c ent as an

equal interacmr in the evaluation process. Olsbansky has described greater role

for the clippt as,a decision maker. The participants in the Univers ty of Pittsburgh

Cohference in 1970 on Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment SerVi es in Manpower,

Social Welfare, and Rehabilitation Programs concluded that elaborate fforts to develop

an effective systems methodology wduld not reduce the need for more s led and more

-N
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,professional clinical approaches to client participation in the evaluation process.
Brolin's article'on the special challenge of evaluating the mentally retarded is a
good example of professional attention to the differential approaches necessary with
each of the major disability groupings. .Rusalem and Baxt, analyzing the delivery
system in rehabilitation, observed that most published materials concern themselves
with environmental, rather than attitudinal, variables, reflecting a, generalized pre-
occupation with systems, rather than with deliverers'and recipients. Ayers has

'written on means of making vocational evaluation more relevant to.the disadvantaged
clients. Lawlis has developed a methodology of rating the interpersonal skills of
the rehabilitation professional. His concern is with empathy, warmth, and genuine-
ness; his ratings are based upon evaluation of client responses and perceptions,
rather thin therapist self-evaluations. In summary, the published material in the
field is adequate only as a stimulus for much more writing and discussion.by evalu-
ators themselves.

6. My own experience as' a practitioner in vocational, evaluation has stimulated me
to think in terms of reciprocating interactions between the evaluator and the client
in a group relatiotship best= characterized as socio-productive. Becadse the tertk
environment creates opportunity for closing the social distance that separates the pro-
fessional helpers from the helped, I would like to suggest discussion of some roles
that the client might delineate in this situation: I am sure he would stress his need
for competency, predictability, and openness in your responses to him. I am equally
convinced that he would like to have some control of the distance the content, and the
intensity of the relationship.

7. If we view the evaluation as social learning, rather than isolated learning, we
should be/able to establish a more meaningful intermediate, as well as long-range
goals with the client. If we focus on vocationally, realistic behavior that is

machievable with reasonable effort and use success to cr se motivation, we can then
use increased motivation tkraise both levels of perform= e and goals.

8. I hope we will also explore the implications of many clients not being able to
meaningfully interact with the evaluator because they place the locus of control
outside of themselves. I would suggest that we accept some responsibility for
identifying this behavioral trait, and seize the opportunity to break the pattern.
When a client feat he has no control over what happens to hiM, evaluation is at best
a one-sided process.

9. A major observation has been that the evaluatpr is not as preoccupied with tech-
nology as the structure of vocational evaluationisyStems would indicate. He is in-
volved in joint reality testing with the client. I believe-he is now ready to chal-
lenge the system and to function as a client advocate by seeking a more clinical,
comprehensive, and continuing role for himself.

10. The parameters of a dynamic relationship between the evaluator and the client
must be explored on a theoretical level. The lack of even a vague model should not
discourage our exploring theoretical issues. We can perhaps best 4o this it we focus
on the gaps, between "theory" and "practice.," In theory, we are involved in.a screening-
in process. In actual practice, tost_vocatibiael evaluation systems screen clients out
of many potential vocational training and employment goals because of their focus on
current functioning. Instead of a client's severe developmental need increasing
attention, it tends to result in options being severely limited and success potential
decreased.

11. Usdane has pointed out that very minimal use has been made of integrity groups in

..
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vocational rehabilitation. Since integrity groups represent a major strategy for

balancing the power of the evaluator with the weight of the group, we must assume that

we have not really welcomed meaningful client participation. The prevailing practice

of narrowing client options because of limited institutional training opportunities is
directly contradictory to the rhetoric of "identified potential." This is perhaps best

illustrated in how we utilize work samples. How often, fof instance, do we seek to

measure an improved performance on work samples, an elate to it, to the extent of posi-

tive interaction and resulting trust between the eval for and client? Do we even go

back to sample one after all the other samples are c pleted to test this hypothesis?

Do we systematically try to increase the clieit's ability to make his own experiences?
Do we recognize the reality of most evaluation leading to training rather than employ-

ment? Do we measure psycho-social abilities as well as task abilities as a means of

developing client competency? Have we learned, as professionals, to focus on undeveloped
ability rather than present ability to meet hypothetical community norms? Are we con-

cerned with the client's need to test new behavior? Do we provide opportunities for

peer support, Premarkian preferences, self-knowledge, and the knowledge that we need

client success for our professional satisfactions?

12. On the important' issue of the limitations ofmile evaluator's interpersonal skills,

do we acknowledge that each person has a limited a ility to respond in a differential

way to various people? Do we structure vocational evaluation relationships so that

different roles are assumed by different people? Does the evaluator assign other

personnel and use other environments to create the appropriate client interaction?
Minimum access by the evaluator to the means of changing structural barriers to his

professional functioning is indicative of how great the gap is between rhetoric and

reality.

13.. We must_yespand to these questions with a frank dialogue on what needs to be

done before we can claim professional status as clinicians. We must respond to the

analogy between the roles of the clinical psychologist and the vocational evaluator as

opposed to thetoles of the vocational evaluator and the psychometrist. It is clear

that we have already moved beyond the psychometrist in the scope and depth of our

technical abilities, but we have not even applied basic behavioral management tech-

nology in a systematic way. We can only achieve professional status if we develop

clinical tools and abilities. It is, however, not necessary for us. to recapitulate

the experience of clinical psychology with its historical preoccupation with diagnosis

when it lacked an effective treatment modality. We do have effective and unique

treatment tools. We can fuse the differential use of stimulus determinants in the

work environment with developmental and learnhg methodology,--to measure growth in

the client's ability to function independently as a productive person.

A.4. Stone has challenged us to loOk at the sources of evaluator bias in performance

appraisal. Usdane asks, "is there some way for the client to perceive that on the

day he enters the facility, he received service? He might then share tIe excitement

of immediate planning for the future." ,

15. 4 challenge to our field is to describe a longitudinal role for the evaluator, that

is not completed until he participates in an evaluation of client outcomes, perceived

as a measure of the effectiveness of his services. The strepgtk of our interaction

should be greater internalization and generalization by the client of shared, growth

experiences.

16. Jones and McCandless have questioned whether evaluator training sufficiently

reflects concern for the therapeutic impact of their personal interaction wish the

client. Jones has suggested that a dichotomy between clinical rehabilitation and

counseling rehabilitation be deVeloped. Are we prepared to become a major profession

ie"
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in the clinical rehabilitation field? Will we deliver atechnical work evaluation,
tailored to the needs of governmental purchasers of service, or will we become
clinical professionals who are developmental in their-approach to themselves and

. their clients? I

JOHN J. KILLIAN

6.
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1. Helping handicapped people achieve the maximum potential of which they are capable

has long been one of the major objectives of the vocational rehabilitation counselor.
In order to db.this, data has been needed, especially in the initial phases -of the

vocational rehabilitation process, relative to what' activities the client can do, and

what he might be expected to learn to do. The evaluato -counselor relationship evolved

to a great extent as the counselor came to see, in many instances, that the client and he

were unable to develop a rehabilitation goal: Generally, the more severe the handiCap,

the less likely the counselor has felt able to be of assistance, and when that feeling

arose, he may have declared the client non-feasible for services--but that's another

story. Having a group of clients for whom, he had no answers may have moiivated him.to

seek out the consultative services of the vocational evaluitor.

2. Thus begah one of the most vital relationships in the rehabilitation process.
This over - simplification, of course, avoids tracing the evolution of vocational '
evaluation, and more importantly-vocational evaluators, in that our task currently is .

to assess the state of the developments, as of today. Suffice it to say,'that counselors

felt a need for the assistance of their colleagues in evaluation, to help their clients

and themselves, in determining suitable vocational objectives. As the liaison has

4 developed, the more "difficult" cases in'the counselor's caseload have found their way

to the vocational evaluator. The relationship of the evaluator-counselor has, therefore,
developed primarily to bring about the best possible services for the client. '-

DELIMITATING THE TOPIC

3. In reviewing the literature concerning the human dynamics ofthe,evaluator and

counselor, one finds remarkably few,articles addressed to that particular topic, but

ih the few which are available, great changes are suggested over the past 16 years.

Moed, et. al. (1957) suggest that the vocational counselor undertake the development
and supervision of the pre-vocational unit, or what we- wouldcall today a rudimentary

vocational evaluation unit. They go on to say, "There must be a feeling of inter-

dependence as well as mutual respect for the other team members' profedsional focus."

In those simpler bygone days when the vocational .counselor may also well have been a

vocational evaluator, especially if he worked in a residential as opposed to -a field

setting,, communication between the two specialty areas was far less difficult, since

the evaluator and counselor may well have been the same person. Ong this basis, all

that the person needed to do was to talk with himself, and presto!, there was instant,

(hopefully, accurate communication between evaluator and counselor. The basic

notion of interdependence and mutual respect seem to be as, timely now as it was one -

sixth of a .century ago.

4. Gusted (1957) also sees the counselor as rendering at least some evaluation

services. Five years later, Helfand (1960) uses-the tAtle "evaluators" for two

persons, who were also vocational counselors, althougy/tql; irimary area is.not

mentioned.

5, Bregman's article (1967) clearly suggests that evaluators and counselors are not

one and the same people, and he goes to some lengths in very cogently discussing the-

need for communication between counselor,and evaluator, pointing out that A frame of

reference.needs to be established and questions asked to give direction to the evalu-

ator and the evaluation process. Sankovsky (1969), in gathering data on rehabilitation
counselor training programs and the vocational assessment process% found that 93% of
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the coordinators of rehabilitation counselor training programs, who responded to his
questionnaire, imdicated,a course invocational evaluation for their students. This
perhaps suggests a differentiation of services on the part of the professionals about
to enter the rehabilitation services field, and also an attempt to provide the counselor
with an, appreciation. of, and feeling for, thi evaluation prdcess. .

6. The testee as co-evaluator is discussed by Fischer '(1970) and provides an exis-
tentially oriented view in client relationships that stresses self- determinism and
"partnership in the firm" for the client in vocational evaluaeiod. This notion of
having "three peers" working together on the evaludtion model is different from the
"two peers and client", and may be somewhat upsetting to the more traditional evaluator-
counselor model. Wright's (1971) notion of advocacy may further influence the evalu-
ato-counselor relationship. Burge (1972), in discussing the evaluator-counselor
relationship, sees them as being interdependent; needing to communicate accurately on
the identification of problems and assets. Articles by Ehrle (1967) add by Torrey
(1972) suggest that under the skin, counselors and evaluators may, be,much the same--that
is to'say.people workers- -who assess and prescribe. "

4

7. The last 16 yeas have seen a good many changes in the valuator - counselor roles.

Formally, vocational evaluation departments were, in some instances, developing
within occupational therapy departments and relying on occupational therapists as
evaluators, or in some cases were part of a sheltered rkshop, relying on counselors
as evaluators. Today, the programs of vocational eval atiot appear to be separate
entities and are primarily staffed by persons with.t title of vocational evaluator,
who often-have graduate level training in the area. Homogeniety appears then to be

' ode of the observable trends. Coupled with this h .been a developing sense of
identity. amongst evaluators; wherein, they realize that they could make a unique
contribution to the rehabilitation process; and that they were not just counselors

' interested in appraisal.

,8. This evolutiOn has. alto brought about changes in the perception of the counselor
.

toward the evaluator. *Counselors now tend to see vocational evaluation as a rehabili-
tation service which has matured or come of age. The colleagues in evaluation are seen
by the counselors as making equal contributions in the rehabilitation process to them-
aelVes, occupationgrtherapists, audiologists, physiatrists, speech pathologists,
internists; social workers, and physical therapists, to mention only some of the

. specialty areas.

9. As the differentiation of roles has developed, evaluators see counselors as a
vital link in the rehabilitation process and, often, as a coordinator of services given
the task of synthesizing the findings of many different evaluators - -vocational, medical,
social, audiological, psychologital, etc. Now that the participants know more about
what each does, they feel more comfortable and are aware of their mutual contributions.

10. These personal observations are not to say that all has developed into sweetness
and light between evaluators and counselors. Groups sessions and regularly scheduled
discussion between evaluators and counselors seem to be beneficial in avoiding conflict
40-seeing that the client does not become an object of displacement. Communication
let-ween the evaluator and counseloris vital also to let each other know of any infor-
iliatiod germane to the evaluation or counseling aspects or, indeed, to the goals of the
client.

11. Practice is based on sound theories. Theories tend to organize beliefs and
asspmptions, and tend to guide one's behavior. Theories evolve and are used as long as
they are functional, or until,a hew set of theories are developed, which tend to belmore
functional. The point here being made is that theories are dynamicthey change as
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knowledge is gathered and as hypotheses generated from the theories have been either

supported or not supported by research. This notion of ,change is tremerously important

to remember in thinking of vocational evaluation and the evaluator, but change has been

equally rapid within the field of vocational rehabilitation counseling and the counselor.

12. With the differentiation of roles between evaluator and counselor -- sometimes becoming

.grater and sometimes becoming lesser, and owing to agency needs at the time, the evaluator-

counselor role has been at times strained,. Ambiguity may result when one is not dealing

in concretes, but in abstracts. Evaluators changing work settings, after having learned

a certain relationship to an agency, where that former relationship is no longer

appropriate, may have t nded to find this upsetting. Comfort could be taken, however,

as each of the practiti ers realized that they were in the process of becoming special-

ized in their services a d that each had a unique background of knowledge in their

specific areas. New knowledge s continually being amassed and, with this accumulation,

the practitioners could begin to more secure. With feelings of security developing,

defensiveness, rigidity, authoritaria am, and bigotedness could be put aside.

13. The time may well have arrived when the state of the art and science invocational

evaluation, and especially-the evaluator-,counselor relationship, has acquired a broad

enough theoretical base to enable some general postulates to'be advanced. First is the

notion that both counselors and evaluators are here to stay. Second is the belief that

the two specialties have generally developed high regard for each other. Third is the

suggestion that evaluation, evolved to fill a need in serving the more severely disabled

clients, has probably made vocational rehabilitation feasible for thousands of 'clients,

who in former years would have been considered non-feasible. Fourth, counselors and

evaluators are more and more seen as specialists and, toegreat extent; counseling and

evaluation are not done by the same person. Fifth, eaduate_level training is available.

for both evaluators and counselors now, whereas originally counselors had more educat-
.

ional opportunities.

14. It is a basic notion that change involves pain. As'evaluation has changed, and

hopefully grown,, the evaluator-counselor relationship may have had its share of that

pain. Counselors were faced with admitting that they needed the assistance of evalu-

ators. Admitting that we cannot be all things to all men can be a difficult act.

Abdicating responsibility also entailed abdicating power. Human nature being, what it

is, and our culture being what it is, most people are not trying to decrease their power,

and any decrease may be perceived as threatening to the counselor, as well as any other

person. It is also worth noting that if the counselor's supervisor had directed the

use of an evaluator by a counselor, who was reluctant to do so, the relationship probably

began on shaky ground and deteriorated from there. ,

CONCLUSION

15. In order to evaluate the human dynamics of_the evaluator-counselor relationship,

several questions are offered: What are. the pre-conceived images which the evaluator

and.counselor hold of each other? More basic even than this question is what are the

pre-conceived Images that the evaluator and counselor hold of themselves? Are these

,images accurat,e? How do they know they are accurate? What does accurate mean? Do

evaluators and; counselors understand each other's roll!? Do they)understand their own

roles? What it3 understand? 'What is role?

16. Are counselors willing to let evaluators be "counselors in residence", or do they

merely want fasts reported so that they might do the counseling and decision making

after the evaluation process is over? Are counselors threatened"by having evaluators

do counseling? Do evaluators have training to do counseling? Are evaluators threatened,

by having evaluation done by counselors? Do counselors have training to do evaluation?

tvp--rt.
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Is it possible for evalUators not to do counseling -- at least a small extent? Is it
possible for counselors not to do evaluation -- at least a small extent? What differences,
ences, if any, exist in ,the evaluator-counselor Toles between evaluitors and field

. counselors as opposed evaluators and facility counselors with whom they are in
physical proximity? I

k
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17. Do counselors trust evaluators enough to share background data with the evaluators?
Do evaluators trust counselors enough to share "all the data" with the counselor? '

Are there times when withholding of information by the evaluator or counselor from the
other, prudent? How may the sharing Ofinformation be done so as to. enhance the
evaluator- counselor relationship? .

\

18. Do evaluators and counselors honr each others education, experience, and,intu;pions?
To what extent does intellectual snobbism pervade the relationship? How is the relation-
ship effected by different academic levels of accomplishment--Ithe master's level evaIu-
ator and the baccalaueate level counselor. The master's level counselor'and the
evaluator who completed studies at a trade schoo Do you see any changes here ?.

19. It has been said that evaluators are now doing much of the work formerly done by
counselors--say,5 or 6 years ago. This appears to be in addition to the usual
tasks as evaluator. Many see the connselor's'role as becoming One of a coordinator
of activities. If this is so, bow might the transfer of duties best be accomplithed?

20. As the notion of Work Adjustments a treatment modality comes. to assume its
rightful place as a means of effectin& human be vioral change, a problem may arise
as to which professional would best be ;suited to apply that treatment. Questions will
doubtless arise as to whether the counselor woul bebetter equipped to purvey the
service, since work adjustmOOt may be considered:a treatment modality, equally as effi-
cacious asis counseling, and specifically hecaUse it is just that -- a treatment. On the

other hand, if evaluatots are becoming more inclined to see themselves as treatment
persOpnel as opposed to appraisal specialists, then conflict may arise. Perhaps work
adjustment will ultimately see the development of a unique program to train its own
practitioners. Until that day, however, the possibility for conflict between evaluator
and counselor seems to exist. Perhaps achallenge to all of us is to get to know each
ether better. If counselors could join evaluafors in their work, for a few days, and
evaluators assist counselors in their work,for a Lew days, perhaps once or twice a,
'year, each might have an increased appreciation of the contributionsafithe other.
There is an old saying that suggests that, we "... neyer judge a perion until you have
walked, a mile in his shoes." This would seem to be good advice for counselors,
evaluators, and all of us in the.field to.pursue.

ROBERT M. DAVIS
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1. .VocatiOnal evaluation is quite dependent upon medical, psychological and

social data.:--. The vocational evaluator suffers because other professionals do not'

have a basic understanding of what vocational evaluation means and encompasses.
The vocational evaluator is in a peculiar position whose role as'a distinct pro-
fessional has not been fully accepted in the health and social science fields.

His role is sometimes confused with rehabilltati6n counseling.

2. The vocational evaluator tries'to obtain and synthesize data from other disci-

plines. He requests specific answers to questions about the client which enables

him to make vocational recommendations. The use of dat from other professionals

.is an essential tool of the evaluator." The evaluator w ld be unable to function

wit t a thorough knowledge of aiplient's.zedical, psych c psychological,

an cial history. The extent of .the client's physical limit tions, psyctiatric

diagnosis, family history, and educational achievement is of remount importance

to the evaluator, who uses this data to develop the client s vocational objectives,

for ultimate training and employment.

OVERVIEW

3. Rosenberg (1970) states that the evaluator's role is emo6hous and unclear in

relation to-other professionals. There is a'need to establish effective communi-
cation with other professional disciplines if evaluators are to gain acceptance as

a distinct profession. the vocational evaluator can develop leveSlbf competency

baSed on, his knowledge, skills, and education. Continuing ed4cilion can assist the

evaluator. to overcome his inadequacies and enlarge his role With other professiona/th

4. Speiser (1970) feels that an essential component of vocational evaluation is
.

diagnosis or identification of client needs and problems., The evaluator, though

placing emphasis on work, must be-completely objective and b&concerned with the

total needs of the client. If the evaluator lacks the skilllar knowledge, he has

the obligation of aiding the client to obtain appropriate services elsewhere. The

services of other professionals must be requested. with specific reasons, for the

referrals to these other disciplines.

.
5. Gorthy (1959), who was an early pioneer in the comprehensive team approach in

. rehabilitation,,emphasizes the close integration between the work sample technique

of evaluation and the medical profession. The physical evaluation and establish-

ment of prelithinary goals should be an initial step in any rehabilitation process.

aurther assessment s obtained through ttle physical therapy and occupational therapy

evaluation, especially for neuromuscular disabilitiep. The medical assessment can

Q assist the'vocational evaluator in determining_ the client's' physical capacitiesiandl

limitations in terms 9( specific job areas. The physician can prescribe medical

treatments to improvevocitton4 performance, work tolerance, and prosthetic

devices -that will improve vocationaj. perforience.. Ohen the client nears thelend

of vocational evaluation, the physician can review the specific vocational'recom-
.mendations to consider their compAtibility. with 9e long-terehhealth needs of the

client.

-6. McGowan (1969) describes the purposes Of medical evaluation in vocational reha-

bi itation which are: 1) to establish an impairment that materially limits the

ac ivities that the client an perform;'2) to appraise the current health status of

th= client with a view to determine his liiitations and capacities; 3), to determine

what medical services can remove, corre or minimize theclient's disabling condition;

O
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and, 4) to provide a realistic basis for selection of an employment objective that
is commensurate with the disabled individual's capacities and limitations. There
is a need for the evaluator to interpret and use medical, social, and psychological
information appropriately. Thfoughethese professional services, he is better able
to make vocational recommendations, with due consideration, to the total client and
his problems: :),

PERSONAL OBSERVATION

7. The vocational evaluator, functioning in a rehabilitation facility, has grave
difficulties working with other professionals outside hid agency. e medical and
psychological data obtained frOm these professionals does not answe the many .

questions that'an evaluator' has in working with the client. The da a is not
geared to provide the evaluator with up-to-date information,on the client's
present and future physical limitations and prognosis for wok, the client's
overall personality, nd how he gets along with people, and the family constel-
lation and their feelings about the client's ability to go to work.

8. In general, the vocational evaluator has had no direct personal, contacts with
the outside physician, psychologist, and social worker. These professionals have
never visited the facility and have little understanding of vocational evaluation.
In most cases, contact has been made by telephone, and; other professionals seem uncon-
cerned with the client's ultatolVocational objective. In emergency situations, it is
difficult to get the outside p ssional, and; the vocational evaluator must make an
immediate decision in handling a specific problem.

9. It is my opinion that evaluators have been lax in educating other professionals.
They have expected others to know about vocational evaluation when they.have done
little to become involved wi4h other professional groups and organizations, such as,
A.P.A., AMA, APGA, N.A.S.W.,1A.O.T.A.., etc. 'How can other professionals respect the
vocational evaluator functioning in a rehabilitation facility when his role .has not
been clearly delineated? EvalUators are not clear concerning the nature of their
role in rehabilitation., When they interact with physicians, social workers,
psychologists and other professionals,.they have tendency to feel timid and exhibit 1
'a reluctance to express themselves freely. Evaluators fail to contribute the full
measure of their skills and competence in education and the team process. .

10. The functions and responsibilities of the physician, psychologist; psychiatrist,
and social worker are clearly defined and understood by all professionals. The
vocational evaluator's role as coordinator and synthesizer of information has been f,

confused with the vocational counselor's role. In some agencies, the vocational"
counselor and the evaluator's role are combined into one position known as counselor-
evaluator. He performs the duties and responsibilities of both professions, and
assists the client toward a suitable vocational objective within his capabilities.
There is a need for reaching the 1evel of true cooperation between all professionals.

PRACTICE AND4TTEORY

11. The vocational evaluator must he flexible and prepared to meet'each client's
particular needs. He bears the responsibility to accumulate all the necessary data
and determine the need and extent of medical, psychological,ipsychiatric, and social
evaluations required to serve the client. He must know how to make use of the in-
formation obtained to help.the client know pnd understand himself, and to help him arrive
at a feasible vocational objective. This requires that the vocational evaluator
understand his unique role in the rehabilitation process, and that the others par-.
ticipating Undtrstanetheira. The evaluatot has a strong desire to be respected
by all professionals.

j";"-,
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12. The vocational counselor depends on the vocational evaluator to provide him
with certain information that enables him to develop specific vocational recom-

mendations for tke client. Tine evaluator must integrate all pertinent information

and relate it to an appropriate vocational goal.
.

13. The lives of professional people are molded by their Chosen careers. Their .

_roles determine the work they will do, the people they will associate with, the

nature of their interpersonal relationships,and even their values and goals. Their

roles deterMine, at least in part, what persons in other roleethink of them. A

professional person is not isolated. He works with colleagues on similar tasks

and perceives himself and the others as members of, the same group., A member oea
profession may be secure or insecure in his. relations with members of otherpro-

fessions% This security is a state in which a person feels that the 'needs he

aspires to will be gratified, and will be satisfied, in a given relationship with

others.
,

14. There is a need to develop, and mutually agree upon, a common set of goals for all

professionals working together. In some cases, the functions, and role responsibility

can be arranged so that the interactions of persons with those in different pro-

fessionswill satisfy mutual needs. Procedures must be organized aid strudtured so

that unsatisfactory relationships are identified, analyzed, and approp?iateadjust-

ments made. The functions a ofessional performs, and the required relations he has

with others, specifically det ine the nature of relationships and interaction. If

a specific professional discip ine accepts the vocational evaluator, this acceptance

does m ch toward eliminating s rain in his role relations. -L,

SOME 4QUEgTIONS
41.

15. The major issues in clarifying the role of the evaluator and other professionals

outside of the facility center around the following:

1) What is the role of each professional?
2) How can the vocational eyal for be considered an accepted member of%the

professional hierarchy?
p) How can the evaluator's contributions be recognized by outside professionals?

4) How can tsid.k professional's know the specific services offered in

vocation evaluation?

5) How can luators participate in.professional meetings of other organizations?

CHALLENGE
)

. it. Theiwerall challenge to the rehabilitation field is: how can relationships be

improved between the evaluator and other professional disciplines. The evaluator has not

been truly accept by other professionals On an equal basis in the same manner as

medicine, psycholo y, social work, and counseling. The evaluator's role is m4sunder-

stood by most prof ssionals and he is considered a disseminator of information on

client's skit and aptitudes, with little consideration to his overall observations
and impressions of ersonality and emotional adjustment of the client. There is a need

to strengthen t e aluator's role with other professionals. Role relations are the

key to professi nal= working together. Evaluators are facbd with a basic dilemma in

their relations ips ^ th other professionals, especially physicians'and psychologists.

17. The basic chall nge in rehabilitation is to help evaluators, who are in need of

social interact4on ith other professional group's, 'examine the consequences of their

acts for ope another =nd plan ways of eliminating situational effects which cause
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insecurity and strain in interpersonal relationships. The need.to develop and agree
upon a common set of goals for all professionals is absolutely essential. Through this
commonality of goals and responsibilities, the vocational evaluator can achieve the
status and acceptance as a 6entributingmember of the professional team..

BERNARD ROSENBERG

I



THE EVALUATOR AND THE FACILITY STAFF
69.

1. The Human Dynamics between the Evaluatorand the other.members of the facility,

staff plays a vital role in the process of vocational evaluation in the facility

offering comprehensive vocational evaluation services. This topic will relate to

vocational evaluation practice which includes the;use of work samples, vocational

exploration by the evaluator, and situational assessment involving othermembiOs
of the facility staff, with the purpose of predicting and identifying vocational
goals for, and with, the client who is vocationally confused or has previously had

no particular goals.

2. For the purpose of th paper, the Human Dynamics of the facility are those forces

operating in, 'and between the Evaluator and the other members of the facility staff,

which affect the vocation -1 evaluation-of the client. Dynamics such as communication,

interpersonal relationsh s interaction, self=concepts, role concepts, attitudes,
prejudices, moods, rappo and morale should be considered as they relate hbrizontal-

ly and vertically. Positive n dynamics, operating between the Evaluator and tithe

members of the facility staff, will result in the practical application and utilize on

of the knowl,edge of individual members of the facility staff, to achieve vocational

evaluation of the client:

3. In review of pertinent literature, this coordinator found a significant lack of

information and discussion on the subject of Humai Dynamics between the Evaluator
and the'other members of the facility staff; i.e., Administration, Department Sup=

ervisors, and Para-prOfessionals: The following paragraphs are concerned with the

importance of communication and understanding of roles, with statevnts supporting

the necessity for positive Anteraction between the e,taluator and other members of

the staff.

4, "Horizontal communication among Counselors/Evaluators is usually rather good in

any agency, but the vertical flow up and down the hierarchy often leaves much to be

desired. On the vertical plane, parts or all of messages may be lost and new ideas

smothered or distorted". (Research and Demonstrations Brief, 1969). Barton (1971)

states, "Many plans fail because key staff persons didn't realize they were supposed

to carry out a certain action". Nadolsky (1972) found that, "Input of workshops per-

sonnel and job tryout supervisors,allows,the Evaluator to gather evidence concerning

the overall feasibility of his tentative recommendations".

5. Howe (1963) defined communication as occurring "whenever there is a meeting of

meaning between two or more persons. To achieve true, communication between person

and person, each must accept his own and the other's'need for affirmation". Psych-

ologists Brammer and Shostrom 41965) wrote, "If the Supervisor's energies are being

dissipated in a continuous struggle to prove himself, or seek re-affirmation of his

own importance, it will be difficult for him to vote energnto facilitating the '

development, or alleviating the 'problems of others".

6. Brammer and Shostrom further stated that, "Occupational information is more than

facts about a job. It should be presented in terms of a way of lifer of a relation-

ship between worker and job and relationships among workers...., Most Sobs require

the client to conform to expectLions, to be a team worker". Comment: This state-

ment Provides a valid rationale that the Evaluator and other members of the facility

staff be cognizant of the need to maintain positive human dynamics within the facilei

ity. This is upheld in the reports of the International Labour Office (1970) on

The Basic Principles of Vocational Rehabilitation of the Disabled. One of.the points

outlined, that should emerge in a case conference with a team approach, was "Reactions 0.

to and 'relations with staff and disabled persons". The report re-affirms that each

`73
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facility staff member should understand all aspects of the program. NadolSky (1972)
editorialized, "Work behavior, like motivation, is a variable that relates directly
to specific situations and varies with the situation. Work situations anitexperienoes
are real only to the extent that they are perceived by the individual as being mean-
ingful and appropriate".

. 7. Whethef the Evaluator is employed in a clinical setting or in a rehabilitation
facility which incorporates the use of situational, assessment as well as work samples
and vocational exploratiam, it is the opinion of this writer that the Evaluator is the
key person in the development of positive, human dynamics operating between himself,
the client, and the other members of the facility staff.

8. The Evaluator's role is more clear-cut and 41pecific than those of the other
members of the facility staff. (1) Supervisors have productionoresponsibilities,
employee assignments and supervision in additionp the task of evaluation of clients
in their departments. (2) The Para - professional or aide lacks professional training
and the confidence which subsequently follows such training making his role more
dependent upon both the Evaluator and Supervisor for goal direction. (3) The Adminis-
trative Staff as program planne4s, developers, and policy making members of the organi-
zation should be, and are, firmly committeA to the objectives of the vocational services
within the facility. They are free to interact with individual Evaluators, but from
my experience, more often rely upon the Administrator of Rehabilitation Services for
the staff liaison with the Evaluators, and thus communication is often limited to
brief informational or "brain-storming" sessions or casual conversation.

9. The facility in which I work has deyeloped from operating a sheltered workshop,
with evaluation anditraining service, to a comprehensive rehabilitation facility offer-
ing medical, psycho ogical, social, vocational evaluation, work adjustment, training,
and job placement ser'vices. Staff has increased frqm three (3) Administrative Staff
Members, two (2) Prof ssionals and five (5) Department Supervisors to Administration -
eight (8), Professions - seventeen (17), Supervisor-Instruttors - sixteen (16), Para-
professionals - four ( ). Included within the Professional group are four (4) Evalua-
tors, three (3) Work justment Counselors and one (1) Intake and Training Counselor.
The Evaluator finds h self /herself coordinating and interacting with at least fourteen
(14) different membe of the facility staff in the evaluation process. Example: In-
take Counselqr Medical (2) psychologist Social Worker Para-pro-
fessional (Service Aide) Department Supervisors (4-6) Para-professionalss
within, departments (2) --> Administrator of Rehabilitation Services and Placement
Counselor. This may extend itself to include another member of the Administrative
Staff, if training in one of the shop areas is being recommended. Upon assignment
to a department, the Evaluator presents tt client to the Supervisor. He also leaves
a client profile sheet with the Superviso , including such data as what the Evaluator
is looking for, tentative goals and the client's physical, emotional or mental limitations,
when appropriate. This is to promote mutual understanding and goals. The Evaluator is
available for consult, planning, or counseling throughout the evaluative period. A
standardized behavior rating scale sheet is prepared by the Supervisor weekly, or at
the end of the one or two day evaluatiOn period Scheduled in-service trainin aids
the Supervisors in their understanding of the use of this scale. The Supervisor
and the other members of the staff, Who are directly involved in the client's ev
ation, attend the Staff Placement Conference, with the referring Vocational Coun or

in attendance. The Evaluator, is the team leader of the conference,-but all staff
members are free to contribute information, make recommendations, and experience being

1

a part of the dynamic process of evaluation.

41p

10. In order to promote and preserve a favorable climate for positive human dynamics,
weekly in-service meetings are held. The Administrator of ilehabilitation Services,
Director of Operations, Evaluation Supervisor, Work Adjustment Supervisor, Training
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Counselor, Departmental Supervisors, and Para-professionals are in attendance. Period-
ically, other professionals and/or Administrative Staff members attend if the discus-
sion subject is appropriate. In a questionnaire distributed to Evaluators, Supervisors,
and Administrative Staff, areas of agreement were: (1) Understanding of goals of
vocational *evaluation; (2) understanding of the major role of Supervisor in evaluation;
(3) understanding of the role of Evaluator; (4) Evaluator/Supervisors plan together,
and feel they are part of the team; (5) In-Service Training beneficial. Viriables
included: (1) Supervisor attitudes regarding their role as boss, buddy, dr counselor;
(2) importance of production in the work-oriented facility; (3) relationship of Evalu-
atqr and Administrative Staff.

11. The Evaluator'is the interpreter of the system to the other members of the staff.
This is accomplished not only by sharing verbal and written vocational information and
questions, but also by acceptance of others, of facility staff as team workers and by
efforts to maintain horizontal relationships with Supervisors. Supervisors must accept
the role of team worker, rather than allowing the Evaluator/Supervisor relationship to
become vertical because of the concept of professional service versus production. The
gvaluator, acting as a facilitator must be open, friendly, and must use language under-
'stood by the facility staff with whom he's relating. He must take into consideration the
pressured, anxieties, and defenses of the individual staff member and be empathetic. The
Evaluator should be the catalyst within the facility promoting positive human dynamics
between the staff and himself to benefit the client. Thus, the Evaluator should be the
key -- the.coordinator, the interpreter, the facilitator, and the catalyst!

12. Evaluators and other facility staff members might readily agree that (1) an evaluT
ation system exists, (2) there is a necessity for positive human dynamics operating
within the facility, (3) there is a need to improve or change the system to enhance
positive human dynamics. From that point, responsibility and reasons for the break-
down of positive dynamics is passed to and from Administration, Evaluator, Department
Supervisors, and Para-professionals. To bring about improvement and change, Havelock

(1969) suggests the need for social innovations that will create a human bridge
between research and practice. Where do we begin? Change is painful, often dis-
ruptive, and resistance to proposed change can be great.

13. Utilization of research findings can be the answer to improvement and enhancement
of the present systems by bringing together the practitioner and research in an
inter-dependent relationship. Yindings (Research and Demonstration Brief, 1969)
indicate "utilization of research findings do hot alWays require big programs or
entirely new ways of doing things. Well-conceived minor changes can be very help-
ful". Havelock (1969) presented two methods of "Translating Theory into Practice".
(1) Temporary systems of collaboration in which researches are brought together in
seminars /conferences. The author gives a good example of "how it worked" in a
Kansas City Conference. Essential ingredients were (a) both researcher and practi-,
tioner contributed to planning, (b) mutual agreement on what practitioner needed,
(c)-use of research evidence, practice, methods, models, consultants, (d) both
worked on continous analysis and feedback on the human relations of the process, and
(e) documentation, evaluation, and follow-up. (2) The author continued with a
recommendation for "change agents" within the system, who work toward full-time
linkage of research and practice. The agent might work within large facilities
or for the State Division of Rehabilitation, consulting wit}} several facilities.

14. Some of the present "linking agents" which are readily available are (1) Research
and Demonstration Briefs sponsored by the Research Utilization Branch, Division of
Research and Demonstration, S.R.S., Dept. of H.E.W.; (2) Materials Development Center -
Dept..of Rehabilitation and Manpower Services, University of. Wisconsin-Stout. This
is an information service providing up-to-date bibliography and short review of
relevant literature, loan of Monographs and audio - visual aids relating. to vocational

evaluation; (3) V.E.W.A.A. BulletinAnd other professional journals.
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15. Human, dynamics between the Evaluator/Facility Staff often produces results which
can make or break the system. A positive exampleAof research in this area was proven
by Chicago Jewish Vocational Services, Research and Demonstration project (1972),
Observation and Client Evaluation in Workshops -4/Puide and a Manual. Twenty-two (22)
agencies cooperated and tested one system. The advantages of the system described by
agencies using it were (1} client evaluation instrument made observations of flobr
Supervisors more useful, (2) enhanced and improved communication, (3) elevated status
of the Supervisor, (4) easier to organize discussion/planning for clients with avail-
able system framework, and (5) cut time for achieving objectives of service. One
important finding was,,"Evaluators/Counselors tended to accept the floor Supervisors
on a more equal level when it came to understanding, evaluating, and planning for
clients. This added considerably to staff cooperation".

16. As an Evaluator, you are part of a larger staff in your facility:. These questions
mutt be considered as you review this topic. (1) What is your elationship to the
Administrate s in your facility? (2) What is the Evaluator's latianship with the
Supervise 5? (3) What is the Evaluator's relationship with t e Para-professionals or
others of acility staff (with the exception of other profes ionals) with whoth inter-
action occurs in the evaluation process? (4) Are relationships impaired by a "pto-
fessional caste, system" which relegates clients to a first level, co-workers to a second,
professionals to a third and AdministratiOn to a fourth? (a)'If so, why?

17. (1) What is the Evaluator's responsibility to othermembers of the facility staff?
(2) What is the responsibility of the Evaluator tot understand Administration/Supervi-
sors?Para-professionals and their role in the facility? (3) Is planning7foal setting

a joint responsibility? a) If yes, whose joint responsibility is it? (4) What is, or

should be, the responsibility of the Evaluator in the development of in-service pro-
grams geared toward improving or bettering staff relatiome-

18. Attitudes and perceptions often block communications. Example:. "1 cannot hear t
you.because of what I expect you to say" (1) What is the responsibility of the Evalu-
ator iveloping communication and alleviating this perception? (2) How important,

is the Evaluator's attitude in relation to improving human dynamics between himself/
herself and other staff facility members? (3) What attitudes and personal qualities'
do supervisors need (in addition to knowledge and skills of their field) to do their
job well? (4) How does the Evaluator handle "mixed messages"? Example: Vertical -
Administrator to Evaluator,--) "Rehabilitation". Administrator to Supervisor,4 "Pro-
duction". HOrizontal - Evaluator to Supervisor, -) "Rehabilitation". Supervisor to

Evaluator,- "Production/Rehabilitation"?

L9. (1) How important are the human dynamAcs between Evaluator/Facility Staff in
relation to vocational evaluation of the client? (2) Consider the factors involved
in human dynamics within the facility and between the Evaluator/Facility Staff.
(3) What alternatives should be considered by the Evaluator to achieve maximum,
positive human dynamics betw4en Evaluator/Facility Staff for the purpose of con-
sistent service to the client? (4) What is the plaoe of innovation and research
on this subject?

20. Historically, proven knowledge and techniques are far ahead of the development
of human relations, or acquisition of the social skills and processes which really
make the,system work. This seems to be the fact proven by the lack of literature on
the subject of human dynamics in the evaluation process. As Evaluators in the field,
you are responsible for the continuing development of effective client-centered vo-
cational evaluation programs. Part of your challenge, as an emerging profession, is to
become the catalyst in promoting the positive human dynamics between yourself and the
other members of the facility staff for the benefit of your clients.

SHIRLEY WHIPP'.



THE DECISION TO REFER TO VOCATIONAL EVALUATION 73.

1. "What you se-e depends ()A where you stand" ts perhaps the most succinct way

of expressing the current state orthe art of vocational evaluation. We are, in

this national endeavor, attempting to come together and look at the wh e area if

vocational evaluation from a common stand. .First, we need.to bring toget-

our experiences in the decision to refer to vocational evaluation, relative

to the their effectiveness and current contradictions. Second, we need to develop

a common ideology that will provide a babe for making competent decisions that

will be applicable to, or at least understood by, all vocational evaluation settings

and referral sources.

2. The myriad of seminars, editorials, and technical writing on the subject of

vocational evaluation have discussed the impprtance of the referral decisions, but

have not researched how it happens. Specific discussion of the effectiveness and

current contradictions in thb vocational evaluation delivery system, which begins

with the decision to refer, has not been recorded by "ones who know" -- clients and

service staff themselves. Therefilre, writing on this topic is more professional

opinion than research fact. For the review and discussion, this topic will be

considered in terms of four issues: reasons for the decision, who participates,

what takes place first, and when is it made.

3. Cundiff (1965) presents "reasons behind the decision" in a training manual

for Vocational Rehabilitation staff which discusses guidelines, advantages, and dis-

advantages to be considered. This issue has been dealt with using clinic judgements

of objective (as well as some subjective) criteria. Determining validities of

criteria used in vocational evaluation decisions are discussed by Barton (1972).

4. Who ought to participate in the decision to refer to vocational evaluation has

received same editorial comment. Olshansky (1969) has written on the client as

decision - soaker. Messenger (1969) points out the decision-making role of the reha-

bilitation counselor, contending that, the very Clients in need of vocational evaluation

are often unable to make decisions by nature of their brain damage or psychosis.

Krantz (1968) makes the case for the evaluator as a major participant in structuring

the referral process; he best knows the scope and limit of his service. Multi-

agency participation is discussed by Truelson (1970), in his summary of the "Work

Evaluation Center Project' in Oregon, in which the State Rehabilitation, Welfare, and

Manpower agencies each participate to refer clients to Centers operated by all three

agencies.

5. What takes place prior to the decision to refer to vocational evaluation has been'

described by Whitten (1970), in his interpretive camments on Section 15 of the

Vocational Rehabilitation Act. First is the preliminary screening to determine that

a client has an employment handicap and needs a service. Second is a comprehensive

evaluation of pertinent medical, psychological, vocational, educational, "Cultural,

social, and environmental factors of employment. Third is the decision to refqr to

vocational evaluation. Fourth are goods and services to be provided as needed

throughout.

6. Therefare several approaches in the literature to the issue of when to refer to

vocational evaluation. Neubauer (1970) alludes to the early and routine referral to

vocational evaluation in the Florida school system, in d preventative approach. Bitter

(1966) stresses a client-centered, flexible 6pprbach, with client-readiness determining

when to refer. A third approach is the coordination of vocational evaluation with an

;47
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I

initial job placem.ea

provides the immediafg'ft
vocational evaluation,
Taylor in his delivery
her discussion of work

on the premise that placement in paid, meaningful activity,
ed gratification necessary for client motivation in the

Both Taylor (1970) and Olson (1963) advocate this approach;
system model for use by disadvantaged clients, and Olson in
relief as vocational evaluation.

7. Discussing the issues to be dealt with in the decision to refdr to vocational
evaluation is an overwhelming task. First, the vocational evaluation setting has

to be considered. Are we talking about school vocational exploration programs,
manpower orientation, rehabilitation centers, work relief, or hospital occupational
therapy? Second, the referral source is important. Differing standards and pay

structures affect generalization about the decision-Making process in a referral to
vocational evaluation.

8. Based on observation and experience as a client service worker in four agency
settings (a county welfare department, school system, a state vocational rehabili-
tation agency, and a rehabilitation center), the need for multi-agency cooperation
in services to clients has become all too clear. Two common criticisms of decisions
that have been made in referring clients to vocational evaluation at the Minneapolis
Rehabilitation Center (MRC) have been 1) lack of adequate predetermination and statement
of specific reasons for the referral, and 2) lack of adequate preparation of the
client and arrangement of support services during the evaluation.

9. To deal with the first problem, MRC developed a Diagnostic Interviewing train-
ing course (4-72), originally, to train State employment service through older worker

specialists. The interview outline zeros in on problem areas, so that specific
reasons for a vocational evaluation referral can be identified with less terminology
hang-ups. A Relocation Project and manual were developed (12-72) o deal with the

second problem, with the cooperation of the State Rehabilitation a ncy, changing

their state plan to include payment of services for significant of ers, apartment
desposits, and moving expenses. The reason for referral and prepa ation, needed

prior to the decision to refer, are spelled out in the manual.

10. An additional issue relative to the decision to refer to vocational evaluation,

that has shown up from experience, is the denial of vocational evaluation to a

client for whom the decision was made. An example from each of three settings

follows:
Example from a Welfare setting

A disadvantaged client receiving county relief was referred to
d
he state

vocational rehabilitation agency (state VR), and the decision was made that

a comprehensive vocational evaluation was needed. HOwever, the client had

no indentifiable disability that could be labeled according to the state

VR eligibility requirements. The county welfare board would not pay the

high cost plus rpom and board or transportation for the nearest vocational
evaluation center," and there was no work relief vocational evaluation
program available through that county.

Example from a school setting
A 15-year-old student had behavior problems, which first led to expulsion

from school, and then, the tutor, Trovided could not handle him. Hewes
referred to the state VR..counselor who interested him in a vocational
evaluation center that had a. certified teacher to satisfy education require-

ments. Because the student was under 16, State VR funds were not available.
The school system was then considered a. source from which to obtain funds.
Although the school system was willing to pay for the student's education

requirements, it would not finance his vocational evaluation.. Because the

school he would attend would not provide vocational evaluation, he would
nod accept the education.
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Example from a state VR setting ,

An 18 year old, severly disabled from degenerativenuscular,dystrophy,,applied

for VR services. A vocational eviluation was planned as a means,to placement 4
in meaningful) work activity. Howetrer, the terminal disability prohibited state

VR agency acceptance for services, and the parents could not affotd the vocational
.-. .

evaluation center cost.

11. A common thread tuns through eaCh.of these case samples. In each case the need

for vocational evaluation was determined, but the availability of vocational evalu-

ation that would fit the particular agency's structure was lacking, or the facility to

fit the client's need was lacking. The decision to refer to vocational evaluation

cannot be made unless there is a vocational evaluation to refer to. Nor can the

decision be made under piesent fee structures by a client who is not first attached

to a referral agency, who either provides it or will finance it elsewhere.

12. What are the reasons for deciding to refer to vocational evaluation? Theoreti-

cally, there could be several approaches to the decision. One approach might e

Istandardized use of the VR training guideliies as discussed by Barton (1965 & 972).

Another might be routine referral after comprehensive diagnostic interviews have

identified problem areas. In practice, reason for the referral are too often not

communicated effectively, nor based on the client's real needs. Specific reasons

for referral are clouded by the request for'a "general evaluation" , or there s been

no specific evaluation need identified at all. Large caseloads sometimes res It in

wholesale referral of unprepared clients, in Which case the reason for referraz is

"comprehensive evaluation which I could do myself if I had time." With Social

Security Disability Insurance applicants or Workman's Compensation claimants, the

reasons are well defined: to determine specific job possibilities, physical capaci-

ties and/or retraining potential. When the evaluation unit is under the same roof

as the referral source, the reasons are also better communicated.

13. Who participates in the decision to refer to vocational evaluation? Theoretically, .

the client would decide, after receiving adequate diagnostic preparation from the

referral source, and with relevant support personnel participating by providing

collateral services as needed. The referral source would advise the client on the
at

basis of a thorough understanding of the available vocational evaluation services,

their appropriateness, and proximity. Included would be what the evaluation can

and cannot provide, which suggests the evaluator as a crucial participant in the

decision to refer. In practice, the client is seldom given the opportunity to decide,

especially if the referral source decides the costs are too high. The referral source

often does not communicate effectively to the client about what vocational evaluation

can provide, so, the client passively accepts rather than participates in the decision.

Or, for various reasons, relevant support personnel do not agree to cooperate in pro-

viding goods and services, without which the client is out of luck.

14% What takes place before the actual decision is made? Theoretically, the proposed

refer 1 would be preceded by a consideration of all pertinent medical, psycho-social,

and voN.tional information from all relevant sources. Additional psychological test-

ing would be obtained, if needed. Following a realistic appraisal of this information

(or lack of information),. the determination would be made regarding the necessity for a

vocational plan. In practice, however, there are communication gaps, time lags, or

lack of access to an appropriate vocational evaluation service, which delay. or even

,block the proposed decision to refer.

15. When is the decision made to efe to vocational evaluation? Theoretically, the

decision would b de early with a ient early in the vocational planning, not when all

else has failed. It ractice, about the only time this happens is in schools or

(3
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institutions where the evaluation units are under the same roof, do not require
special fees, and not a lot of red tape to get in to them. But in other referral
agencies the processing of a client'often eliminates the possibility of early inter-
vention, with the client, in turn, losing faith in all agency systems.

16. '"How does the client get selected for this expensive technology (vocational
evaluation), and what is he like? The questions are legion, qnd the answers must
not be long delayed." asked these questions in an editorial in the first
VEWAA Bulletin published the w ter of 1968. They are still unanswered, but the
three year VEWAA Project, begun in 1972, has included these issues as an intergral
part of the study.

17. Who is the client? What is vocational evaluation? Who is the referral source?
What are the relevant suppative services and who provides them? To discuss this
topic, we will first have to come together and see these terms from a common stand.
Is the client any handicapped individual, or only one with a diagnostic label, who
has come to the attention of a referral source that has the capacity to pay for a
vocational evaluation? Is the vocational evaluation in a public or private facility
using simulated work samples, or does it include evaluation programs in schools,
hospitals, and institutions? Are we including vocational evaluation services
sponsored by welfare departments, state employment services, and private insurance
companies? Are we defining supportive services to include family and significant
others, or only professional personnel? Ate we talking about services ±n other
than vocational areas, such as perdonal, social, recreational, medical, and educkional?t
In other words, how broN or narrow a definition are we going to consider in dealing
with this'whole issue of vocational evaluation?

Itis our challenge to bring some workable framework to the nebulous decision-
making process that exists in the referral, "of the client, for the client, and by
the client" to vocational evaluation. We must describe reality to enable ideals,
based on our experiences and observations, re-defining those realities into a model
for an effective, noncontradictory, decision-making process.

19. It is no small task to change "what you see depends on where you stand" to "what
you see is exactly what I see". But this is what is necessary, if we are to clean up
our language and develop an effective foundation upon which to made competent decisions
to refer to vocational evaluation.

AVIS PETERSON
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1. At the present time, vocational evaluation is practiced, or mispractiped, in a
variety of educational, industrial, and rehabilitation settings. 'These settings vary

in scope, nature, size and.purpose. The evaluator may be called upon to assume a
number of different roles, depending on the type of setting and tie nature of the clients
involved in thervaluation process. In viewing,v6cational evaluation from a broad per-

spective, it pust_be/recognized that the term, vocational evaluatiOn, is used loosely

and defined vaguely in many-settings. Definitions are usually stavt,ed in terms of eval-

uation techniques and approaches, and not in terms of evaluating human potential; this

is evidenced :by the fact that, in many settings, clients proceed though identical

evaluations.

2 Many vocational evaluators in rehabilitation settings have difficulty in conceptu-

alizing vocational evaluation in other types of settings serving indiv4duals without

substantial physical or mental disabilities. They may still have a vOCAtidnal, social,

or educational handicapping condition presenting a barrier to the achie ent of a

-maximum functioning level of society.
.

.3. The concept of vocational evaluation differs in various settings; for ekample,

it may vary from adiagnosis in learning disability unit to a general assessment in a

technical training center. A job-oriented sheltered workshop may have different goals
for their vocational evaluation programs than a comprehensive rehabilitation center.

Some rehabilitates settings evaluate client specific jobs or training areas

available in their setting; others may evaluate clie for specific jobs,

training adjustment problems, or educational objectives. --The settings, which prdvide

a "comprehensive" program of vocational evaluation usually also have a:comprehensive

program of services available for clients, either in the facility or in the community.

4. The relationship between a vocational evaluation program and other programs, in a

particular setting, depends on its impact on the goals of the organization. In

many settings, vocational evaluation has been an added component with great expe ta-

tions, inadequate preparation prior to implementation, and very little training for the

vocational evaluator. It is usually considered the vocational assessment comp nent of

the organization and the initial phase in the delivery system of services. e goals

of the vocational evali),eico alit4are governed by the philosophy of the evaluator,

evaluator-client ratio, expe tatibns of the referral sources, limitations of the phy-

sical setting, as well as othe variables.

Research and Review of Literature

, t

5. A review of professional literature revealed very little information.concskping the

process of vocational evaluation in various types of, settings.. There are descriptions

of educational, industrial, and rehabilitation settings with vocatio41 evaluation units:

This description usually involves goals, such as "determining vocational potential,"

and listings of approaches and methods such as psychometric testing and evaluation systems.

There is a noticeable absence of researchin vocational evaluation, relating to its

effectiveness in various types of settings.. ..

qrs.*
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Nature of tettings

6. It was in the typical rehabilitation settings, such asthe comprehensive rehabili-
tation centers and sheltered workshops, that vocational evaluation became established

as a recognized service in rehabilitation. ,Due to a period of rapid, unsupervised
growth, vocational evaluation became established in thdse settings under a.variety of
names, conditions, and definitions. Also, a variety of techniques and apporaches have
complicated the understanding of vocational evaluation in rehabilitation settings. In
most rehabilitation facility settings, vocational 'evaluation occupies a major function
in the provision of vocational services.

7. In medical settings, the concept of evaluation is sometimes translated into a
physical capacity appraisal as determined by a physical therapige, or work tolerance
assessment by an occupational therapist. These assets and 1i12,tations may or may not
be then related to vocational objectives and job.potential. 8.ometime evaluatiOn is
Conceptualized as a process of determining behavioral and adjustment problems and recom-
mending treatment piogramsi sometimes this is evident in mental health Centers, com-
munity programs for discharged mental patients,helf-way houses for alcoholics, etc,
Even though a vocational assessment will take place later on, the concept of evaluation
is primarily centered around the reality ofIlersonal,and socialaajustment problems.

Votational evaluation in programs for the mentally ill are complicated by the na-
ture of the disability that changes due to psychiltric tregtnt, unpredictable pub-
lic attitudes, and the lack of a definable, correctable handicap. In settings in-
volved with the mentally retarded, the vocational evaluation process involves a series
of structured learning experiences extended over a period of time. These complex
variables have necessitated a trial-and-error evaluation process, utilizing institu-.
tion wok programs, activity centers, job try*outs, and sheltered workshops.

9. Some educational settings have initiated, programs of vocational evaluation in an-
attempt to cope with students or clients that had been previously screened out .of their
service program. Vocational high schools and technical educational centers hay re-

4ceived the mandate to 'serve the occupational needs of handicapped individdals, is-

advantaged persons, and those individuals w4o were deprived of the opportunity
participate in technically-oriented programs. Cooperative agreements between pu lic
schools and state vocational rehabilitation agencies have established vocational
evaluation in special" educational settings. Evaluators, in these settings, are charged
with determining a psychological-educational-vocational diagnosis and recommending
long-range program of services. "

10. Recent emphasis on correctional rehabilitation necessttated the advent of vocational
evaluation to institutional and community settings, involved in rehabilitation efforts
with the public offender. In these settings, the evaluator must be willingtoadapt
and change to accurately assess a population of relatively young juvenile delinquents
and adult offenders with antisocial behavior and authority problems. Successful
evaluation efforts are initiated while the client is incarcerated, and utilize work
release and realistic job tryouts when this is possible.

t.

11. Manpower programs, such as WIN and NYC, have realized the importance of/pro-
viding vocational evaluation services to many of their disadvantaged clients, priak
to implementing vocational placement or training. Social welfare programs are be-
coning also interested in involving vocatpnal evaluation, to a'greater degree, with

ti
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AFDC recipients in order to determine self- support potential and realistic planning or

training and/or employment. This expans'ion, in the need for evaluation, will be a

severe test for the existing rehabilitation settings, providing vocational evaluation
.

4

services. .

,P\ .
.

. ..,.
,

12. A recent study by Nadolsky (1971) explorg8 the nature of vocational evaluation

programs, for the disadvantaged, external, to traditional rehabilitation settings.

The majotity of these ,facilities maintained formal or structured programs,of vocational

evaluation.. Almut half of 'these settings indicated themajor objectives of their vo-
catlonal evaluation process, included. determining employability potential and establish

appropriate vocational pbjectivesfor their clients. Most of,the remaining facili-

ties specified major objectives, such as: involving an assessment of aptitudes, abilit (%

worker traits, and work behavior of each. cl±ent; a process designed to relate findings

orient clients to.specific- occupational tequirements was also an' bjective.

79.

Vocational evaluation also takes place. in settings concerned with indvilduals who
are unlikely to be remuneratively employed in competitive employement._ Eva uation

serves the purpose of recommending activity programs designed fOr constructive and:,

mean.ngful These evaluation efforts are being directed toward a population
of older, disabled persons, the very severely handicapped, and others. The evaluation

objectives for these individuals center around sheltered employment, service groups,
.volunteer services, Community programs, and leisure activities.'

1ft

14. Many other types of setting's that have incorporated vocational evaluation into

. their programs could alSo be discussed at this point. However, mostoP them have some

° of the same characteristics, objectives, and problems as those that have. been pre-

viously discussed in tilis section.

Questions for.Glideration by the Forum

15. -Nbatshould be he scope of vocational evaluation in various settings? Should '

it be confined to vocational potential? To what extent should the vocational evalua-

tion ass the psycho-sOcial aspects of the indiyidual? Should the 'specific setting,

by its nature of services and cli twdetermine the scope of vocational evaluation?

16. .With the increasing variety of settings providing vocatidnal.evaluation, how can

evaluators communicate with each other concerning goals, objectives,'techniques, ap-

proaches, ad process? Im what ways could manpower,, rehabilitation, education, and

social welfare agencies contribute to a body of knoWledge in vocational,tvaluation?

How can vocational evaluation_ attain a vified, professional direction with so many

different settings involved?'

7. Recently, vocational evaluation units have been created in numerous settings

without regard to the_ training and experiencelpfthe individual selected'as the eval-

uator. In what ways can this policy contribute to the inconsistency in the effective-

ness and quality of evaluation pedgrams?
.1 1.7

18. What type of training is needed"by new or inexperienced evaluators that would

.
assist them in providing vocational evaluation services in'a variety of settings?

How can in service traiRing.involving evaluators, from various settings, advante,the

,professional- status of the vocational'evaluator?, What are the pros and cons of

certifying, in some manner, vocational evaluators.that work in various settings?

r
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19. Explore the basic differences between formal an4 /
informal programs of vocational.

evaluation. Which type f settings have formal programs of vocational evaluation?
'Whi.ch oneeholie informal programs? Compare formal and informal programs in terms
of advantages and disadvantages from the clients' point of view?'

4 9 .

20. Regardless of the getting providing vocational evaluation, its elationship with
the referral sources and /or funding agency determines the nature of thysprogram and
the identity of the evaluator. To wha,t types of settings would this statement apply, .,,,

and not apply, at the present tine? Hoia are'goals, in the settings previously dis-
cussed, of vocational evaluation units related to the total setting (rehabilitation
facility, institution, vocational training school, etc.)?

21. Consider the need for vocational &valuation in various settings concerned
developing humkn potential. That types of individuals, who do not normally re eive a
vocational evaluation, are in need of this service? How can a program of vo ational
evaluation be 'best implemented in these settings?

22. At the present time, various settings claim to provide a comprehensive program p
vocational evaluation services. Can one rehabilitation, education, etc. setting
provide all the components of a comprehensive program of vocational evaluation? Dis-
cuss the feasibility of having such a comprehensive program without some type of simu-
lated or "real" work environment. What are the essential components,of a comprehensive
vocational evaluation program?

o

-..,, Challenge to the Forum

A 4
23. A challenge is being issued to this forum to explore and gain_someperspective
to the milieu in which vocational evaluation takes place. This paper has .been written '

in an effort to stimulate thinking abort vocational evaluation from an expandeg view-
point of many different settings and, also, discussion of issues concerned with the
voca on evaluation prodess in various settings.

24. Be creative in making conclusions, sugg&tions, proposals, and recommendations.
Obtain additional information concerning various settings providing vocational evalu-
ation serves' Ffnd out who others are in these settings, who are functioning as
evaluators, in order to gain a better perspective of their roles, identity, and concept
of evaluation. This resource paper is not intended to be all inclusive; treat it as
a, starting point for your forum discussion's.

CI

HORACE W. SAWYER
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CLJENT PARTICIPATION IN EVALIJATION 81.

1. Vocational evaluation programs were established primarily for the purpose of
expediting the delivery of rehabilitation services to handicapped clients. With

the growth and increased demand for this service, the functions of counselors,
psychologists, physicians, and other personnel,were altered to a significant

degree, but most important, vocational evaluators became a rehabilitation pro-

fession. As vocational evaluation developed, many attempts were made to delin-
eate the responsibilities of the individual evaluation team members; however,

fe* efforts were directed to,,defining the role of the client, or his riht

to participate in his own evaluation program.'

2. Few service area have greater impact on rehabilitation clients than does 4ab-

cational evaluation s ce future ,services often depend to a large extent upon

the results of psychological, medical, social. and vocational assessment. Never -

theless,4n all too many cases, services are dispensed without regard for the

feelings of the client. The client and his needs-should be the primary concern
,of evaluation personnel, especially if the primary objective of vocational eval-

uation is to serve handicapped individuals. Therefore; the client's needs, as

far as possible, si4uletake precedence vver those of agencies, facilities,

and counselors. Simply stad, the client must play a signif:cetart in the

total assessment process, if vocational evaluation is to be el t and effective.

3. The particular subject "Client Participation in Evaluation" is sure to create

some disagreement among evaluation personnel. Although all professionals are
verbally committed. to the client as an active member of the evaluation team, there

cis little evidence that this is carried out in actual pracitce. It seems that

the client receives services that are determined by professionals, rather than the

services he feels will best meet his individual needs.

4. Much has been written and said about client parti cipation' in evaluation. Al-

though all presentations seem to emphasize a client-centered approach, the

reality of this in actual practice is subject to question. ,Undoubtedly, the set-

.ting of the unit, staff, and resources available influence the role of the client

and the ultimate vocational decision. Small workshops with limited resources and

staff, by necessity, will greatly restrict the extent of client participation,
while comprehensive, well-staffed facilities with unlimited resources should en-

hance a more active client role.

5
s.

reality, how much self - direction the client will assume depends upon the

quali cations and security of thestaff. A strong', confident, and secure staff

will not determine the client's service needs in isolation, but will include him

as -a contributing member of the total evaluation team throughout the evaluation

process In this approach, the client is not viewed as an object to be manipulated
but as an individuardeservIng of dignity and respect. In othep words, the compe-

tent vocational evaluator will create an atmosphere pf warmth and acceptance,

which will, encourage client growth and self-directions:

6. A rather comprehensive review of existing literature, accompanied by personal

observations and contact with vocational evaluators, supports the tact that

active, client involveMent in the process enhances rehabilitation outcome.
19.
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,Nevertheless, active client participation raises several pertinent.questions.
To what degree should the client provide directions for his on program? Does
he provide information in reference to. his needs and how these needs can be met?
Is a client somewhat free to select the evaluation program that he feel's will best

meet one's needs? What voice should one have in the final recommendations for future

services? Seemingly, all concerned agree that the client isa valuable resource
in evaluation, nevertheless; the individual may be the most neglected ingredient
in the assessment process.

7. Since vocatibbal evaluators assess the client's rehabilitation potential, and
make. recommendations to the counselor for a job or vocational training program
consistent with the evaluation results, their responsibility to the client is 4r.

staggering. However, many vocational evaluatbrs establish a paradigm of .

counseling, the client into a vocational area completely opposite to his real
interest (an example, accounting rather than mechanita). In retrospect, such
actions appear directed toward the needs of the evaluator rather than the client.
Moreover, the evaluator developed hypotheses for the client and concluded his
program by making the final vocational decision. Perhaps, more involvement and
better assessment of the client's needs and interest woulti have prevented this
type of situation fronr occurring.

/-
8. In addition tothe factors previously mentioned, the extent the client can
participate or direct his own program depends upon intellectual ability, emotional
stability, mobility, insight, and degree of freedom granted by vocational eval-
uatoS. Basically, hqwever, if vocational evaluation is to attain its objective,
and effectively serve the client, then this individual must be deeply invol'ed;
nevertheless, considerations must be given to air restrictive or limiting aspects.
All of this is to say, if evaluation is to succeed, the;process must be observed
from an internal frame ofIreference, the client, and anexternal frame of reference,
the vocational evaluator and/or other evaluation personnel.

9. From a personal viewpoint, it appears that the clients are evaluated for training
areas or jobs that exist in the facility or the local community. Therefore, voca-

tional evaluation is not as comprehensive as is often implied. This, in itself, re-

stricts client participation. Further suggested is that the client may have little
voice in the selection of evaluation units and complied with the decision of the
referring counselor rather than,be denied needed services. All too many clients
that are admitted for vocational evaluation are under the impression they are
enrolling for a definite training program. Needless to say, these clients are not
prepared to assume responsibility for their evaluation program.

10. Based on personal experience it seems that the rehabilitation client's parti-,

cipation in his own evaluation program is animal. Nevertheless, several factors

come to mind that could enhance client acceptance'nf greater responsibility for

vocational assessment,. These include: Better planning and orientation on the part
of the referring counselor; cereful selection of evalu4tion unit; more attention
to the client's expressed' interest; an in-depth orientation to the evaluation

process; and conducting a broad and coniprehensive program to expose the client

to an increased number of vocational areas.

11. Much of the topic, "Client Participation in Evaluation,"lis-subjective and eb-
stract which makes *it difficult to discilss in concrete terms. Ideally, the client's

role could be described much as the vocational evaluator,,counselor, or psycho:-

logist, but unfortunately there are too many variables that influence participation.
On caper, all presentations emphasize client participation and responsibility, as

weir as encouraging consideration of the client as a contributing member of the

-I
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__evaluation team; however, theory and practice are far apart on the evaluation con

tinuuth.

12. As stated previously, the client, the person most directly concerned with the

outcome of evaluation, is often overlooked or neglected by professionals in planning

delivery of rehabilitation services. If vocational evaluation is to be valid, the

client must accurately feel that he is an'important member of the evaluation_team:
In a fewinstances, it has been recommended that the client serve as co-manager of

his own case, as far as his abilities and limitations pezmit. Itkwould be difficult

to ,take issue with this suggestion since the wai the client views his future is

the primary' variable in any rehabilitation program. Theory and practice again,

however, appear to be two different matters.

13. Regardless of how realistic the vocational evaluation is made to appear, the

client still sees himself as client and not as a productive worker. In this role,

the client experiences a considerable amount of anxiety as all people do when they

are subjected to any type of evaluation by other indiv dbals. In addition, as eval-

uation findings are uncovered, the client is seldom i ormed of his performance, and

has little idea of the direction his program is t g. In the evaluation process

there seems to be few provisions for the client atilize the evaluation results to

formulate his own decisions.

14. Summarizing the theories and their relationships to actual practices in reference

to the client's role in vocational evaluaticd, there is strong evidence that a

wide chasm exists between the two. Nevertheless, theory and practice can be brought

closer together with a great deal of work on the part of this project's partici-

pants.

15. Provided vocational evaluation is to be a meaningful service program, the roles

of the personnel must'be delineated, methods and techniques defined, andlealistic

goals and objectives established for the unit, Finally, the role the client will

play as the recipient,of services must be clarified with little room for misunder-'

standing. Needless-to say, this applies equally to the referring counselor and

the evaluation staff. The very nature of the rehabilitation process demands that

defining the olient'srrole begins with the referring counselor. Therefore, the

questions are: What.are the counselor's responsibilities? What is the ftinction

of the client? What should be the process of selecting an evaluation'unit?

16. When service needs have been identified, and a plan for service delivery form-

, ulated, an evaivation unit must be selected to the mutual satisfaction of both client

and counselor. The questions developed here are:. What role does eaciAplay

veloping a meaningful prograit? How can the client maintain some control or diiectioal

for his own evaluation program? Should hypotheses be developed at this point ih time

in reference to work or training?

17. During the vockonal evaluation program, there are many instances that-active

-client participation can be encouraged. Specific questions for consideration are:

What factors enhance, or restrict, the client's role? What degicee of responsibility

should the client have in directing his case and in the selection of evaluation ,

tests for specific vocational areas? Should the .client view the test results,

including psychologicals, as they are recorded? Should the.client participate in case

conferences that relate to, his own evaluation program?

'
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18. At the conclusion of vocational evaluation, many situations arise and pose
pertinent questions for consideration by vocational evaluation personnel, namely:
What about the client reading the final evaluation repor0 t alternatives should
the client have (not the one he has) if he disagrees with the eport, evaluator/
counselor interpretations? Who should plan and formulate re ilitation services
after evaluation, the client, the evaluator, the counselor or All.personnel
involved? A final question, What can be done to increase client responsibility
or what role can the client actually play in the vocational evaluation process?

194 For numerous reasons; rehabilitation has changed,-an4, as a result, yocationar
evaluation must change in order to keep pace. Today, it is not known-for certain
whether or'not the various techniques utilized in the'evaluation process-are the
most appropriate to adequately evaluate handicapped individuals, n'recent years,
services have been extendet to clients previously ineligible. Moreover, it is
without question that additional dishdvantaged and severely disabled clientele will
qualify for services in the near future. The challenge to the field is complex --
what can be done to insure better client participation? In order to accomplish this
objective, what change's would need'to be made in the evaluation procesg, in
technique's, in personnel', in psychological assessment, in staffings, and the

.functions of present evaluation staff?

20. Perhaps this veryXomplicated topic can be made less difficult by reviewing
the general evaluationfisrocess, and the role.the present client plays at various
intervals. Each vocational evaluatiOn unit should develop a plan of action that
will have a definite impact on counselors and evaluation staff, but even more
important,one thwill emphasize greater client participation.

c 476
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THE QUESTION OF VALIDITY AND USE OF V

1.. The'valfdity and use of vocational evaluation fin ings have been a subject of
controversy among rehabilitation and other prof essiona. workers for several years.
Depending on your particular definition of vocational 'valuation, its validity depends
on the aspects it purports 'to discover. According to Rice (1972), vocational evaluators
should diagnose vocational Problems and then prescribe procedures, methods, and pro-
grams that will remedy or alleviate these deficiencies. Many others include determin-
ing rehabilitation potential, particularly work potential, as a major objective. Yet,
this v ry important function is being performed in innumerable ways andby variously
qualifie individuals. .

TIONAL EVALUATION 85.

2. Suazo (1965) described evaluation as the key to rehabilitation. However, Nadoliky
(1971) reported it questionable'Uhether a syst.76atic body, of knowledge exists for the
field of vocational evaluation. If this is true, then it is extremely importlectsfor
vocational evaluation programs to demonstrate their efficacy if they are to warrant
usage by rehabilitation and other agencies.

3. In order for a profession to establish itself, there must be a systematic body
of knowledge supported by Meaningful xesearch. However, as Clark (1969) reported, there
is an appalling lack of supportive,research. Spergel (1970) believes that vocational
evaluators have rationalized against studying vocational evaluation ouecome and, those
stales that have been done'are poorly designed. Overs 1970) has also found little
research reported in scientific journals, and advocates publication that will bring
togethertresearch findings. -Most likely, many rehabilittion,agencieg and facilities
haye done self-studieg of their vocational evaluation programs, but have reported their
results in obscure project report% or unreleased documents. \-

/v.,

4.* There have,beerf several studies on the utility of .4ob'sample tasks, psychological,
tests, and evaluator ratings'of clients. Overs (1970) has done a commendable joh in
Summarizing these f±ndings. He also reviewed research pn total assessment scales, which
purport to predict success in training, in placement, and iniemployment., There. has
.been'only one comprehensive assessment of the vocational evapation process. Jewish
and Vocational Employment Service of Philadelphia (1968) completed an vbitj.ona_pxojecC
eo measure the-efficacy of,4heir vocational evaluation program. Using loth evperi-
,mental and control groups, it wallound that clients who participated in work evaluation,
prior to emploYment counseling and placeMent, had a better vocational outcome, and
.counselors

5. There
programs.
predictfa

and clients -were favorable toward this program.,

,

ha e beenAlumerous studies on vocational outcome. or tuccess
-

of rehabilitation
Ne (196bYstudies the succ s of the Chicago J.V.S. program and found the
of 'bile staff regardingplacea city and employability were-generally upheld,

and that the family was impoi-tant in the cl, nt's vocational adjustment. Phelps (1965)
evaluated'the program at the West Virginia Rehabilitation Center and found that 85% of
50 DVR counselors surveyed found their mentally retarded clients, who were evaluated
at the Center, easier to work with than Other mentally'retarded clients in their'case-
load. Campbell & O'Toole (1970) obtained the reactions of 238 former clients-at
Zieveland's Vocational Guidance'and Rehabilitation Services who had been judged unemploy-
ablerlind untrainable by conventional rehabilitation method's before entering the program. ,

When asked what they thought of the work adjustmgnt program,'24% indicated "excellent,"
47% "somewhat- helpful," 15% "neutral," 12% %este of time," and 2% "detrimental."

6. ,The importance of.the family, agency, and other variabs in validating vocational
evaluation findings was pointed out by Brolin & Wright (1981) who studied the extent td
which five typed of recommendations from an evaluation ;enter for the _retarded were
implemented and variables related to their implementation. It was found that only 60%
Of the vocational recammendatians,were,"definitely" followed, and that many other important
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rehabilitation recommendations either were only partially followed, dr were not followed
at all for a large number of mentally retarded clients. Different pattern§ of variables
were found toinfluence the five type's of recommendations made (i.e., social, medical,
psyihological,"educational, and vocational). The influence of the family on'the imple-
mefflation of_all types of recommendations was finding. A further study on
the same clients eBrolin, 1972) found client °lime to be particularly related to the
interactiofi of certain client, family, community, and agency variables. It was also
found that a laLge number (1/3) of clients received inadequate services after evaluation
and, of thoge receiving adequate services, about 1/3 of the males and almost 1/2 of the
females failed to.reach their assessed voC;lonal outcome pOtential:

7. There are several other problems that have precluded assessing the validity of
vocational evaluation programs. One of these, has been the inability to gain universal
agreement about what constitutes vocational evaluation, and how it should be done. This
is unfortunate because if we are to develop a syitematic body of knowledgq on the sub-
ject, train people to be evaluators, deSign vocational evaluation programS, and.then

determine the validity of their efforts, we had better have some agreement on what it
is we are supposed to be doing.

8. This'confusionis apparent when,one observes the interaction between state reha-
biliation agency and rehabilitttlon facility personnel. In.many instances, rehabili-
tation counselors are very "uptight" about facility programs, including the evaluation
aspect. Often they 4e1 the evaluation is very limited, unsophisticated, and too
costly. They complain about insufficient reports and other comlrnications of client
progress and potential. They feel that clients are often left in the programs too long
just to get the referring agency's moils}, (Brolin, 1973).

9. There are wide degrees of variance in vocational evaluation philosophy and
technique .sluong programs. Some have very constticted.definitions and programs, whereas _

others are quite encompassing. But one thing that is at always missing is any
systematic assessment of what they-4o. Another phenomena that occurs is the lack
of knowledge rehabilitation counselors and other referring personnel. have about

vocational evaluation and other aspects of facilities. One other problem is the lack
of client knowledge and involvement in decisions about one's own program. It appears,
however, that in the very near future this phonomenon will cease and the rights of
clients will be one of the greatest concerns'we will attend to in rehabilitation.

10. Up to this point, referring caseworkers have had to.place their confidence in the
vocational evaluation program. However, in ma instances they found reason to question
what they were get tint for their money, Often re ommendations from evaluation programs
were very general in nature and of little value. dolsky (1971) sheds some light on
»this from his study as he concluded that vocational evaluators appear to "use and
attach more value to teahniqups and procedures which provide a general understanding
of a client's vocational assets and limitations, rather than those designed to uncover
specific vocational abilities and deficiencies (p. 23)." He also found little follow -
up activity on their part.. It is no wonder counselors are confused about vocational
evaluation programs. With the misunderstanding of what the evaluation can do, with
the different philosophies and techniques, with little client involvement and follow;
up, and the like, it is no wonder the current confusion and concerns exist.

11. A scientific approach is needed if vocationalievalbation 4s going to have any
degree'of validity. As noted by Kerlinger (1967), "The scientific approach has one
characte tic that no other method of attaining knowledge has: self-correction.
There a built in checks all along the way to scientific knowledge (p. 7)." In a
find art le, Walker (1970) warned vocational evaluation to fake heed now and avoid

S
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the pitfalle of many other related disciplines that he says have now become irrelevant

because they fail to develop a feedback system which narrows the gap between what they

are and what they ought to bes(p. 39).",

12. Pruitt (1970) has made a fine attempt to develop a set of theoretical constructs
by listing basic assumptions that he feels underlie work sample theory. This is one of

the few attempts to do anything of this kind. Perhaps one reason for this is the

negative connotation accorded theory by many rehabilitation personnel who profess
allegiance to a ('practical" armamentarium of tests, fork samples, and real work. Thus,

the-evaluator approaches his job in an 'a priori Way, i.e., assuming that what he is

doing is reasonable and self-eVident. However, the question can be posed as "According

to whose reason?" Two evaluators, using supposedly rational processes, can reach differ-

ent conclusions about a client, and they often do:

13. Besides Pruitt, there have been very few attempts in vocational evaluation to set

forth a "set of interrelated constructs (concepts), definitions, and propositions that .

present a systematic view of phenomenon "by specifying relations among variables, with

the purpose of explaining and predicting the phenomenon" as theory is defined by Kerlinger

(p. 11). Nadolsky (1966, 1971) has given so ttention to this area; but the most com-

prehensive approach is the, work done at the university of Minnesota by Dawis, Lofquist,

and Weiss (1968) in developing and refining their Theory of Work Adjustment. The

Minnesota Theory has attempted to meet the criteria set forth by Kerlinger. Although

essentially a placement tlifory, it is also quite applicable to the study and operation
of vocational evaluation programs (Brolin, 1973) and Browning, 1972). The model is too

complicated to be reported here, and it is recommended that Dawis" (1967) article be

read and/or copies of their monographs be obtained. The model focuses on the individual

and his environment, with work adjustment depeident upon both satisfactoriness (ability

to do the job satisfactorily), and.satisfaction (client satisfaciton with the job). A

number of instruments have been developed to measure aspects of client personality and

the work environment. This theoretical meodel has much to off-er vocational evaluation.

.
CQNCLUSION

14. The assessment of the validity of any vocational evaluation is contingent upon

many assumptions. First, we assume the vocational evaluation program has competently

trained personnel. Second, we assume that they have clearly specified the objectives

of their programf We the proper components to do vocational evaluation, and are able

to measure whether or not they have sufficiently met their obj 'ectives. Third, we assume

the client has beef: su'Aiciently cooperative and motivated to display his vocational

abilities and needs. Fourth, we assume that the persons who have rendered treatment
(e.g., work adjustment, training, counseling, etc.) and job placement have performed

those aspects competently. Fifth, we'assume that the job the client is placed on has
sufficiently met his basic needs and is something the person can do. And sixth, we

assume that the client in able to mange his other activities-of-daily living and has

the support of someone, like-a familyi during crisis periods.
4V

15. Since the ultimate criterion of successful vocational evaluation, i.e., the con-

gruence between predicted and actual client outcome, is S9 dependent on a multitude of

factors beyond the evaluator's control, a more immedLte assessment of its value appears

warranted. The resvlts of a vocational evaluation could be assessed immediately upon
its completion bAasking the opinions of counselors and other referring caseworkers,

those who are to harry out the recommendations, and the client and his family, about

their satisfaction with the prquam. Some examples of questions include: (A) Do you

feel the recommendations,,are clear, Specific enough, and realistic,. and (b) Can the

recstagidations be implemented? AtyOquestions answered "No" should be explained. The

involVe'ment of the client in evaluation planning should be ascertained.
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16. The next point in assessing the validity of the vocational evaluation is during

the treatment-training phase, either during and/or after its completion. At this
point, questions can be posed of the training staff as to the correspondence between

their findings and those of the evaluators in regard to client strengths, weaknesses,
interests, and vocational training potentials. The realism of the recommendations can
be evaluated further at this tame. Client satisfaction'of the congruence of the evalu-
ation with the training prOgrate,s4qulitbe determined. After placement (or whatever
happens, next), periodic folloy-up With:client, family, and employer should be done to
again_ ascertain how well the evaluation was able fo be of assistance. This includes
the extent to which other disciplines and agencies contributed toward carrying through
the needed services.

17. The question of'what really constitutes a good vocational evaluation is not an
easy one. If we wait too long after an evaluation, tao many extraneous variables and
forgetting will operate to confound such an analysis. Thus, immediately fallowing
and periodic evaluations of the evaluation must be employed with the latter ones being,
less valid as time increases. It is questionable if vocational evaluators can really )
predict, with any degree of accuracy, most clients' future vocational potentials. We
must come to the realization that the are so many influences on what one becomes,
that our most important role is for short-range planning and re-evaluation as the
clients develop new skills and horizons. Evaluators should Ne-enter the scene at
many different points along the rehabilitation process rather than just at the be-
ginning.

In suMMary,'completely valid Vocational assessment and prediction is extremely
difficult./ It consists of both short -term and long=tprm goals, the latter (what can
he do in the fu.rure) being most difficult to ascertain. Vocational evaluation consists .i,

of both quantitative and clinical judgements. Besides the' client, however, vocational
outcome t"'also highly dependent on the interaction of many family, community, and
agency variables. Neff (1970) has called attention to "the fact that human behavior
is not only a function'of the characteriptics of persons but also a function of the
Situations in which persons find themselves (p. 28)." It is time,,therefore, for
evaluators, work adjusters, placement specialists, counselors, administrators, educators
the clients, and their families to begin working more closely together,so that client
needs can bd most adequately met.,

19. We are entering into an era of accountability. Guidelines have been established
for working relationships between vocational rehabilitation agencies wd rehabilitation
facilitieS. 'Accreditation is now being mandated and program evaluation greatly encouraged'
to insure a ceYtain level of standards. Vocational evaluation is at=e crucial stage in
its development. Vocational evaluation personnel must meet this challenge by developing
the metliSdalogy whereby their program's efficacy can be systeMaticany and empirically

lidated.

*DONN BROLIN
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